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**PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES**  
**THURSDAY, TIME SLOT 1**

### STUDENT LED ROUNDTABLE - PLANNING AND RACIAL JUSTICE IN A TIME OF CRISIS

**Co-Moderator:** AZHAR, Awais [University of Texas at Austin] awais.azhar@utexas.edu

**Co-Moderator:** JARAMILLO, Atticus [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] atticus@email.unc.edu

**Participants:**
- DANTZLER, Prentiss [Georgia State University] pdantzler@gsu.edu
- RAYMOND, Elora [Georgia Institute of Technology] elora.raymond@design.gatech.edu
- NEVAREZ MARTINEZ, Deyanita [University of California, Irvine] nevared@uci.edu
- VASUDEVAN, Raksha [University of Texas at Austin] rakshav@utexas.edu

### 2.12 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 417) - PLANNING ON THE EDGE: VANCOUVER AND CHALLENGES OF RECONCILIATION, SOCIAL JUSTICE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

**Organizer/Moderator:** GURSTEIN, Penny [University of British Columbia] penny.gurstein@ubc.ca

**Participants:**
- SANDERCOCK, Leonie [University of British Columbia] leonies@mail.ubc.ca
- HONEY-ROSES, Jordi [University of British Columbia] jhoney@mail.ubc.ca
- ANGELES, Leonora [University of British Columbia] nora.angeles@ubc.ca

### 2.15 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 918) - COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AS PLANNING: THE EVOLVING NATURE OF COMMUNITY ECONOMIES

**Moderator:** CLARK, Jennifer [The Ohio State University] clark.3550@osu.edu

**Participants:**
- ETENENNE, Harley [University of Michigan] hfe@umich.edu
- RANKIN, Katharine [University of Toronto] katharine.rankin@utoronto.ca
- SPICER, Jason [University of Toronto] jason.spicer@utoronto.ca
- USHER, Kareem [The Ohio State University] usher.21@osu.edu

### 4.22 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 309) - INFORMING PUERTO RICO’S COMMUNITY RELOCATION PROGRAM: GLOBAL LESSONS FROM THE PAST

**Organizer:** CHANDRASEKHAR, Divya [University of Utah] D.Chandrasekhar@utah.edu

**Moderator:** OLSHANSKY, Robert [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] robos@illinois.edu

**Participants:**
- GANAPATI, Nazeef [Florida International University] emel.ganapati@gmail.com
- FINN, Donovan [Stony Brook University] Donovan.Finn@stonybrook.edu
- IUCHI, Kanako [Tokoh University] iuchii@irides.tohoku.ac.jp
- BALACHANDRAN, Bala [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] bbalach2@illinois.edu

### 5.7 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 493) - CULTURAL INSIGHTS FOR PLANNERS: UNDERSTANDING THE TERMS HISPANIC, LATINO, AND LATINX

**Moderator/Organizer:** GARCIA ZAMBRANA, Ivis [University of Utah] ivis.garcia@uth.edu

**Participants:**
- MELENDEZ, Jose [University of Oregon] jmelendez@uoregon.edu
- VANIK, Leonor [University of Illinois at Chicago] leonor.vanik@me.com
- VAZQUEZ CASTILLO, Maria Teresa [Universidad Autonoma de Ciudad Juarez] teresa.vazquez@uacj.mx

### 7.9 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 1041) - DISASTROUS DIVISIONS: THE NEED FOR A SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL PLANNING APPROACH TO AMELIORATE URBAN VULNERABILITY

**Moderator:** SYAL, Shruti [Virginia Commonwealth University] syals@vcu.edu

**Participants:**
- SHATKIN, Gavin [Northeastern University] g.shatkin@northeastern.edu
- KASHM, Shabir [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] kashem1@illinois.edu
- DAS, Ashok [University of Hawaii] ashokdas@hawaii.edu
- PEARSSALL, Hamil [Temple University] hamil.pearsall@temple.edu

### 9.11 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 96) - PLANNING FOR HEALTHY AND EQUITABLE CITIES: INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES

**Moderator/Organizer:** HONG, Andy [University of Oxford] andyhong@gmail.com

**Participants:**
- LEE, Chanam [Texas A&M University] channam@tamu.edu
- CHRISSINGER, Benjamin [University of Oxford] benjamin.chrisinger@gsi.ox.ac.uk
- OVIEDO, Daniel [University College London] daniel.oivedo@ucl.ac.uk
- WIDENER, Michael [University of Toronto] michael.widener@utoronto.ca
- WANG, Xize [National University of Singapore] wang.xize@nus.edu.sg
- GUAN, Chenghe [New York University] chenghe.guan@nyu.edu
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10.9 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 1204) - MAKE SPACE, TAKE SPACE: STUDENT ACTIVISM AND EXPERIENCE WITH EQUITY AND INCLUSION INITIATIVES
Moderator: ANGST, Sean [University of Southern California] angst@usc.edu
Organizer: POE, Jocelyn [University of Southern California] poe@usc.edu
OLUYEDE, Lindsay [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] lindsay.oluyede@gmail.com
STEVENSON, Dylan [Cornell University] dms547@cornell.edu

16.10 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 254) - AESTHETICS OF GENTRIFICATION: SEDUCTIVE SPACES AND EXCLUSIVE COMMUNITIES IN THE NEOLIBERAL CITY
Moderator/Organizer: CRISMAN, Jonathan [Jae-an University of Arizona] crisman@email.arizona.edu
LINDNER, Christoph [The Bartlett, University College London] c.lindner@ucl.ac.uk
NEWBURY, Susanna [University of Nevada, Las Vegas] susanna.newbury@unlv.edu
SANDOVAL, Gerardo [University of Oregon] gsando@uoregon.edu
SIROIS, Guillaume [Université de Montréal] guillaume.sirois@umontreal.ca
WESSELMAN, Daan [University of Amsterdam] d.v.wesselman@uva.nl

THURSDAY, TIME SLOT 2

OPENING PLENARY

Moderator and National Conference Chair: SANDOVAL, Gerardo [University of Oregon] gsando@uoregon.edu
ACSP President: BOARNET, Marlon [University of Southern California] boarnet@usc.edu
ACSP Vice President: RAMASUBRAMANIAN, Laxmi [San Jose State University] laxmi.ramasubramanian@sjsu.edu
Focal Event Task Force Co-Chair: SIMPSON, Sheryl-Ann [Carleton University] sheryl-ann.simpson@carleton.ca
Focal Event Task Force Member: LUNG-AMAM, Willow [University of Maryland] lungamam@umd.edu
Focal Event Task Force Member: MIRAFTAB, Faranak [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] faranak@illinois.edu

THURSDAY, ALL DAY ACCESS

POSTER SESSION: TRACKS 1 - 6

See pages 15-16

ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA's customer service associates will assist you.
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**COMMITTEE ON DIVERSITY ROUNDTABLE: ADVANCING DIVERSITY IN UNDERGRADUATE PLANNING PROGRAMS**

**Moderator:** KAMEL, Nabil [Western Washington University]
nabil.kamel@wwu.edu

**Panelists:**
- OWUSU, Francis [Iowa State University]
- RUKMANA, Deden [Alabama A&M University]
- PENDALL, Rolf [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign]
- KIM, Sarah [University of Missouri-Kansas City]
- HERIANGUEZ, Aaron [California State Polytechnic University Pomona]

**Discussant:**

**Organizer:** MELENDEZ, Jose [University of Oregon]
jmelende@uoregon.edu

**2.41 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: PROMOTING THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS IN NORTH AMERICAN CITIES: CASE STUDIES & BEST PRACTICES IN THE SCIENCE OF SUSTAINABILITY INDICATORS**

**Organizer:** IYER, Seema [University of Baltimore]
siyer@ubalt.edu

**Discussant:** ABRAHAM, David [Rice University]
dabraham@rice.edu

**148: LOCALIZING THE SDGS IN BALTIMORE: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES OF THE USA SUSTAINABLE CITIES INITIATIVE**
IYER, Seema [University of Baltimore]
siyer@ubalt.edu

**149: HOW LOCAL COMMUNITIES CAN ALIGN WITH THE UN-SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS: A SANTA CRUZ COUNTY CASE STUDY**
BRUTSCHE, Susan [Applied Survey Research]
susan@appliedsurveyresearch.org

**151: HOW THE YOUTH SOCIAL ENTERPRISE (YSE) MODEL SUPPORTS THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOAL 4B: ECONOMIC GROWTH AND DECENT WORK IN THE TWIN CITIES**
THOMAS, Peg [Sundance Family Foundation]
peg@sundancefamilyfoundation.org

**2.7 DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PLANNING**

**Facilitator:** ALLEN, Ryan [University of Minnesota]
allen650@umn.edu

**2.72 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION - RADICAL PLANNING 3: REIMAGINING PLANNING PRAXIS**

**Organizer:** GELBARD, Sarah [McGill University]
sarah@gelbard.ca

**Discussant:** MIRAFATB, Faranak [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign]
faranak@illinois.edu

**444: IMAGINING A SOUTHERN PLANNING PRAXIS FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT**
VASUDEVAN, Raksha [University of Texas at Austin]
rakshav@utexas.edu

**841: YOUTH, EXCLUSION AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT: THE MECHANICS AND VALUE OF ENGAGING MARGINALIZED YOUNG PEOPLE IN PLANNING AND POLICYMAKING**
KOCSI, Joanna [University of Toronto]
joanna.kocsis@utoronto.ca

**460: MAKING THE SDGS RELEVANT FOR CITIES: USING THE COMMUNITY CAPITAL TOOL IN BRITISH COLUMBIA**

**445: INDIGENOUS FUTURITY: RECONSTRUCTING THE UNACTIVATED POSSIBILITIES OF OUR ANCESTORS**

**567: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SPATIAL INCLUSION AND SOCIAL INCLUSION: EVIDENCE FROM SOUTH KOREAN CITIES AND REGIONS**

**513: PREDICTING BLACK OUTMIGRATION IN THE AMERICAN METROPOLIS**

**561: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DISCOURSES BY NATIONAL METODOLOGY FOR EVALUATING OPPORTUNITY ZONES**

**60th ANNUAL CONFERENCE - 3**
4.2 CLIMATE JUSTICE

Discussant: LYLES, Ward [University of Kansas] waldylyles@ku.edu

214: READING THE SILENCES: HOW URBAN CLIMATE ADAPTATION PLANS ADDRESS INCOME AND RACIAL INEQUALITIES
ZOLL, Deidre [University of Texas at Austin] deidrezoll@utexas.edu

252: SEEKING URBAN CLIMATE JUSTICE: ASSESSING HOW COMMUNITIES INCORPORATE EQUITY GOALS IN LOCAL CLIMATE CHANGE PLANNING
FRENCH, Emma [University of California, Los Angeles] emma.mehlig.french@gmail.com

991: INCLUSIVE RESILIENCE: EXAMINING EQUITY-CENTERED STRATEGIC PLANNING IN TORONTO, CANADA
FITZGIBBONS, Joanne [University of British Columbia] jo.fitzgibbons@ubc.ca
MITCHELL, Carrie [University of Waterloo] carrie.mitchell@uwaterloo.ca

1349: RETHINKING ‘CAPACITY’: THE ROLE OF ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE IN ADVANCING RACIAL EQUITY THROUGH CLIMATE ADAPTATION PLANS
SOLIS, Miriam [University of Texas at Austin] solis@austin.utexas.edu

5.103 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: PLACEMAKING IN THE CONTEXT OF BLACK (UN)VISIBILITY AND ECONOMIC COLONIALITY IN TEXAS, VIRGINIA, JAMAICA, AND MEXICO
Organizer: SWEET, Elizabeth [University of Massachusetts, Boston] betsy.sweet@umb.edu
Discussant: HARPER-ANDERSON, Elsie [Virginia Commonwealth University] elharperande@vcu.edu

472: MORENOS/AS AND THE MEZTISO MYTH: SEEING BLACK POWER IN MORELOS, MEXICO
SWEET, Elizabeth [University of Massachusetts, Boston] betsy.sweet@umb.edu

473: HAUNTING AS AGENCY: A CRITICAL CULTURAL LANDSCAPE APPROACH TO MAKING BLACK LABOR VISIBLE IN SUGAR LAND, TEXAS
ROBERTS, Andrea [Texas A&M University] aeroberts318@tamu.edu

474: THE PLOT: SUSTAIN, REFUSE, PLAN
GOFTE, Rachel [University of Toronto] rachel.goffe@utoronto.ca

560: EXCAVATING THE PROCESSES OF RACIAL FORMATION: BRIDGING ANTE- AND POST-BELLUM SPATIAL FRAMES IN CENTRAL VIRGINIA
DIAMOND, Alissa [University of Virginia] au2c@virginia.edu

6.1 EVICTION & HOMELESSNESS: OUTCOMES & RESPONSES
Facilitator: HARRISON, Austin [Georgia State University] aharisson45@student.gsu.edu

337: SEARCHING FOR SHELTER IN THE CONTEMPORARY HOUSING CRISIS: SPATIAL POLICY VIOLENCE AND HOMELESSNESS
BROWN, Lauren [University of British Columbia] laurenann.b@gmail.com

490: HOUSING AND HOMELESSNESS IN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES IN CANADA
AGRAWAL, Sandeep [University of Alberta] sagrawal@ualberta.ca

517: COUNTERING DEMOBILIZATION FROM HOUSING INSTABILITY THROUGH COMMUNITY CENTERED DATA
HOWELL, Kathryn [Virginia Commonwealth University] khowell@vcu.edu
TERESA, Benjamin [Virginia Commonwealth University] bfteresa@vcu.edu

6.166 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: HOUSING JUSTICE
Organizer: GREENLEE, Andrew [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] agreen4@illinois.edu
Facilitator: RODRIGUEZ, Akira Drake [University of Pennsylvania] akarad@design.upenn.edu

1000: REALIZING HOUSING JUSTICE THROUGH COMPREHENSIVE FEDERAL HOUSING POLICY REFORM
DAWKINS, Casey [University of Maryland] dawkins1@umd.edu

1002: CIVIL RIGHTS, HOUSING, AND POLITICAL CONFLICT
STEELE, Justin [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] steele@mit.edu

1003: THE GEOGRAPHY OF (ACTUALLY EXISTING) OPPORTUNITY: HOUSING CHOICE AS CAPITAL?
GREENLEE, Andrew [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] agreen4@illinois.edu

9.176 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: PLANNING FOR URBAN AGRICULTURE IN THE USA: FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR A NEW ETHIC IN CITY BUILDING
Organizer: RAJA, Samina [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] sreja@buffalo.edu
Discussant: NASR, Joseph [Ryerson University] jpoonas@sympatico.ca

1128: THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS FOR A NEW ETHIC IN PLANNING FOR URBAN AGRICULTURE
BORN, Branden [University of Washington, Seattle] brandenborn@gmail.com

1129: APPLIED ETHICS: CIVIC AGRICULTURE IN US CITIES
MORALES, Alfonso [University of Wisconsin-Madison] morales1@wisc.edu
DEMARSH, Nicholas [University of Wisconsin-Madison] ndemarsh@wisc.edu

1130: URBAN AGRICULTURE AS A LOCUS FOR PLANNING PEDAGOGY
JUDELSOHN, Alexandra [University of Michigan] alexjudy@umich.edu

1132: ETHICS AND EQUITY IN MUNICIPAL PLANNING FOR URBAN AGRICULTURE
RAJA, Samina [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] sreja@buffalo.edu
CATON CAMPBELL, Marica [Center for Resilient Cities] marica.catoncampbell@resilientcities.org
10.169 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: 
TRANSFORMATIVE PEDAGOGY THROUGH 
STUDENT AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: 
INTEGRATING CRITICAL THEORY AND 
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING IN CURRICULUM

Discussant: ERICKSON, Emily [Alabama A&M University] 
emilyerickson@gmail.com

863: TOWARDS A NEW GENERATION OF URBAN 
PRACTITIONERS: DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION 
SAMI, Neha [Indian Institute for Human Settlements] 
nsami@iihs.ac.in 
ANAND, Shriya [Indian Institute for Human Settlements] 
sanand@iihs.ac.in

968: CHAMPIONING STUDENT AGENCY: FROM SHARING 
CLASSROOM POWER TO SHARING WORK WITH THE PUBLIC 
FLORES, Nina [California State University Long Beach] 
nina.flores@csulb.edu

969: CRITICAL RACE PEDAGOGY FOR STUDENTS OF COLOR - 
THE CASE FOR PLACE-BASED STUDENT EXPERIENCES 
NAKAOKA, Susan [Sacramento State University] 
nakaoka@csus.edu

970: INNOVATIVE STUDENT PROJECTS WITH COMMUNITY- 
BASED RESEARCH PEDAGOGY 
WONG, Karna [University of California, Irvine] 
karna.wong@uci.edu

13.7 RECONCEPTUALIZING EQUITY PLANNING

Discussant: MANNING THOMAS, June [University of Michigan] 
thomasju@umich.edu

574: ARE WE PLANNING FOR EQUITY? EQUITY GOALS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS IN LOCAL COMPREHENSIVE PLANS 
LOH, Carolyn [Wayne State University] cm9329@wayne.edu 
KIM, Rose [Wayne State University] rose.kim@wayne.edu

1175: BEYOND ADVOCACY AND PLURALISM IN PLANNING: 
THE EXTRAORDINARY PUBLIC LIFE OF PAUL DAVIDOFF 
REARDON, Kenneth [University of Massachusetts, Boston] 
kenneth.reardon@umb.edu
### 2.2 ARTS AND CULTURE IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

**Discussant:** ARROYO, John [University of Oregon]
jarroyo@uoregon.edu

- **980: MAJOR LEAGUE SPORTS VENUES: ANCHORS IN URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND NEIGHBOURHOOD REVITALIZATION**
  GRAHAM, Ryan [University of Calgary]
  ryan.graham@ucalgary.ca
  HAN, Albert [The University of Texas at San Antonio]
  albert.han@utsa.edu
  EHLZENZ, Meagan [Arizona State University]
  meagan.ehlenz@asu.edu
  DEWALD, Jim [University of Calgary]
  jim.dewald@haskayne.ucalgary.ca

- **1085: COMPLICATING PERCEPTIONS OF ARTISTS’ ROLES IN RACIALIZED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT**
  SLOANE, David [University of Southern California]
  dsloane@usc.edu
  SHANNON, Brettany [California State University at Northridge]
  brettany.shannon@csun.edu

- **380: BRIDGES DON'T MAKE THEMSELVES: USING COMMUNITY-BASED THEATER TO RESHAPE RELATIONSHIPS**
  LANGE, Zechariah [Florida State University]
  zjl13@my.fsu.edu

### 2.3 BUILDING RESILIENT AND JUST COMMUNITIES

**Discussant:** LAMB, Zachary [University of California, Berkeley]
zlamb@berkeley.edu

- **175: NORTH-SOUTH DIALOGUES: DESIGN AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE IN THE CITIES OF LOS ANGELES AND SÃO PAULO**
  SKURAI, Tatiana [University of São Paulo]
  tsakurai@usp.br

- **255: RESILIENCE CONVERSATIONS WITH HURRICANE HARVEY RESIDENTS IN RECOVERY**
  POWERS, Liza [Texas Southern University]
  lpowers4800@student.tsu.edu
  PUN THAPA, Jiwian [Texas Southern University]
  j.thapa4313@student.tsu.edu
  OLALEYE, Olanjii [Texas Southern University]
  olanji.olaleye@tsu.edu

### 2.10 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND PERCEPTION IN COMMUNITY PLANNING PROCESS

**Discussant:** QUICK, Kathy [University of Minnesota]
ksquick@umn.edu

- **199: (MIS) TRUSTING THE PROCESS: HOW COMPLICATIONS IN THE BUYOUT PROCESSES CAN DEGRADE PUBLIC TRUST**
  SCHWALLER, Nora [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]
  nschwall@live.unc.edu
  NGUYEN, Mai [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]
  mai@unc.edu
  CAMPBELL, Leah [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]
  lc401@live.unc.edu

### 2.8 GENTRIFICATION/DISPLACEMENT

**Facilitator:** GOLDMAN, Laurie [Tufts University]
laurie.goldman@tufts.edu

- **95: WHAT DO WE WANT? HOUSING! WHEN DO WE WANT IT? NOW! THE RISE AND SUCCESS OF KC TENANTS ORGANIZING IN KANSAS CITY**
  AYALA, Jordan [University of Missouri-Kansas City]
  jkoy98@email.umkc.edu
  IRAZÁBAL, Clara [University of Missouri-Kansas City]
  irazabalzurita@umkc.edu
  SMIRNOVA, Michelle [University of Missouri-Kansas City]
  smimovam@umkc.edu

### 2.11 IMMIGRANTS’ ATTITUDES TOWARDS NEIGHBOURHOOD AMENITIES THAT SUPPORT SOCIAL PARTICIPATION: A QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF PREFERENCES IN METRO VANCOUVER

**Facilitators:** EBNESHAHIDI, Marjanossadat [University of British Columbia]
marjan.ebneshahidi@gmail.com
SENBEL, Maged [University of British Columbia]
maged.senbel@ubc.ca
FOROUZANDEH, Peyvand [University of British Columbia]
peyvand@alumni.ubc.ca

- **1408: REBUILDING THE LOST PUBLICITY: THREE CASE STUDIES OF URBAN REGENERATION IN SHANGHAI**
  ZHENG, Luqiao [Tongji University Luqiao]
  zheng1012@gmail.com
2.16 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: RADICAL PLANNING 1: PRACTICE IN SHIFTING NARRATIVES

Organizer/Facilitator: GELBARD, Sarah [McGill University]
sarah@gelbard.ca

Discussant: DORRIES, Heather [University of Toronto]
heather.dorries@utoronto.ca

181: GROWTH OR EQUITY: MEDIA NARRATIVES OF THE FUTURE IN POST-KATRINA EAST BILOXI

DAVISON, Mark [University of Florida] davison.mark@ufl.edu

181: GROWTH OR EQUITY: MEDIA NARRATIVES OF THE FUTURE IN POST-KATRINA EAST BILOXI

DAVISON, Mark [University of Florida] davison.mark@ufl.edu

146: LESSONS FROM A CARISHINA: CYCLING INFRASTRUCTURAL IMAGINATIONS FROM QUITO, ECUADOR

KNAPP, Courtney [Pratt Institute] cknapp@pratt.edu

1195: NAMING OUR PLACE: BELONGING AND SPATIAL JUSTICE IN THE AMERICAN CITY

MAGALONG, Michelle [University of Maryland] magalong@umd.edu

1353: IDENTIFYING JURISDICTIONAL OVERLAPS ON NATIVE AMERICAN RESERVATIONS AND OTHER TRIBAL LANDS

SADLER, Rick [Michigan State University] ricks@msu.edu

1282: FROM THE CONCENTRIC ZONES TO CHI-RAQ: URBAN SPACE, GOVERNING SPACE THROUGH BODIES DISSERTATION IN PLANNING - GOVERNING BODIES THROUGH SPACE, GOVERNING SPACE THROUGH BODIES

60th ANNUAL CONFERENCE - 7
13.6 RADICAL DEPARTURES IN SPACE, POWER AND JUSTICE

Discussant: WILLIAMS, Darien [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] darienaw@mit.edu

606: 'SHAME AND PREJUDICE' CHALLENGING COLONIAL SEXUALITIES AND TEMPORALITIES IN PLANNING THROUGH THE WORK OF KENT MONKMAN
DORRIES, Heather [University of Toronto] heather.dorries@utoronto.ca
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15.1 ACCESS, EQUITY AND RACE

Facilitator: MONDSCHEIN, Andrew [University of Virginia] mondschein@virginia.edu

614: TRAVEL ACTIVITY AND AIR POLLUTION EXPOSURES: ESTIMATING RACIAL, ETHNIC, AND INCOME DISPARITIES USING FINET-SCALED NO2 AND GPS DATA
MONDSCHEIN, Andrew [University of Virginia] mondschein@virginia.edu
JIANG, Zhiqiu [University of Virginia] zjlav@virginia.edu
DEMETILLO, Angelique [University of Virginia] mgd7uv@virginia.edu
PUSEDE, Sally [University of Virginia] sep6a@virginia.edu

831: ANALYZING INTERRACIAL PATTERNS OF TRAVEL MODES USING THE NATIONAL TRAVEL HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS (NHTS)
TEOMAN, Denis Can [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] dteoman@vt.edu

1017: STRATEGIES FOR ACHIEVING TRANSPORTATION JUSTICE: SEEING BEYOND THE STATE
KARIER, Alex [University of Texas at Austin] alex.karier@utexas.edu
LONDON, Jonathan [University of California, Davis] jklondon@ucdavis.edu
ROWANGOULD, Dana [University of Vermont] Dana.Rowangould@uvm.edu
MANAUGH, Kevin [McGill University] kevin.manaugh@mcgill.ca

1162: GENDER, RACE, AND THE COMMUTE BURDENS OF LOW-WAGE WORKERS IN LA
PARKS, Virginia [University of California, Irvine] vparks@uci.edu
KIM, Youjin [University of California, Irvine] youjinbk@uci.edu

1262: WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT: BOOSTING E-SCOOTER SHARE USAGE IN MINORITY AND LOW-INCOME NEIGHBORHOODS IN WASHINGTON D.C.
ZOU, Zhengpeng [University of Maryland College Park] zhenpengzou@gmail.com
ERDogan, Sevgi [University of Maryland College Park] serdogan@umd.edu
KNAAP, Gerrit [University of Maryland College Park] gknaap@umd.edu

ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA’s customer service associates will assist you.
15.24 TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENTS AND EQUITY
Facilitator: HOUSTON, Doug [University of California, Irvine] houston@uci.edu

670: DISPLACEMENTS AND TRANSIT EQUITY: LINKAGE BETWEEN GENTRIFICATION AND TRANSIT DESERTS
CHEN, Yefu [The University of Texas at Austin] cheny56@utexas.edu
JIAO, Junfeng [University of Texas at Austin] jjiao@utexas.edu

710: DO RENTERS SAVE MONEY BY LIVING IN TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENTS (TODS)? AN ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACTS OF RAIL TRANSIT ON RENT AND TRANSPORTATION EXPENDITURES IN EIGHT CALIFORNIA METROPOLITAN AREAS
DONG, Hongwei [California State University, Fresno] hdong@csufresno.edu

716: PERCEPTIONS OF NEIGHBORHOOD CHANGE IN A LATINO TRANSIT CORRIDOR
HOUSTON, Douglas [University of California, Irvine] houston@uci.edu
ZUNIGA, Michelle [University of California, Irvine] mzuniga@uci.edu

840: THE EFFECTS OF TRANSIT INFRASTRUCTURE ON NEIGHBOURHOODS IN SWEDEN AND CANADA
THOMAS, Ren [Dalhousie University] planningutopia@gmail.com
OLSSON, Lina [Malmo University] lina.olsson@mau.se

16.3 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: JUST URBAN DESIGN: THE STRUGGLE FOR A PUBLIC CITY
Organizer: LOUKAITOU-SIDERIS, Anastasia [University of California Los Angeles] sideris@ucla.edu

Discussant: VALE, Lawrence [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] ljvale@mit.edu

16: WHOSE CITY? THE NEHEMIAH INITIATIVE PUSHES BACK ON SEATTLE
BERNEY, Rachel [University of Washington] rberney@uw.edu

17: RETHINKING URBAN PUBLICS THROUGH THE LENS OF SOVEREIGNTY: MATERIAL AND POLITICAL ASSEMBLAGES OF INCLUSIVE URBANISM
DAVIS, Diane [Harvard University] ddavis@gsd.harvard.edu

18: DESIGNING JUST RESILIENCE? INNOVATION AND DISCONTENT IN POST-HURRICANE SANDY NEW YORK
GOH, Kian [University of California, Los Angeles] kiangoh@ucla.edu

19: OPENING UP THE PRIVATE CITY: REFORMING SINGLE-FAMILY ZONING
MUHIUA, Vinnt [University of California, Los Angeles] vmukhi@ucla.edu

20: EMPOWERING DIFFERENCE: JUST URBAN DESIGN FOR IMMIGRANT STREET VENDORS IN ROME
PIAZZONI, Francesca [University of Liverpool] Piazzoni@liverpool.ac.uk
LOUKAITOU-SIDERIS, Anastasia [University of California Los Angeles] sideris@g.ucla.edu

THURSDAY, TIME SLOT 5
KEYNOTE PANEL DISCUSSION - DE-COLONIZING PLANNING: INDIGENOUS PERSPECTIVES FROM SETTLER STATES
Moderator: DORRIES, Heather [University of Toronto] heather.dorries@utoronto.ca

Panelists:
HARJO, Laura [University of Oklahoma] harjo@ou.edu
MATUNGA, Hirini [Lincoln University in New Zealand] hirini.matunga@lincoln.ac.nz
McGREGOR, Deborah [Osgoode Hall Law School / [York University] dmcgregor@osgoode.yorku.ca
1.7 RACE, PLACE, HEALTH, AND VULNERABILITY

Discussant: RAJA, Samina [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] sraja@buffalo.edu

38: APPLYING OAXACA-BLINDER DECOMPOSITION AND JACCARD SIMILARITY INDEX TO MEASURE RACIAL/ETHNIC DISPARITIES AND SPATIAL MISMATCH: FOOD INSECURITY AND THE SNAP FOOD RETAIL ENVIRONMENT

EICHER, Michelle [Clemson University] meichin@clemson.edu

647: PREDICTING HEALTH OUTCOMES AND HEALTH BEHAVIORS FOR FOUR MAJOR CITIES IN TEXAS: A MACHINE-LEARNING APPROACH

FENG, Chen [The University of Texas at Austin] cfeng.gatech@gmail.com

675: UNVEILING URBAN STRESS USING TWEETS: MODELLING THE IMPACT OF BUILDING ENVIRONMENT STRESSORS ON MENTAL WELL BEING

DUTT, Florina [Georgia Institute of Technology] florina.dutt@gatech.edu

917: THE ETHICS OF TRANSFORMING INCINERATORS INTO COMMUNITY ASSETS: NEIGHBORS’ PERCEPTIONS AND ACCEPTANCE IN SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA

LAURIAN, Lucie [University of Iowa] lucie-laurian@uiowa.edu

921: TRANSNATIONAL NETWORKS OF INSURGENT PLANNING FOR POST-DISASTER RECOVERY

STAINES-DIAZ, Leon [The University of Texas at Austin] slowmyab2@illinois.edu
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5.5 MOVING TOWARDS COSMOPOLIS? IMMIGRATION, INTEGRATION, RESISTANCE

Facilitator: BURGA, Fernando [University of Minnesota] hfburga@umn.edu

184: OCCUPATIONAL ASSIMILATION OF US IMMIGRANT LEE, Annie [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] a.lee@rutgers.edu RODGERS, William [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] wrogers@rutgers.edu

791: TOWARDS COSMOPOLIS? SKILLED MIGRATION AND THE FORMATION OF THE COSMOPOLITAN GRID IN SINGAPORE CHAN, Felicity [Nanyang Technological University Singapore] felicitychan@ntu.edu.sg

924: THE DARK SIDE OF LOCAL INTEGRATION POLICIES: THE FORMATION OF THE COSMOPOLITAN GRID IN SINGAPORE CHAN, Felicity [Nanyang Technological University Singapore] felicitychan@ntu.edu.sg

703: THE SPATIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EVICTION FILLINGS, NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS, AND PROXIMITY TO THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT: A CASE STUDY OF SALT LAKE COUNTY, UTAH KIM, Keuntae [University of Utah] keuntae.kim@utah.edu

6.15 NEIGHBORHOOD SOCIAL INTERACTION & MIX

Facilitator: JACKSON, April [Florida State University] ajackson5@fsu.edu

6.19 SEGREGATION AND FAIR HOUSING, PART 2

Facilitator: KELLY, Nicholas [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] nkelly@mit.edu

10.4 TURNING THE TABLES ON PLANNING TEACHING

Facilitator: KIM, Anna [San Diego State University] anna.kim@sdsu.edu

6.2 EVICTION: TRENDS & DRIVERS

Facilitator: HOWELL, Kathryn [Virginia Commonwealth University] khowell@vcu.edu

856: NO PLACE FOR STREET VENDING IN FLUSHING, QUEENS: CONFLICTS OVER URBAN IMAGE, PLACEMAKING, AND PUBLIC SPACE IN AN IMMIGRANT ENCLAVE DEVLIN, Ryan [Columbia University] rtd2101@columbia.edu

13.25 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: CULTIVATING TRANSFORMATIVE PRACTICES: WAYS OF BEING, KNOWING, AND DOING AT THE HEART OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Organizer: SANDERCOCK, Leonie [University of British Columbia] leonies@mail.ubc.ca

Discussant: FORESTER, John [Cornell University] jff1@cornell.edu
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### 14.1 Addressing Inequality Across and Within Regions

**Discussant:** HADDAD, Monica [Iowa State University]

haddad@iastate.edu

**1043: Retail and Light Rail: Investigating the Relationship Between Transit-Induced Intensification and Retail Gentrification in Waterloo Region**

WEBBER, Kaitlin [University of Waterloo]
kaitlin.webber@uwatertoo.ca

PARKER, Dawn [University of Waterloo] dparker@uwatertoo.ca

**1102: The New Jurisdictional Geography of Suburban Poverty in US Metropolitan Regions**

MATTIUZZI, Elizabeth [Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco]
elizabeth.mattiuzzi@sf.frb.org

WEBIR, Margaret [Brown University]
margaret_webir@brown.edu

### 15.4 Cars, Transit and Employment

**Facilitator:** SALON, Deborah [Arizona State University]
dsalon@asu.edu

**639: ‘Desperately In Need of Car’ Analyzing Crowdfunding Campaigns for Car Purchases and Repairs on Gofundme.com**

KLEH, Nicholas [Cornell University] njk8@cornell.edu

TRAN, Minh [Cornell University] ttt356@cornell.edu

RILEY, Sarah [Cornell University] sr2227@cornell.edu

**658: The Effect of Decreasing Access to a Car: An International Comparison of the US and UK**

SMART, Michael [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey]
mike.smart@rutgers.edu

KLEIN, Nicholas [Cornell University] njk8@cornell.edu

BASU, Rounaq [Massachusetts Institute of Technology]
rounaq@mit.edu

MATTIUZZI, Giulio [TU Dortmund University]
giulio.mattiuzzi@tu-dortmund.de

### 15.14 Planning for Bicycles: Infrastructure, Health and New Technologies

**Facilitator:** QIAN, Xiaodong [University of California, Davis]
xdqian@ucdavis.edu


MORAN, Marcel [University of California, Berkeley]
morann@berkeley.edu

**943: Estimating the Impacts of Electric Bicycle Purchase Incentives**

BIGAZZI, Alexander [University of British Columbia]
alex.bigazzi@ubc.ca

BERJISIAN, Elmira [University of British Columbia]
etheris@mail.ubc.ca

**1047: The Effect of Bicycle Infrastructure on Residential Property Values in a Mid-Sized Canadian City**

PARKER, Dawn [University of Waterloo] dparker@uwatertoo.ca

HUANG, Yu [University of Waterloo] yu.huang@uwatertoo.ca


MAYERS, Rebecca [University of British Columbia]
rflonnymayers@gmail.com

**680: Healthy for Whom? Equity in the Spatial Distribution of Cycling Risks**

BRAUN, Lindsay [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign]
imbraun@illinois.edu

LE, Huyen [The Ohio State University] le.253@osu.edu

VOULGARIS, Carole [Harvard University]
cvoulgaris@gsc.harvard.edu

NETHERY, Rachel [Harvard University]
mether@hsph.harvard.edu

**1047: The Effect of Bicycle Infrastructure on Residential Property Values in a Mid-Sized Canadian City**

PARKER, Dawn [University of Waterloo] dparker@uwatertoo.ca

HUANG, Yu [University of Waterloo] yu.huang@uwatertoo.ca


MAYERS, Rebecca [University of British Columbia]
rflonnymayers@gmail.com

**680: Healthy for Whom? Equity in the Spatial Distribution of Cycling Risks**

BRAUN, Lindsay [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign]
imbraun@illinois.edu

LE, Huyen [The Ohio State University] le.253@osu.edu

VOULGARIS, Carole [Harvard University]
cvoulgaris@gsc.harvard.edu

NETHERY, Rachel [Harvard University]
mether@hsph.harvard.edu

**1047: The Effect of Bicycle Infrastructure on Residential Property Values in a Mid-Sized Canadian City**

PARKER, Dawn [University of Waterloo] dparker@uwatertoo.ca

HUANG, Yu [University of Waterloo] yu.huang@uwatertoo.ca


MAYERS, Rebecca [University of British Columbia]
rflonnymayers@gmail.com

**680: Healthy for Whom? Equity in the Spatial Distribution of Cycling Risks**

BRAUN, Lindsay [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign]
imbraun@illinois.edu

LE, Huyen [The Ohio State University] le.253@osu.edu

VOULGARIS, Carole [Harvard University]
cvoulgaris@gsc.harvard.edu

NETHERY, Rachel [Harvard University]
mether@hsph.harvard.edu
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POCIG/FWIG/INCLUSION ROUNDTABLE - FEMINIST FUTURES OF RADICAL AND INSURGENT PLANNING
Organizer: NOVIA ECHAURREN, Magdalena [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] mnovoa@iillinois.edu
Organizer: VASUDEVAN, Raksha [University of Texas at Austin] rakshav@utexas.edu
Participants: MIRAFTAB, Faranak [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] faranak@illinois.edu
SWEET, Elizabeth [University of Massachusetts Boston] Betsy.Sweet@umb.edu
GAUGER, Bri [University of Michigan] bgauger@umich.edu
GUERRIER ALCIDONIS, Sendy [West Chester University] salcidonis@wcupa.edu

2.13 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 86) – CARRYING TWO BUCKETS: RECONCILING THE FRAGMENTED LIVES OF COMMUNITY-ENGAGED PLANNING SCHOLARS
Organizer: IDZIOREK, Katherine [University of Washington] kidzi@uw.edu
Moderator: NGUYEN, Lan [University of Washington] lan@uw.edu
CAMPBELL, Heather [University of British Columbia] heather.campbell@ubc.ca
HENDRICKS, Marcus [University of Maryland] mdh1@umd.edu
MINNER, Jennifer [Cornell University] jm2359@cornell.edu
UMEMOTO, Karen [University of California, Los Angeles] kumemoto@ucla.edu
YERENA, Anaid [University of Washington, Tacoma] yerena@uw.edu

2.14 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 726) – COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AS PLANNING: EXPLORING THE ROLE OF LABOUR MARKET INTERMEDIATION
Organizer: RANKIN, Katharine [University of Toronto] katherine.rankin@utoronto.ca
RANTISI, Norma [Concordia University] norma.rantis@concordia.ca
DEFLIPPIS, James [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] jdeflip@rutgers.edu
NELSON, Marla [University of New Orleans] mnelson@uno.edu
SCHROCK, Greg [Portland State University] gschrock@pdx.edu
WOLF-POWERS, Laura [Hunter College, City University of New York] aw2416@hunter.cuny.edu
NOLAN, Lauren [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] len27@scarletmail.rutgers.edu

2.17 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 1133) – UNIVERSITIES DRIVING URBAN DEVELOPMENT: BUILDING INNOVATIVE PARTNERSHIPS FOR STRONGER CITIES
Organizer: McCARTNEY, Shelagh [Ryerson University] shelagh.mccartney@ryerson.ca
Moderator: SIEMIATYCKI, Matti [University of Toronto] siemiatycki@geog.utoronto.ca
SOTOMAYOR, Luisa [York University] sotomay@yorku.ca
MITRA, Raktim [Ryerson University] raktim.mitra@ryerson.ca
OSUTEI, Nene [University of California, Irvine] nosutei@uci.edu

3.7 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 515) – COVID-19 AND NATIONAL, STATE, AND LOCAL RESPONSES TO HELP VULNERABLE POPULATION, INDUSTRY, AND REGIONS?
Organizer: JUNG, Namji [Seoul National University] namji.jung@gmail.com
Moderator: NAMIN, Sima [Medical College of Wisconsin] sima12896@yahoo.com
MOTOYAMA, Yasuyuki [The Ohio State University] motoyama.1@osu.edu
KIM, Karl [University of Hawaii] karlk@hawaii.edu

3.9 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 242) – URBAN DATA SCIENCE IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH AND TEACHING
Moderator and Organizer: FANG, Kenny [Florida State University] llfang3@fsu.edu
GREEN, Jamaal [University of Pennsylvania] jamaal.green@gmail.com
YE, Xinyue [New Jersey Institute of Technology] xinyue.ye@gmail.com
SHI, Wei [Portland State University] ShiWei@pdx.edu

5.8 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 355) – MULTICULTURAL PLANNING: HAVE WE MADE ANY PROGRESS?
Organizer: AGRAWAL, Sandeep [University of Alberta] sagrawal@ualberta.ca
Moderator: DEAN, Jennifer [University of Waterloo] jennifer.dean@uwaterloo.ca
QADEER, Mohammad [Queen's University] manz235@gmail.com
ZHANG, Zhiyi [Ryerson University] zzhzhang@ryerson.ca
HARWOOD, Stacy Anne [University of Utah] harwood@arch.utah.edu
CALDWELL, Wayne [University of Guelph] wcaldwell@uoguelph.ca

8.13 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 1053) – LAND MARKETS, URBAN POLICY, AND SOCIAL EQUITY: AN INTERNATIONAL COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Organizer: CARBONELL, Armanda [Lincoln Institute of Land Policy] acarbonell@lincolninst.edu
KNAAP, Gerrit [University of Maryland College Park] gknaap@umd.edu
LARSEN, Larissa [University of Michigan] larissal@umich.edu
GUTHRIE, Andrew [University of Memphis] guthrie1@memphis.edu

10.7 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 391) – REMEMBERING OUR WAY FORWARD: PLANNING HISTORY FOR PRESENT-DAY JUSTICE AND FUTURE RESILIENCE
Organizer: WALSH, Elizabeth [University of Colorado Denver] elizabeth.walsh@gmail.com
WILSON, Barbara [University of Virginia] bbwilson@virginia.edu
DIAMOND, Alissa [University of Virginia] au2c@virginia.edu

12.5 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 1072) – DAILY PRACTICES OF PLANNING IN THE GLOBAL SOUTH AND NORTH
Organizer: DEUSKAR, Chandan [University of Pennsylvania] cdeuskar@upenn.edu
Organizer: BAIRD-ZARS, Bernadette [Columbia University & Alarife Urban Associates] bbv2108@columbia.edu
SALMAN, Lana [University of California, Berkeley] ss.lana@gmail.com
HUENNENKENS, Joseph [Columbia University] jsh2228@columbia.edu

13.10 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 677) – GENERATING PRACTITIONER/SCHOLARS COLLABORATIONS FOR CRITICAL REFLECTION ON PRACTICE
Organizer: WILLSON, Richard [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona] rwillson@ccp.edu
SANYAL, Bish [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] sanyal@mit.edu
FISCHLER, Raphael [Université de Montréal] raphael.fischler@umontreal.ca
RAMASUBRAMANIAN, Laxmi [San Jose State University] laxmi.ramasubramanian@sjtu.edu
ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA’s customer service associates will assist you.
THURSDAY POSTERS
THURSDAY, ALL DAY ACCESS

TRACK 1

909: DOES CHOICE OF DAY-TO-DAY ACTIVITY LOCATION IMPACT MENTAL WELLBEING? MAPPING PEOPLE’S ACTIVITIES AND ASSOCIATED STRESS LEVELS FROM TWEETS
DUTT, Florina [Georgia Institute of Technology]
florina.design@gmail.com
GUHATHAKURTA, Subhrarajit [Georgia Institute of Technology]
subhr.guha@design.gatech.edu

TRACK 2

206: RENTIFY CHINATOWN - DIGITAL TOOLS FOR EXPLORING THE SENSE OF BELONGINGNESS IN BOSTON CHINATOWN
SU, Tianyu [Massachusetts Institute of Technology]
sutianyu@mit.edu
YANG, Juncheng [Massachusetts Institute of Technology]
yangjc@mit.edu
CAO, Weiyi [Harvard University]
weiyi_cao@gsd.harvard.edu
FAN, Zhuangyuan [Massachusetts Institute of Technology]
yusanzf@mit.edu
RONG, Helena [Massachusetts Institute of Technology]
hrong@mit.edu

1061: CREATING AN ADAPTIVE REUSE PLAN FOR THE HISTORIC STEPWELLS OF HYDERABAD, INDIA
MYANA, Rajiv Kumar [Pratt Institute]
myanarajiv@gmail.com

1288: CO-DESIGNING DISASTER RISK REDUCTION IN THE PLANNING AND DESIGN OF RESILIENCE HUBS IN OCEANIA
MILLER, James [OCAD University, Toronto]
jamesmiller@faculty.ocadu.ca
MILLER, Elizabeth [Ike Honua]
emiers3@alumni.nd.edu
PATEL, Purvangi [OCAD University]
purvangi02@gmail.com

TRACK 4

230: SUSTAINABILITY EVALUATION OF CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION POLICIES AND TECHNOLOGIES: THE CASE OF THE BUSAN METROPOLITAN AREA IN KOREA
DONG, Ah Hyeon [Pusan National University]
hyun_dong215@pusan.ac.kr
KANG, Jung Eun [Pusan National University]
jekang@pusan.ac.kr
LEE, Sang Hyoock [Pusan National University]
ubspect@pusan.ac.kr
KAMATA, Yoko [Pusan National University]
okamatayoko@gmail.com

853: AN EXAMINATION OF SEA-LEVEL VISUALIZATION TOOLS USED IN LAND USE PLANNING COMMUNICATION REGARDING MANAGED RETREAT
WANG, Yoo [State University of New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry]
ywang401@syr.edu
BRYANT Margaret [State University of New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry]
mbryant@esf.edu

1062: BROWNFIELD DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE: AN EQUTY ANALYSIS OF REMEDIATION PROGRAMS IN MINNESOTA
DAVIS, Evan [University of Minnesota]
dav3739@umn.edu

1223 POST HARVEY RESILIENCE: A CASE STUDY ON GREATER HOUSTON BUYOUTS
PUN THAPA, Jiwan [Texas Southern University]
j.thapa4313@student.tsu.edu
POWERS, Liza [Texas Southern University]
lpowers4800@student.tsu.edu
SMITH, Sheri [Texas Southern University]
ssmith@tsu.edu

TRACK 5

25: PUBLIC PARTICIPATION OF ADULTS WITH AUTISM: KEY FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PLANNING PROCESS
KORNIYENKO, Gala [The Ohio State University]
korniyenko.1@osu.edu

1092 FROM SOCIAL URBANISM TO RECONCILIATION URBANISMS: DISSEMINATING KNOWLEDGE FROM MEDELLÍN, COLOMBIA TO TORONTO, CANADA
MALONEY, Keisha [University of Sheffield]
maloney.keisha123@gmail.com

TRACK 6

659: WATER DIARIES: A TOOL TO RECORD WATER ACCESS AND USE IN CITIES WITH HYBRID WATER INFRASTRUCTURES
SUBRAMANYAM, Nidhi [Cornell University]
n684@cornell.edu

TRACK 8

569: THE CORRELATION OF ZONING AND RACE IN MULTIPLE AMERICAN CITIES: 1940-PRESENT
QUATTRO, Christine [University of Pennsylvania]

TRACK 9

610: FOOD ACCESS AND RACIAL EQUITY IN THE GREATER HOUSTON REGION
OLALEYE Olanjiyi [Texas Southern University]
olanjiyi.olaleye@tsu.edu
PUN THAPA, Jiwan [Texas Southern University]
j.thapa4313@student.tsu.edu
POWERS, Liza [Texas Southern University]
lpowers4800@student.tsu.edu
MINAKER, Leia [University of Waterloo]
imaker@uwaterloo.ca

790: SPATIAL PATTERNS OF LOCAL HEALTH INEQUITIES
KANG, SeungYeoup [Sungkyunkwan University]
kkangyoup@g.skku.edu
JUN, Hee-Jung [Sungkyunkwan University]
hjun@skku.edu

963 THE RETAIL FOOD ENVIRONMENT IN TORONTO, ON
MINAKHer, Patrycia [University of Waterloo]
pkmienko@uwaterloo.ca
MINAKER, Leia [University of Waterloo]
imaker@uwaterloo.ca

TRACK 11

228: DOMINANT AND RESISTANT NARRATIVES OF ATLANTA’S REDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
O’CONNELL, Laura [Georgia Institute of Technology]
l.katieoconnell@gatech.edu

TRACK 13

997: THE SOCIALIZATION OF AMERICAN PLANNERS
CLOUDWATCHER, Scott [University of Hawaii at Manoa]
sfalle2@hawaii.edu
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THURSDAY, ALL DAY ACCESS

TRACK 14

1377: SPATIOTEMPORAL ANALYSIS OF JOBS-HOUSING FIT IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
VO, Tom [Southern California Association of Governments] 
(SCAG) tom.minh.vo@gmail.com

TRACK 15

200: THE EFFECT OF NEW TRANSIT STATIONS ON HOUSING AFFORDABILITY
WOLDEAMANUEL, Mintesnot [California State University, Northridge] mintesnot.woldeamanuel@csun.edu
HOLAMAN, Ryan [California State University, Northridge] ryan.holman.422@my.csun.edu

392: ANALYZING THE EXTERNALITY OF BIKESHARE ON CONNECTING AFFORDABLE HOUSING UNITS WITH COMPACT TRANSIT SERVICES
QIAN, Xiaodong [University of California, Davis] xqian@ucdavis.edu
JALLER, Miguel [University of California, Davis] mjaller@ucdavis.edu

1196 RIDEHAIL TRAVEL BY SUPER USERS
EDWARDS, Mickey [University of Cincinnati] edwardhj@mail.uc.edu

1258 UBER ACCESSIBILITY SERVICES IN PORTLAND, OREGON: VARIABILITY IN ACCESS AND RELATIONSHIPS TO SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHICS
HASSANPOUR, Amir [University of British Columbia] amirh.hassanpour@gmail.com
BIGAZZI, Alexander [University of British Columbia] alex.bigazzi@ubc.ca
MACKENZIE, Don [University of Washington] dwhm@uw.edu

ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA’s customer service associates will assist you.
HBCU LEADERSHIP ROUNDTABLE

Co-Moderator: RUKMANA, Deden [Alabama A&M University] deden.rukmana@aamu.edu

Co-Moderator: SEN, Siddhartha [Morgan State University] siddhartha.sen@morgan.edu

Participants:
HERBERT, Berneece [Jackson State University] bherbert@jsums.edu
OMUNGA, Philip [Savannah State University] omungap@savannahstate.edu
SMITH, Sheri [Texas Southern University] sherismith@tsu.edu

1.18 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 122) – WHO’S PLANNING THE SMART CITY?

Moderator and Organizer: GOODSPREAD, Robert [University of Michigan] rgoodsp@umich.edu
ROBINSON, Pamela [Ryerson University] pamela.robinson@ryerson.ca
CLARK, Jennifer [The Ohio State University] clark.3550@osu.edu

WOODBURN MCNAIR, Amber [The Ohio State University] woodburnmcnair.1@osu.edu

3.8 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 155) – CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE FUTURE OF WORK

Moderator: ISKANDER, Natasha [New York University] natsasha.iskander@nyu.edu
Organizer: LOWE, Nichola [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] nlowe@unc.edu
PARKS, Virginia [University of California, Irvine] vparks@uci.edu
TEWARI, Meenu [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mtewari@unc.edu

4.4 COASTAL RESILIENCE PLANNING

Discussant: LASSITER, Allison [University of Pennsylvania] alass@design.upenn.edu

1054: RESILIENCE THRESHOLDS OF CLIMATE-INDUCED MIGRATION
MARIN, Marielos [Arlen Universidad Centroamericana José Simeón Cañas] marielos.arlen.marin@gmail.com

1071: INLAND FROM THE COAST: FOSTERING RESILIENCE TO CLIMATE CHANGE
MOBY, Kim [Louisiana State University] kmozy@lmu.edu
BIRCH, Traci [Louisiana State University] tbinch@lsu.edu

8.53 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: SHRINKING CITIES: INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCES—LEARNING FROM JAPAN?

Organizer: PALLAGST, Karina [Technische Universität Kaiserslautern, Germany] karina.pallagst@ru.uni-kl.de

Discussant: AUDIRAC, Ivonne [University of Texas, Austin] audirac@uta.edu

54: SHRINKING CITIES – NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR PLANNING CULTURES
PALLAGST, Karina [Technische Universität Kaiserslautern, Germany] karina.pallagst@ru.uni-kl.de
FLESCHURZ, René [Technische Universität Kaiserslautern, Germany] rene.fleschurz@ru.uni-kl.de

269: YOU’LL LIKE IT HERE, CAN YOU STAY? LOCAL STRATEGIES TO ATTRACT NEW HOUSEHOLDS IN JAPANESE AGING AND SHRINKING SUBURBS
BUNNIK, Sophie [French Research Institute on Japan (Maison franco-japonaise, CNRS, Tokyo)] sophie.bunni@gmail.com

9.12 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 1199) – PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION, AND EVALUATION OF COLLECTIVE AND PLACE-BASED EFFORTS TO TRANSFORM FOOD SYSTEMS: REFLECTIONS FROM BUFFALO, NY

Moderator: LIPMAN, Micaela [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] micaela@buffalo.edu
RAMOS, Carol [University of Puerto Rico] canl.ramos1@upr.edu
DEHONNEY, Allison [Urban Fruits & Veggies] dehonne@outlook.com
BANKS, Alyssa [Greater Twin Cities United Way] alyssa.banks@gtcuw.org
DAVIS, Bianca [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] bianca.davis@buffalo.edu
MU, Yeeli [Johns Hopkins University] ymu1@jhu.edu
PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES
FRIDAY, TIME SLOT 1

9.15 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 795) – POST COVID-19: LESSONS FOR PLANNING FUTURE CITIES
Organizer: WANG, Lan [Tongji University]
wanglan@tongji.edu.cn
Moderator: MOUDON, Anne Vernez [University of Washington]
moudon@uw.edu
FORSYTH, Ann [Harvard University] aforsyth@gsd.harvard.edu
PAK, Sohyun [Seoul National University] sohyunp@snu.ac.kr
JIANG, Junfeng [University of Texas at Austin] jiaoj@utexas.edu
CORBURN, Jason [University of California, Berkeley]
jcorburn@berkeley.edu
BLANCO, Hilda [University of Southern California]
hblanco@usc.edu
NDUBISI, Forster [Texas A&M University]
ndubisi@arch.tamu.edu

10.15 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: TEACHING THE URBAN: REFLECTIONS FROM EXPERIMENTS IN PEDAGOGY
Organizer/Discussant: SAMI, Neha [Indian Institute for Human Settlements, India] nsami@iihs.ac.in
859: NETWORKED GRASSROOTS PEDAGOGIES FOR EPISTEMIC JUSTICE
ALLEN, Adriana [University College London] a.allen@ucl.ac.uk
WESEL, Julia [University College London] julia.wesely@ucl.ac.uk
860: (RE)THINKING THE TEACHING OF SPATIAL PLANNING AND URBAN DESIGN TOGETHER
VIDYARTH, Sanjeev [University of Illinois at Chicago]
svidy@uic.edu
861: AN INTER-DISCIPLINARY SOUTHERN URBAN PRACTICE: THE IIHS CURRICULUM
MITRA, Sudeshna [Indian Institute for Human Settlements] smitra@iihs.ac.in
SAMII, Neha [Indian Institute for Human Settlements] nsami@iihs.ac.in
BHAN, Gautam [Indian Institute for Human Settlements] gbhan@iihs.co.in

10.8 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 735) – TRANSLATIONAL UNIVERSITY-COMMUNITY COLLABORATIONS FOR POST-DISASTER RECOVERY: RESEARCH, EDUCATION AND ENGAGEMENT
Moderator and Organizer: TORRES CORDERO, Ariam [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign]
aramit2@illinois.edu
ROSS, Catherine [Georgia Institute of Technology] catherine.ross@design.gatech.edu
FUENTES, Alberto [Georgia Institute of Technology] alberto.fuentes@inta.gatech.edu
SANTIAGO, Luis [University of Central Florida] luis.santiago2@ucf.edu
NAVARRO-DIAZ, Criseida [University of Puerto Rico] criseida.navarro@gmail.com

14.50 CURBING THE POWER OF CITY REGIONS: STATE PREEMPTION AND LOCAL RESPONSE
Discussant: KIM, Yunji [Seoul National University] yunjik@snu.ac.kr
224: PRODUCTIVITY DIVERGENCE: STATE POLICY, CORPORATE CAPTURE AND LIMITS TO REGIONAL POWER
WARNER, Mildred [Cornell University] mew15@cornell.edu
XU, Yuanshuo [Cornell University] yx246@cornell.edu

15.32 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 429) – TOD @ 25
Moderator and Organizer: RENNE, John [Florida Atlantic University] jrenne@fau.edu
APPLEYARD, Bruce [San Diego State University] bappleyard@sdsu.edu
ZANDIATASHBAR, Ahoura [University of Illinois at Chicago] zahoura@iuc.edu
SCHERRER, Florence [PaulHiac University of Quebec] paulhiac.florence@uqam.ca
CAO, Jason [University of Minnesota] cao@umn.edu
LUNG-AMAM, Willow [University of Maryland] lungamam@umd.edu

15.33 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 920) – TRANSPORTATION PEDAGOGY ROUNDTABLE: SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING NEW, AND SOMETHING BORROWED
Organizer: KRIZEK, Kevin [University of Colorado Boulder] kjkrizek@gmail.com
Moderator: RALPH, Kelcie [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] kelcie.ralph@rb.rutgers.edu
KING, David [Arizona State University] david.a.king@asu.edu
KLEIN, Nicholas [Cornell University] njk8@cornell.edu

16.7 URBAN DESIGN FOR A CHANGING CLIMATE
Facilitator: DAVID, Nina [University of Delaware] rdpn@udel.edu
352: INDETERMINACY TOWARD UNCERTAINTY-ORIENTED PLANNING IN THE AGE OF CLIMATE CHANGE
DHAR, Tapan [McGill University] dhar_ku@yahoo.com
775: COMBINED INTERACTION EFFECTS OF URBAN STREET DESIGN ELEMENTS ON PHYSIOLOGICAL THERMAL COMFORT OF PEDESTRIAN DURING HEAT WAVES - FOCUSED ON THE CASE OF THE HIGHLINE IN NEW YORK, U.S.A.
KIM, YouJoung [Texas A&M University] kyj0244k@tamu.edu
JANG, Seonju [Texas A&M University] s.jang@tamu.edu
BROWN, Robert [Texas A&M University] rbrown@arch.tamu.edu

FRIDAY, 10:00AM – 7:15PM
POSTER SESSION: TRACKS 1 - 15
See pages 39-40

ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA’s customer service associates will assist you.
APA SPONSORED SESSION - PLANNING IN A WORLD OF ACCELERATING CHANGE

Panelists:
HURTADO, Petra [American Planning Association] phurtado@planning.org
SHAH, Sagar [American Planning Association] sshah@planning.com

1.9 SEEING GREEN: ANALYSIS OF PARKS AND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

Discussant: WANG, Runzi [University of Michigan] runzi0305@gmail.com

28: ASSESSING SEASONAL VARIATION OF URBAN PARK USAGE USING SMARTPHONE DATA
GUAN, Chenghe [New York University Shanghai, China] chenghe.guan@nyu.edu
SONG, Jihoon [Harvard University] jihoon.song99@gmail.com
KEITH, Michael [University of Oxford] michael.keith@compas.ox.ac.uk

339: WHO HAS ACCESS TO STREET GREENERY CORRIDORS? EVIDENCE FROM GOOGLE STREET VIEW AND COMPUTER VISION ALGORITHMS
CHOI, Dong-ah [University of Utah] dongachoii@gmail.com
RIGOLON, Alessandro [University of Utah] alessandro.rigolon@utah.edu
PARK, Keunhyun [Utah State University] keunhyun.park@usu.edu

591: INCREASING GREEN SPACE TO REDUCE STREET CRIME IN TORONTO: EVIDENCE FROM A SPATIAL ANALYSIS STUDY AT THE NEIGHBOURHOOD LEVEL
ONIFADE, Moses [University of Waterloo] monifad@uwaterloo.ca
LAW, Jane [University of Waterloo] jane.law@uwaterloo.ca

2.6 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT POLICIES AND TOOLS

Facilitator: YERENA, Anaïd [University of Washington, Tacoma] yerena@uw.edu

233: EARLY LESSONS FROM DETROIT’S COMMUNITY BENEFITS ORDINANCE
BERGLUND, Lisa [Daihouse University] lisa.berglund@dal.ca

234: THE EVOLUTION AND RETROFITTING OF WORK-UNIT COMMUNITIES UNDER A SELF-ORGANIZING LOGIC: A CASE STUDY OF XIANLU NEW VILLAGE COMMUNITY IN NANJING, P.R. CHINA
LIU, Jingping [Harvard Graduate School of Design] jingpingliu@gsc.harvard.edu

345: HISTORIC PRESERVATION IN SHRINKING CITY COMPREHENSIVE PLANS
KINAHAN, Kelly [University of Louisville] kelly.kinahan@louisville.edu
RYBERG-WEBSTER, Stephanie [Cleveland State University] s.ryberg@csuohio.edu

1405: SO LONG CHARITY! PHILANTHROPIC LENDING TO CDCS REBUILDING HISTORICALLY BLACK NEIGHBORHOODS POST-DISASTERS
AIDOO, Fallon [University of New Orleans] samuelsaidoo@gmail.com

4.9 ENERGY PLANNING

Facilitator: TEICHER, Hannah [Pacific Institute for Climate Solutions] hannah.teicher@gmail.com

173: THE LOCAL INFLUENCE OF A GLOBAL CITY: A CASE STUDY OF EMBODIED EMISSIONS POLICY FOR URBAN CLIMATE ACTION
TEICHER, Hannah [Pacific Institute for Climate Solutions] hannah.teicher@gmail.com

198: SUBSTANTIAL WIND POWER PROJECTS IMPROVED THE COMMUNITY SERVICES ON RURAL AREAS IN THE UNITED STATES
SHOEIB, Eman [University of Massachusetts Amherst] eshoeib@umass.edu

584: PROPOSING AN ENERGY URBAN PLANNER ROLE TO INTEGRATE ENERGY CONSUMPTION DECISION-MAKING
ROZHKOV, Anton [University of Illinois at Chicago] anzhk2@uic.edu
BORIA, Eric [University of Illinois at Chicago] eric.boria@protonmail.com
SEYFAR, Abolfazl [University of Illinois at Chicago] aseyf2@uic.edu

1067: VARIATIONS IN GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS ACROSS NEIGHBORHOODS IN EDMONTON
WELEGEDARA, Nilusha [University of Alberta] yalingas@ualberta.ca
AGRAWAL, Sandeep [University of Alberta] sagrawal@ualberta.ca
GAJJAR, Shaival [University of Alberta] shaival@ualberta.ca
6.90 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: NEW OR NOT? INCREMENTAL HOUSING NOW

Organizer/Facilitator: STIPHANY, Kristine [Texas Tech University] kstiphany@utexas.edu

Discussant: WARD, Peter [University of Texas at Austin] peter.ward@austin.utexas.edu

485: THE MULTI-GENERATIONAL VERNACULAR: A STUDY OF INCREMENTAL SELF-BUILT HOUSING PROCESSES IN PAKISTAN
BAQAI, Aabiya Noman [The University of Texas at Austin] aabiya.baqai@utexas.edu

486: A BIG DATA APPROACH FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF INFORMAL SUBDIVISIONS IN THE UNITED STATES
DURST, Noah [Michigan State University] durstnoa@msu.edu
HUI, Ao Li [Michigan State University] huio@msu.edu
SUNDERMAN, Gail [UCLA Civil Rights Project] gsunderm@umd.edu
BIERBAUM, Ariel [University of Maryland] bierbaum@umd.edu

487: FROM DWELLING ENVIRONMENTS TO DWELLING ECOCITIES: RETHINKING GRASSROOTS DWELLING PRACTICE IN INCREMENTALLY SETTLED MARSHLANDS IN GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR
PEEK, Olga [University of Leuven (KU Leuven)] olga.peek@gmail.com

8.1 CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON LAND USE PLANNING AND GOVERNANCE
Facilitator: WILSON, Bev [University of Virginia] bwilson@virginia.edu

20 - 60th ANNUAL CONFERENCE
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9.83 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: PLANNING FOR MATERNAL HEALTH: SOCIAL DETERMINANTS, RACIAL EQUITY, AND HEALTHY CITIES

Organizer: GRAHAM, Leigh lgraham@ariadnelabs.org

Discussant: REECE, Jason [The Ohio State University] reece.35@osu.edu

362: NEIGHBORHOODS, SOCIAL SUPPORT, AND RACIAL DISPARITIES IN MATERNAL HEALTH
GRAHAM, Leigh [Ariadne Labs] lgraham@ariadnelabs.org

363: TRANSPORTATION TO ULTRASOUND APPOINTMENTS
WOLFE, Mary [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mkwolfe@unc.edu
MCDONALD, Noreen [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] noreen@unc.edu

366: GENDER MAINSTREAMING, INTERSECTIONALITY AND PLANNING FOR BLACK MATERNAL HEALTH
OBERLY, Tonni [The Ohio State University] Tonni.Oberly@osumc.edu
REECE, Jason [The Ohio State University] reece.35@osu.edu

13.128 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: CITIES, JUDGES AND INCLUSION IN LATIN AMERICA: RETHINKING PLANNING THEORY IN THE CONTEXT OF INCREASED LEGAL ACTION

Organizer: MONTERO, Sergio [Universidad de Los Andes] s.montero@uniandes.edu.co

Discussant: VALVERDE, Mariana [University of Toronto] m.valverde@utoronto.ca

630: THE JUDICIALIZATION OF URBAN PLANNING IN LATIN AMERICA: CITY BUILDING IN THE CONTEXT OF INCREASED LEGAL ACTION IN BOGOTÁ
SOTOMAYOR, Luisa [York University] sotomay@yorku.ca
MONTERO, Sergio [Universidad de Los Andes] s.montero@uniandes.edu.co
ANGEL-CABO, Natalia [Universidad de Los Andes] nangel@uniandes.edu.co

698: BEYOND PARTICIPATION AND JUDICIALIZATION: LEGAL INNOVATIONS AS EXPERIMENTS OF INCLUSION IN BOGOTÁ’S URBAN RENEWAL PROJECTS
MONTERO, Sergio [Universidad de Los Andes] s.montero@uniandes.edu.co
NOSSA, Samuel [Universidad de Los Andes] s.nossa@uniandes.edu.co

949: LEGAL EMPOWERMENT IN INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS: LESSONS ON USING THE LAW TO OVERCOME URBAN EXCLUSION AND POVERTY IN THE GLOBAL SOUTH
DI GIOVANNI, Adrian [International Development Research Centre] adigiovanni@idrc.ca

14.3 PLANNING AND POLICY MAKING AT THE REGIONAL SCALE

Discussant: CAMPBELL, Scott [University of Michigan] scdamp@umich.edu

593: BEYOND PLANS: SCENARIO PLANNING AS A TOOL FOR REGIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING
SHERMAN, Stephen [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] sasherman@illinois.edu
CHAKRABORTY, Arnab [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] arnabi@illinois.edu

1037: MEDIATING THE IMPACTS OF LOCAL FLOODING IN THE MISSISSIPPI-ALABAMA COASTAL REGION THROUGH GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN EVALUATION
HEIM LAFROMBOIS, Megan [Auburn University] mel0055@auburn.edu
ROGERS, Stephanie [Auburn University] s.rogers@auburn.edu
LYLE, Charlene [Auburn University] leylecm@auburn.edu
BYAHUT, Sweta [Auburn University] sb0054@auburn.edu

1172: CLIMATE ACTION AT A TIPPING POINT? ASSESSING THE INFLUENCE OF STATE MANDATES FOR GHG REDUCTION ON SPENDING PRIORITIES IN MPO TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
PROFFITT, David [University of Utah] david.proffitt@utah.edu
EWING, Reid [University of Utah] ewing@arch.utah.edu

15.13 PLANNING FOR AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS

Facilitator: WOUDSMA, Clarence [University of Waterloo] cwoudsma@uwaterloo.ca

292: CAN AUTONOMOUS BUS SHUTTLE INCREASE THE LEVEL OF BUSINESS ACTIVITY? PANEL DATA ANALYSIS USING BUSINESS LICENSE DATA IN LAS VEGAS AS A CASE STUDY
YANG, Wookjae [University of Utah] wookjae.yang@utah.edu
KIM, Keuntae [University of Utah] keuntae.kim@utah.edu
BREWER, Simon [University of Utah] simon.brewer@geog.utah.edu

503: FROM POLICY-MAKING TO PILOT PROGRAMS: HOW LOCAL GOVERNMENTS PREPARE FOR AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES
HAJRASOULIHA, Amir [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] ahajarso@calpoly.edu

1111: INCORPORATING PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE INTO PLANNING DECISIONS FOR AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES
ZIMMERMANN, Rae [New York University] rae.zimmerman@nyu.edu

1285: ASSESSING AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE ADOPTION POTENTIAL: IMPLICATIONS FOR REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
WOUDSMA, Clarence [University of Waterloo] cwoudsma@uwaterloo.ca
ZHANG, Jiajun [University of Waterloo] jiajun.zhang@uwaterloo.ca

FRIDAY, TIME SLOT 3

1.11 TRANSPORT ANALYTICS
Discussant: LU, Tianjun (Luke) [California State University Dominguez Hills], tiliu@csudh.edu

124. EQUITABLE TRANSPORTATION ACCESS TO COMMERCIAL AREAS: AN AUTOMATED ANALYTICAL APPROACH USING GPS TRACES
JANG, Zhijiu [University of Virginia], zj2av@virginia.edu
MONDSCHEIN, Andrew [University of Virginia], mondschein@virginia.edu

496. ANALYZING TRAVEL BEHAVIOR AND BUILT ENVIRONMENT WITH DEEP LEARNING
WANG, Shenhao [Massachusetts Institute of Technology], shenhaomit.edu
WANG, Qingyi [Massachusetts Institute of Technology], qingyitmit.edu
ZHANG, Jinhua [Massachusetts Institute of Technology], jinhua@mit.edu
ZHANG, Xiaohu [Massachusetts Institute of Technology], zhangxh@mit.edu
LIN, Hongzhou [Massachusetts Institute of Technology], hongzhou@mit.edu

748: ESTIMATING THE CAUSAL EFFECT OF UBER & LYFT CARPOOLS ON PARKING VIOLATION IN NYC
GUO, Zhan [New York University], zg11@nyu.edu
CAI, Junjie [New York University], jc9033@nyu.edu

409: A DEEP LEARNING APPROACH TO URBAN MODEL ADAPTABILITY AND REPLICAIBILITY: THE CASE OF LAST MILE ACCESSIBILITY
CHEN, Si [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign], sichen12@illinois.edu
DEAL, Brian [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign], deal@illinois.edu

4.11 GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING
Discussant: VAN MAASAKKERS, Tijs [The Ohio State University], vanmaasakers.1@osu.edu

65: GROWING DENSER AND GREENER: THE TALE OF THE ‘EMERALD CITY’
WEI, Hanxue [Cornell University], hw652@cornell.edu
CARRUTHERS, John [Cornell University], john.carruthers@cornell.edu

1319: QUANTIFYING AURORA COLORADO’S WATER AND LAND USE NEXUS TO UNDERSTAND WATER BUDGETS FOR RESILIENT FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
FOLLINGSTAD, Gretel [University of Colorado Denver], gretelfollingstad@gmail.com

1261: GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE AND BUILDING ENERGY PREDICTION
HAYES, Alexander [Indiana University], hayesall@iu.edu
HABEEB, Dina [Indiana University], dina@iunahabeeb.com
BYRNE, April [Indiana University], apbyrne@iu.edu
NOLAN, Conor [Indiana University], cnolan@iu.edu
HAMLIN, Samantha [Indiana University], samhamlin@iu.edu

4.18 RELOCATION PLANNING
Discussant: YARINA, Lizzy [Massachusetts Institute of Technology], lizzye@mit.edu

160: FLOOD BUYOUT INEQUITY IN GREATER HOUSTON
NANCE, Earthea [Texas Southern University], eartheanance@tsu.edu
SMITH, Sheri [Texas Southern University], sherismit@gmail.com
POWERS, Lisa [Texas Southern University], lpowers4800@stUDENT.tsu.edu
PUN, Thapa, Jiwan [Texas Southern University], jithapa413@student.tamu.edu
OLALEYE, Olaniyi [Texas Southern University], olaniyi.olaleye@tsu.edu

379: A PARCEL-SCALE ANALYSIS OF MUNICIPAL FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT IN NORTH CAROLINA
HINO, Miyuki [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill], mhinomail.unc.edu
BENDOR, Todd [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill], bendor@unc.edu
BRANHAM, Jordan [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill], jbranham@live.unc.edu
KAZA, Nikhil [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill], nkaza@unc.edu
SALVENSEN, Dave [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill], dsalv@email.unc.edu
SCHWALLER, Nora [University of North Carolina], chapellhill@live.unc.edu
SEBASTIAN, Antonia [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill], sebaanto@email.unc.edu
SWEENEY, Shane [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill], sws895@live.unc.edu

70: LONG-TERM COMMUNITY RELOCATION AFTER TYPHOON HAIYAN-RESIDENTS’ ADAPTIVE AND TRANSFORMATIVE DECISIONS
IUCHI, Kanako [Tohoku University], iuchi@irides.tohoku.ac.jp

1154: THE WILL TO RETREAT: COMING TO TERMS WITH SEA LEVEL RISE IN FLORIDA’S COASTAL COMMUNITIES
HOLMES, Tisha [Florida State University], tholmes@fsu.edu
BUTLER, William [Florida State University], wbutler@fsu.edu
LANE, Zechariah [Florida State University], zjl13@my.fsu.edu
NASELius, Ben [Florida State University], ban19c@my.fsu.edu
GORDON, Ben [Florida State University], big16@my.fsu.edu

ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA’s customer service associates will assist you.
6.34 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: ZONING AND HOUSING JUSTICE
Organizer: KRAMER, Anna [McGill University]
anna.kramer@mcgill.ca

Discussant: AUGUST, Martine [University of Waterloo]
martine.august@uwaterloo.ca

114: UPZONING TOUCHES DOWN: A SPATIAL ANALYSIS OF ZONING REFORM POLICY
KRAMER, Anna [McGill University] anna.kramer@mcgill.ca
KERRIGAN, Danielle [McGill University] danielle.kerrigan@mail.mcgill.ca

115: ZONING FOR THE HOUSING CRISIS - A DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
KERRIGAN, Danielle [McGill University] danielle.kerrigan@mail.mcgill.ca
KRAMER, Anna [McGill University] anna.kramer@mcgill.ca

971: HOW DO UPZONINGS IMPACT NEIGHBORHOOD SOCIOECONOMIC CHANGE? EXAMINING GENTRIFICATION AND UPZONING ACTIVITY IN NEW YORK CITY
DAVIS, Jenna [Columbia University] jmd2218@columbia.edu

1095: BUILT OUT CITIES? HOW CALIFORNIA CITIES RESTRICT HOUSING PRODUCTION THROUGH PROHIBITIONS AND PROCESS
MONKKONEN, Paavo [University of California, Los Angeles] paavo.monkkonen@ucla.edu
MANVILLE, Michael [University of California, Los Angeles] mmanville@ucla.edu
LENS, Michael [University of California, Los Angeles] mlnens@ucla.edu

6.7 HOUSING & HEALTH
Facilitator: AIRGOOD-OBRYCKI, Whitney [Harvard University] whitney_airgood-obrycki@harvard.edu

866: BRINGING FAMILY HOME: EFFECTS OF HUD RENT ASSISTANCE ON FAMILY FUNCTIONING, STRESS, AND MENTAL HEALTH
JARAMILLO, Atticus [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] atticusj@live.unc.edu
WEBB, Michael D. [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] webbmd@unc.edu
ROHE, William M. [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] brohe@unc.edu

878: EQUITIES IN HEALTHY LIVING: IMPACTS OF NEIGHBORHOOD WALKABILITY ON HEALTHY LIFESTYLE AND COST OF LIVING AMONG AFFORDABLE HOUSING RESIDENTS
ZHU, Xuemei [Texas A&M University] xuemeizhu@tamu.edu
LEE, Hanwool [Texas A&M University] list1205@gmail.com
LEE, Chanam [Texas A&M University] chanam@tamu.edu
DARCY, McMaughan [Texas A&M University] dmcmaughan@tamu.edu

1016: LOSING YOUR HOME IS BAD FOR YOUR HEALTH: SHORT- AND MEDIUM-TERM HEALTH EFFECTS OF EVICTION ON YOUNG ADULTS
YUN, Jinhee [Cleveland State University] jhyun321@gmail.com
HATCH, Megan E. [Cleveland State University] m.e.hatch@cseohio.edu

7.4 INFORMALITY AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Discussant: SARMIENTO, Hugo [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] hugos@illinois.edu

46: EXAMINING THE IMPACT OF IN-SITU INFRASTRUCTURAL UPGRAADING ON SUSTAINABILITY IN INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS: THE CASE OF ACCRA, GHANA
WANG, Hsi-Chuan [Washington University in St. Louis] andrewwang@wustl.edu

566: OUT OF SIGHT, OUT OF MIND: THE CHALLENGE OF ENSURING EQUITABLE ACCESS TO URBAN SANITATION
BEARD, Victoria [Cornell University] vab57@cornell.edu

950: MODERN URBAN FAMILIES: AN OUTCOME OF ROAD DEVELOPMENT IN MOROCCO AND VIETNAM (AND THE INSTRUMENTAL ROLE OF COLONIALISM)
JAMME, Huê-Tâm [Arizona State University] hue-tam.jamme@asu.edu

1203: VENEZUELA’S RADICAL PLANNING EXPERIMENT: LESSONS FROM THE WATER SECTOR TWO DECADES ON
REICHER, Rebecca [University of Toronto] rebecca.mcmillan@mail.utoronto.ca

1243: DESIGNING SMART(E) SUBSIDIES FOR WATER AND SANITATION SERVICES: HOUSEHOLD PREFERENCES FOR SUBSIDIES IN NAIROBI, KENYA
FUENTE, David [University of South Carolina] fuente@seoe.sc.edu

7.39 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: PLANNING IN POST CONFLICT COMMUNITIES
Organizer: HARRIS, John [University of Oklahoma] johncharris@ou.edu

Discussant: BOU AKAR, Hiba [Columbia University] hb2541@columbia.edu

136: THE INFRASTRUCTURE OF PEACE: CIVIL-MILITARY URBAN PLANNING IN MALI
DANIELAK, Silvia [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] silviad@media.mit.edu

137: IMPACT OF THE ‘COMPETITIVE MANAGEMENT’ OF UNCERTAINTY ON HOUSING POLICIES IN THE POST-ARAB SPRING MOROCCO
BELKADI, Meryem [University of British Columbia] mbelkadi@ mail.ucalgary.ca

183: WOMEN’S GRASSROOTS ORGANIZATIONS AND POST-CONFLICT DEVELOPMENT
HARRIS, John [University of Oklahoma] johncharris@ou.edu

253: INFRASTRUCTURE, INFORMALITY, AND VIOLENCE: THE CONTRADICTIONS OF NEIGHBORHOOD FORMATION IN GRANADA, COLOMBIA
ATUESTA, Maria [Harvard University] matuesta@g.harvard.edu
8.6 LAND USE AND FLOODING
Discussant: BERKE, Phil [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] pberke@email.unc.edu

93: WHAT DRIVES HAZARD MITIGATION POLICY ADOPTION? FLOODPLAIN PROPERTY BUYOUT PROGRAMS IN VIRGINIA
WANG, Qiong [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] wqiong7@vt.edu
ZHANG, Yang [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] yang08@vt.edu

1117: HOW DOES A COMMUNITY’S NETWORK OF PLANS COMPARE IN THEIR EFFORTS TO ADDRESS CURRENT AND FUTURE FLOOD HAZARD? A PLAN QUALITY ANALYSIS
ROY, Malini [Texas A&M University] mr956@tamu.edu
WOODRUFF, Sierra [Texas A&M University] swoodruff@tamu.edu
MEEROW, Sara [Arizona State University] Sara.Meerow@asu.edu
HANNIBAL, Bryce [University of Utah] bryce.hannibal@gmail.com
MATOS, Melina [Texas A&M University] melina_matos@tamu.edu
GILBERTSON, Philip [Arizona State University] pggilber@asu.edu

1268: THE EFFECT OF RISK PERCEPTION ON THE RESPONSE TO IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SPECIAL PLANNING ZONE IN QUEBEC
MERKOUKHINA, Ksenia [McGill University] ksenia.merkoukhina@mail.mcgill.ca
BORNSTEIN, Lisa [McGill University] lisa.bornstein@mcgill.ca

1313: PLANNING TO MITIGATE, OR TO EXACERBATE, FLOODING HAZARDS? SPATIALLY EVALUATING A HOUSTON, TEXAS, NETWORK OF PLANS IN PLACE DURING HURRICANE HARVEY USING A PLAN INTEGRATION FOR RESILIENCE SCORECARD
MALECHA, Matthew [Texas A&M University] malecha915@tamu.edu
WOODRUFF, Sierra [Texas A&M University] swoodruff@tamu.edu
BERKE, Philip [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] pberke@email.unc.edu

9.5 COMMUNITY HEALTH PLANNING: SERVICE ACCESS, DELIVERY, AND OUTCOMES
Discussant: KOTVAL-KARAMCHANDANI, Zeenat [Michigan State University] kotvalze@msu.edu

470: PLANNING FOR HEALTH AND EQUITY IN CANADIAN PROVINCES, TERRITORIES, AND ONTARIO’S CITIES: A CONTENT ANALYSIS OF CANADIAN PLANNING LEGISLATION, ONTARIO GROWTH PLANS, AND ONTARIO OFFICIAL PLANS
VEENHOF, Marta [University of Waterloo] miborows@uwaterloo.ca
MINAKER, Leia [University of Waterloo] lminaker@uwaterloo.ca

951: INVESTIGATING THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT, TRAVEL DISTANCE AND IMPROVED CANCER OUTCOMES
MOZAFFARIAN, Ladan [University of Texas at Arlington] ladan.mozaffarian@uta.edu
ETMINAN, Raya [University of Texas at Arlington] roya.etminani@uta.edu
VAISRANI, Muhammad [The University of Texas at Arlington] muhammad.khan10@utexas.edu

985: IMPROVING ACCESS TO KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATION FOR AFRICAN AMERICAN RESIDENTS THROUGH A COLLABORATIVE PLANNING PROCESS
RANAHAN, Molly [Erie County Medical Center] mranahan@ecmc.edu
KAYLER, Lisa [Erie County Medical Center] lkayler@ecmc.edu

1094: ASSESSING THE IMPACTS OF NEIGHBORHOOD ATTRIBUTES ON EVALUATIVE AND EMOTIONAL SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING USING THE THREE-FACTOR THEORY AND PIECEWISE REGRESSION
DAS, Kirti [University of Minnesota] dasxx054@umn.edu
RAMASWAMI, Anu [Princeton University] anu.ramaswami@princeton.edu
CAO, Jason [University of Minnesota] cao@umn.edu

10.82 REFLECTIONS ON CRITICAL INTERNATIONAL STUDY PEDAGOGY
Organizer: SLETTO, Bjorn [University of Texas at Austin] bjorn@utexas.edu
Discussant: IRAZABAL-ZURITAC, Clara [University of Missouri-Kansas City] irazabalzuritac@umkc.edu

711: RELATIONALITY AND EMERGENCE IN GLOBAL PLANNING STUDIOS: CRITICAL REFLEXIVITY FOR YOUTH ENGAGEMENT IN INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS
SLETTO, Bjorn [University of Texas at Austin] bjorn@utexas.edu
VASUDEVAN, Raksha [University of Texas at Austin] rakshav@utexas.edu

713: CROSSING BOUNDARIES EVERYDAY: ONE PEDAGOGICAL EXERCISE AT THE NILGIRIS FIELD LEARNING CENTER
KUDWA, Neema [Cornell University] nk78@cornell.edu

714: SEEKING HOUSING JUSTICE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY VIA INTERNATIONAL SERVICE LEARNING PLANNING STUDIOS
PIMENTEL-WALKER, Ana Paula [University of Michigan] appiment@umich.edu

715: COLLECTIVE RECIPROCITIES: PROBLEMATIZING INTERNATIONAL STUDIO PEDAGOGY AND PRACTICE
STIPHANY, Kristine [Texas Tech University] kstiphany@utexas.edu

ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA’s customer service associates will assist you.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Organizer/Discussant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.76 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: HOW (PLANNING) INSTITUTIONS EVOLVE - HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONALISM AS PLANNING THEORY</td>
<td>Organizer/Discussant: SPICER, Jason [University of Toronto] <a href="mailto:jason.spicer@utoronto.ca">jason.spicer@utoronto.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218: PLANNING THE NON-CAPITALIST CITY? A HISTORICAL INSTITUTIONALIST ACCOUNT OF THE COOPERATIVE MOVEMENT IN AMERICAN CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING</td>
<td>Organizer/Discussant: SPICER, Jason [University of Toronto] <a href="mailto:jason.spicer@utoronto.ca">jason.spicer@utoronto.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219: THE SOFT-POWER IN SKILL: REIMAGINING INSTITUTIONAL SOLUTIONS FOR ECONOMIC INCLUSION</td>
<td>Organizer/Discussant: LOWE, Nichola [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] <a href="mailto:nlowe@unc.edu">nlowe@unc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232: THE OBSCURE STATE: THE INSTITUTIONAL EVOLUTION OF HOUSING AUTHORITIES IN THE UNITED STATES</td>
<td>Organizer/Discussant: KELLY, Nicholas [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] <a href="mailto:nkelly@mit.edu">nkelly@mit.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315: HOW DO PROPERTY RIGHTS EVOLVE? INCREMENTAL CHANGE OF URBAN PROPERTY SYSTEMS IN COMPARATIVE HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE</td>
<td>Organizer/Discussant: SORENSEN, Andre [University of Toronto] <a href="mailto:andresorensen@utoronto.ca">andresorensen@utoronto.ca</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>319: BIFURCATED LAND USE INSTITUTIONS AND THE ORIGINS OF ASIA’S URBAN VILLAGE ENCLAVES</td>
<td>Organizer/Discussant: SMITH, Nick [Barnard College] <a href="mailto:nick.r.smith@gmail.com">nick.r.smith@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.10 LIVABILITY, TRANSIT AND CARS</td>
<td>Discussant: FREEMARK, Yonah [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] <a href="mailto:freemark@mit.edu">freemark@mit.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195: EXPOSURE TO DIVERSITY ON TRANSIT: AN INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL APPROACH USING SOCIAL INTERACTION POTENTIAL</td>
<td>Organizer/Discussant: DAVIDSON, Joshua [University of Pennsylvania] <a href="mailto:jdavids@design.upenn.edu">jdavids@design.upenn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>412: CAR AND HAPPINESS: CAR PRIDE OR CAR-DEPENDENT?</td>
<td>Organizer/Discussant: LI, Shengxiao (Alex) [University of Pennsylvania] <a href="mailto:lxsx@design.upenn.edu">lxsx@design.upenn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454: ELABORATING THRESHOLD AND SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS OF SUBWAY ACCESS AND LAND USES ON URBAN VITALITY IN SHENZHEN</td>
<td>Organizer/Discussant: CAO, Jason [University of Minnesota] <a href="mailto:Cao@umn.edu">Cao@umn.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>843: A PROPOSAL FOR A CINCINNATI - DAYTON MASS TRANSIT SYSTEM FOR 2040: BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN TRANSPORTATION DESIGN AND TRANSPORTATION PLANNING</td>
<td>Organizer/Discussant: LOZANO ROBLEDO, Alejandro [University of Cincinnati] <a href="mailto:lozanoa@mail.uc.edu">lozanoa@mail.uc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.12 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: EXPERIMENTS IN PLANNING

Organizer/Discussant: HONEY-ROSES, Jordi [University of British Columbia] jhoney@mail.ubc.ca

48: THE IMPACT OF RESIDENTIAL DENSIFICATION ON PERCEPTIONS OF PUBLIC SPACE: A FIELD EXPERIMENT
HONEY-ROSES, Jordi [University of British Columbia] jhoney@mail.ubc.ca
ZAPATA, Oscar [University of Regina] Oscar.Zapata@uregina.ca

49: RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL OF COMMUNITY GARDENS: EARLY EXPLORATION OF STUDY APPROACH AND FINDINGS
LITT, Jill [University of Colorado at Boulder] jill.litt@isglobal.org
ALAIMO, Katherine [Michigan State University] katherine.alaimo@msu.edu
VILLALOBOS, Angel [University of Colorado Boulder] angel.villalobos@colorado.edu
GLUECK, Deborah [University of Colorado Denver] deborah.glueck@cuanschutz.edu

52: LESSONS FROM AN URBAN DISORDER EXPERIMENT
MACDONALD, John [University of Pennsylvania] johnmm@sas.upenn.edu
JACOBOWITZ, Ahuva [Columbia University] johnmm@sas.upenn.edu
LITT, Jill [University of Colorado at Boulder] jill.litt@isglobal.org

51: COULD CHANGING NEWS COVERAGE OF TRAFFIC CRASHES SAVE LIVES? EVIDENCE FROM AN EXPERIMENT
RALPH, Kelsie [The State University of New Jersey] kelsie.ralph@ub.rutgers.edu
GODDARD, Tana [Texas A&M University] goddard@tamu.edu
JACOBOWITZ, Ahuva [Columbia University] johnmm@sas.upenn.edu
THIGPEN, Calvin [Lime] calvin.thigpen@li.me

2.9 INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK OF NEIGHBORHOOD ANCHORS
Facilitator: BIERBAUM, Ariel [University of Maryland, College Park] bierbaum@umd.edu

581: HOW DOES SCHOOL CHOICE IMPACT COMMUNITY SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY? CONROY, Maria [The Ohio State University] conroy.36@osu.edu

899: COMMUNITY-DRIVEN PROGRAMMING: HOW NEIGHBORHOODS SHAPE IMMIGRANT RESOURCES
DELGADO, Laura [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] ldelgado@mit.edu

1167: URBAN SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT: COLLISIONS, CONSEQUENCES, AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR COORDINATION
MAREKIEWICZ, Carrie [University of Colorado Denver] carrie.marekiewicz@ucdenver.edu

1273: COMMUNITIES LEFT BEHIND? EXAMINING THE SCOPE OF, AND DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES UNDERLYING, PUBLIC SCHOOL CLOSURES IN ONTARIO, CANADA
COHAN, Patricia [Queen’s University] patricia.cohan@queensu.ca
IRWIN, Bill [Huron University College] irwinb6@uwo.ca

3.1 DIVERSITY, AUTHORITY, AND DISCRIMINATION: ECONOMIC OUTCOMES FOR REGIONS
Discussant: KIM, Minjoo [Florida State University] m.kim@fsu.edu

1116: WHEN STATE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLANNING SUBVERTS LOCAL PLANNING: THE CASE OF EMPIRE STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION IN EAST GREENBUSH, NEW YORK MARCELLO, Elizabeth [Columbia University] elizabeth.marcello@columbia.edu

1253: THE ROLE OF SUB-CENTERS IN U.S. CITIES OSNAM, Taner [University of California, Los Angeles] taner.osnamb@ucla.edu

1273: COMMUNITIES LEFT BEHIND? EXAMINING THE SCOPE OF, AND DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES UNDERLYING, PUBLIC SCHOOL CLOSURES IN ONTARIO, CANADA
COHAN, Patricia [Queen’s University] patricia.cohan@queensu.ca
IRWIN, Bill [Huron University College] irwinb6@uwo.ca

5.135 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION BY THE INCLUSION + ALLIES INTEREST GROUP: PLANNING BEYOND THE GAYBOROHD
Organizer: DOAN, Petra [Florida State University] pdoan@fsu.edu
Discussant: GOH, Kian [University of California, Los Angeles] kian@goh@ucla.edu

663: CENTRIPETAL AND CENTRIFUGAL FORCES AND QUEER SPACES DOAN, Petra [Florida State University] pdoan@fsu.edu

664: QUEER SPACES IN ISTANBUL - AN EXPLORATION OF CONFLICTING FORCES ATALAY, Ozlem [Florida State University] ozlem@my.fsu.edu

665: MAINSTREAM-ORIENTED BUSINESSES AND QUEER SPACES DOAN, Petra [Florida State University] pdoan@fsu.edu

666: PLANNING FOR LGBTQ INCLUSION IN THE U.S. PUBLIC REALM FRISCH, Michael [University of Missouri-Kansas City] frischm@umkc.edu

ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA's customer service associates will assist you.
6.3 GENTRIFICATION: STABILITY & DISPLACEMENT
Facilitator: TATE, Laura [Laura Tate Associates]
laura@lauratake.ca

185: GENTRIFICATION, DISPLACEMENT, AND SPATIAL MISMATCH
LEE, Hyojuung [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] hyojuunglee@vt.edu
KRISTIN, Perkins [Georgetown University]
Kristin.Perkins@georgetown.edu

771: WALK AND THRIVE: THE IMPORTANCE OF LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLD ACCESS TO MIXED-USE NEIGHBORHOODS IN THE METRO VANCOUVER REGION
SHULMAN, Lili [University of British Columbia]
lili.shulman15@gmail.com

1124: HOUSING INSTABILITY AND THE INNER RING SUBURB
NOLAN, Lauren [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey]
len27@scarletmail.rutgers.edu

6.9 HOUSING ASSISTANCE: INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES
Organizer: REYES-SANCHEZ, Ariadna [University of Pennsylvania] aridadna@upenn.edu

1101: HOUSING ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS AND NEIGHBORHOOD CONDITIONS ACROSS THE GREATER TORONTO AREA
DANTZLER, Prentiss [Georgia State University]
pdantzler@gsu.edu

1139: HOUSING CHOICE VOUCHERS: A LONG ROAD TO AN UNCERTAIN OUTCOME
REINA, Vincent [University of Pennsylvania] vreina@upenn.edu

1163: IS MEXICAN SOCIAL HOUSING DESTINED TO SPRAWL? PRODUCTION RESTRICTIONS ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING
GONZALEZ, Dinorah [University of California, Los Angeles]
dirat@gmail.com

7.154 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: DISASTROUS DIVISIONS: THE NEED FOR A SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL PLANNING APPROACH TO AMELIORATE URBAN VULNERABILITY
Organizer: SYAL, Shruti [Virginia Commonwealth University]
shyad@vcu.edu

1210: THIS WETLAND IS GOLD: THE PLANNED PRODUCTION OF URBAN VULNERABILITY FOR WETLAND DWELLERS IN DHAKA
HUQ, Efadal [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] efhuq2@illinois.edu

1212: SOCIO-BEHAVIORAL FRAMEWORK FOR ECOLOGICALLY STRAINED URBAN ECOSYSTEMS: EXPLORATORY INSIGHTS FROM NEW DELHI AND MUMBAI, INDIA
VUPPULURI, Richa [University of Virginia] richa.vup@gmail.com

9.3 COMBATING INEQUITIES IN THE FOOD SYSTEM IN BROWN COMMUNITIES
Discussant: HERBERT, Berneece [Jackson State University]
berneece.herbert@jsu.edu

118: EMPIRICAL MEASURES OF FOOD EXPOSURE IN MEXICO CITY
FARAHI, Irene [University of California, Berkeley] irene@berkeley.edu

202: FUELING URBAN INFORMALITY WITHIN FOOD SYSTEMS IN INDIA
KOTVALE, K. Zeenat [Michigan State University] kotvalz3@msu.edu

256: MORE THAN FYRBYEAD: ON DEVELOPING APPROACHES TO FOOD SYSTEM PLANNING IN INDIAN COUNTRY
STEVENSON, Dylan [Cornell University] dms547@cornell.edu
11.1 COMMUNITY AND REGION

Facilitator: SORENSEN, Andre [University of Toronto] andre.sorensen@utoronto.ca

153: THE POLITICS OF PROCESS: EXPLAINING THE REVIVAL OF PROVINCIAL PLANNING FOR THE TORONTO REGION IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

TAYLOR, Zack [Western University] zack.taylor@uwo.ca

604: THE SHRINKING CITY IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE: DETROIT, 1920-2020

COOPER-McCANN, Patrick [Wayne State University] cooperwayne.edu

1315: COMMUNITY PLANNING AND POST-WAR RECONSTRUCTION IN CANADA

GORDON, David [Queen's University] david.gordon@queensu.ca

BOLKA, Anastasiya [Queen's University] anastasiya.boika@gmail.com

15.26 TRANSPORTATION AND RESIDENTIAL LOCATION LINKAGES

Discussant: KLEIN, Nick [Cornell University] n.klein@cornell.edu

457: THE ROLE OF TRANSPORT IN HOW WE CHOOSE WHERE TO LIVE: A QUALITATIVE INVESTIGATION OF RESIDENTIAL LOCATION CHOICE IN THE PHOENIX, AZ REGION

SALON, Deborah [Arizona State University] Deborah.Salon@asu.edu

KATS, Elyse [Arizona State University] ekats@asu.edu

725: USING STATE POLICY TO INFLUENCE HOUSING AND TRANSPORTATION LINKAGES: THE CASE OF CALIFORNIA

CHATMAN, Daniel [University of California, Berkeley] dgc@berkeley.edu

KARZNER, Tamara [University of California, Berkeley] tamarak@berkeley.edu

MANVILLE, Michael [University of California, Los Angeles] manville@ucla.edu

REID, Carolina [University of California, Berkeley] c_reid@berkeley.edu

16.15 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: URBAN EXPERIENCE AND DESIGN: ADVANCED METHODS AND RESEARCH

Organizer: HOLLANDER, Justin [Tufts University] justin.hollander@tufts.edu

Discussant: DE LA LLATA, Silvano [Concordia University] silvano.delallata@concordia.ca

40: STREET PSYCHOLOGY: A METHODOLOGY FOR EXPLORING THE LINK BETWEEN PEDESTRIAN EXPERIENCE AND COGNITIVE WELL-BEING

TALEN, Emily [University of Chicago] talen@uchicago.edu

109: IDENTIFYING BIOPHILIC DESIGN ELEMENTS IN STREETSCAPES: A STUDY OF VISUAL ATTENTION AND SENSE OF PLACE

SITU, Minyu [Tufts University] minyusitu@gmail.com

MILLIKEN, Peter [City of Kirkland] millikenpe@gmail.com

HOLLANDER, Justin [Tufts University] justin.hollander@tufts.edu

SUSSMAN, Ann [Genetics of Design] annsussman4@gmail.com

ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA's customer service associates will assist you.
3.5 THE SOCIAL IMPACTS OF LARGE-SCALE CHANGE
Discussant: DEITRICK, Sabina [University of Pittsburgh]
sabinad@pitt.edu

72: THE ONLINE MARKETPLACE: A ZERO-ORDER CITY? 
GANNING, Joanna [Cleveland State University]
j.ganning@csuohio.edu
GREEN, Timothy [Clemson University] tgreen8@clemson.edu

245: REGIONAL INDUSTRY EMERGENCE AND THE DIFFERENTIAL ROLE OF FINANCING
CLAYTON, Paige [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]
clayton3@live.unc.edu
FELDMAN, Maryann [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]
maryann_feldman@kenan-flagler.unc.edu
MONTMARTIN, Benjamin [Skaema Business School]
benjamin.montmartin@skaema.ca

769: UNDERSTANDING THE FACTORS INFLUENCING EQUITY WITHIN ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOSYSTEMS: EXAMINING THE ROLE OF DIVERSITY, INCLUSION, AND ACCESSIBILITY
HARPER-ANDERSON, Elsie [Virginia Commonwealth University]
elharperande@vcu.edu

4.6 CONSUMPTION AND WASTE
Discussant: SOLITARE, Laura [Texas Southern University]
larasolitare@tsu.edu

31: VOLUNTARY PUBLIC CAMPAIGNS TO BENEFIT THE ENVIRONMENT: ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE 'THERE IS NO POOP FAIRY CAMPAIGN'
SCRUGGS, Caroline [University of New Mexico]
cscruggs@unm.edu
LOZOYA, Sergio [University of New Mexico] slozo@unm.edu
RUMSEY, Kellin [University of New Mexico]
knrumsey@unm.edu
BRONSON, Kali [Bernalillo County Natural Resource Services]
kbbronson@beranco.gov
CHAVEZ, Patrick [Albuquerque Metropolitan Arroyo Flood Control Authority] pchavez@amafca.org

289: APPLICATION OF URBAN ANALYTICS IN FOOD RECOVERY PROGRAMS: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY IN CHICAGO
ZHENG, Junjun [University of Illinois at Chicago]
jzheng25@uic.edu
AI, Ning [University of Illinois at Chicago] ain@uic.edu

1126: PLANNERS’ KNOWLEDGE, KNOW-HOW AND EXPERIENCE IN ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING 
GOCMEN, Asligul [University of Wisconsin-Madison]
gocmen@wisc.edu
LAURIAN, Lucie [University of Iowa] lucie-laurian@uiowa.edu

4.12 LOCAL SUSTAINABILITY PLANNING
Discussant: CONROY, Maria [The Ohio State University]
conroy.36@osu.edu

773: APPLICABILITY OF TRANSITION MANAGEMENT APPROACHES TO THE JAPANESE PLANNING CONTEXT
MIYAJI, Masahiro [Meij University]
mmatsura@meiji.ac.jp
YAMANAKA, Hideo [Tokushima University]
yamanaka@ce.tokushima-u.ac.jp

BAR-NER, Hila [School of Sustainability, IDC, Herzliya, Israel]
kokabourou00@gmail.com
MAROM, Nathan [School of Sustainability, IDC, Herzliya, Israel]
natmaromi@gmail.com

1065: CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AND MUNICIPAL SUSTAINABILITY POLICY: CHARACTERISTICS INDICATING GREATER SCOPE AND INTENSITY OF PARTICIPATORY EFFORTS
HOMSY, George [Binghamton University]
ghomsy@binghamton.edu
AMIRKHANYAN, Anna [The American University]
amirkhan@american.edu
LAMBRIGHT, Kristina [Binghamton University]
klambriq@binghamton.edu

1126: PLANNERS’ KNOWLEDGE, KNOW-HOW AND EXPERIENCE IN ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING 
GOCMEN, Asligul [University of Wisconsin-Madison]
gocmen@wisc.edu
LAURIAN, Lucie [University of Iowa] lucie-laurian@uiowa.edu
4.30 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: PLANNING RESEARCH AND PRACTICE FOR EXTREME HEAT

Organizer/Facilitator: KEITH, Ladd [University of Arizona]
ladd@email.arizona.edu

127: PLANNING FOR EXTREME HEAT: A NATIONAL SURVEY OF U.S. PLANNERS
MEEROW, Sara [Arizona State University]
sara.meerow@asu.edu

KEITH, Ladd [University of Arizona] ladd@email.arizona.edu

128: HOW ARE CITIES PLANNING FOR HEAT? A NATIONAL ASSESSMENT MUNICIPAL PLANS
TURNER, Kelly [University of California, Los Angeles]
vktturner@ucla.edu

129: EVALUATING THE USE OF URBAN HEAT ISLAND MAPS FOR EXTREME HEAT PLANNING
KEITH, Ladd [University of Arizona] ladd@email.arizona.edu
McMAHAN, Ben [University of Arizona]
bcmcmahan@email.arizona.edu
WAGNER, Tess [University of Arizona] tesswagner@email.arizona.edu

130: SYNTHESIS OF CLIMATE-ADAPTIVE DESIGN IN OUTDOOR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY SPACES FOR HEALTH EQUITY
IRIZ-ELARDO, Nicole [University of Arizona]
irizelardo@email.arizona.edu
KEITH, Ladd [University of Arizona] ladd@email.arizona.edu

131: HEAT EQUITY AND INTER-SECTORAL MANAGEMENT OF THE THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
HAMSTEAD, Zoe [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York]
zoe hamst@buffalo.edu

6.8 HOUSING AFFORDABILITY TRENDS & COPING STRATEGIES

Facilitator: AIRGOOD-OBRYCKI, Whitney [Harvard University]
whitney_airgood-obrycki@harvard.edu

182: A MULTISCALAR APPROACH FOR MEASURING NEIGHBORHOOD POVERTY AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING STUDY: THE CASE OF OHIO
YANG, Aram [The Ohio State University]
yang.4201@buckeyemail.osu.edu

525: THE RENT EATS FIRST: RENTAL HOUSING UNAFFORDABILITY IN US METROS
HERMANN, Alexander [Harvard University] alexander_hermann@harvard.edu
AIRGOOD-OBRYCKI, Whitney [Harvard University] whitney_airgood-obrycki@harvard.edu
WEDDEEN, Sophia [Harvard University] sophia_wedeen@harvard.edu

644: RENT BURDEN IMPACTS AND COPING STRATEGIES
ROSEN, Jovanna [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey]-Camden
angst@usc.edu
DE GREGORIO, Soledad [University of Southern California]
mdegrego@usc.edu
PAINTER, Gary [University of Southern California]
gpainter@usc.edu

655: AFFORDABLE SOUTH LOS ANGELES: SURVIVAL, STRESS, & SUPPORT
ANGST, Sean [University of Southern California]
angst@usc.edu

1099: ILLUMINATING THE HOUSING CRISIS: UNDERSTANDING HOW LOW-INCOME TENANTS ACT ON THEIR HOUSING ISSUES IN LOS ANGELES CITY
MEDINA HUARITA, Edith [University of California, Irvine]
emedina@uci.edu

6.87 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: EVOLVING SINGLE FAMILY NEIGHBORHOODS, PART 2: ADAPTIVE PRACTICES & EVICTIONS

Organizer/Discussant: CHARLES, Suzanne [Cornell University]
scharles@cornell.edu

301: THE SUPPLY-SIDE OF EVICTION: THE MANY WAYS THAT LANDLORDS DEAL WITH BACK RENT
DECKER, Nathaniel [University of California, Berkeley]
decker@berkeley.edu

393: MUNICIPAL RESPONSES TO INFORMAL MULTIFAMILY HOUSING IN DIVERSE SUBURBS: THE CASE OF RAMAPO, NEW YORK
HUENNEKENS, Joseph [Columbia University]
jsh2228@columbia.edu

395: GARAGES AREN’T JUST FOR CARS: HOW SINGLE-FAMILY HOME RESIDENTS ARE REPURPOSING THEIR GARAGES TO PROSPER, PREACH, AND PLAY
PFEIFFER, Deirdre [Arizona State University]
deirdre.pfeiffer@asu.edu

1230: UPZONING AND HOUSING PRICES: A (VERY) EARLY ANALYSIS OF THE MINNEAPOLIS 2040 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
KUHLMANN, Daniel [Iowa State University]
dok@iastate.edu

1334: WHAT MAKES HOMEOWNERS OPEN TO BUILDING AN ADU?
VOLKER, Jamey [University of California, Davis]
jvolker@ucdavis.edu

ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCPM@planning.org. APA’s customer service associates will assist you.
7.14 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: CIVIL SOCIETY’S PARTICIPATION IN HOUSING PROVISION

Organizer: FANG, Yiping [Portland State University] yfang@pdx.edu

Discussant: DAS, Ashok [University of Hawaii] ashokdas@hawaii.edu

297: EXPLORING CIVIL SOCIETY’S ROLE IN HOUSING PROVISION – A CHINA STORY
FANG, Yiping [Portland State University] yfang@pdx.edu

298: THE (HIDDEN) EPICENTER OF A PUBLIC HEALTH AND EQUITY PLANNING CRISIS: RAPIDLY TRANSITIONING PERI-URBAN FOOD ENVIRONMENTS IN THE GLOBAL SOUTH
HOEY, Lesli [University of Michigan] lhoe@umich.edu
LLANQUE, Ramiro [Andean Rural Health]
rfllanque@csa-bolivia.org

Discussant:

8.9 TOWARD MORE COMPREHENSIVE LAND USE PLANNING

Discussant: DOUTHAT, Thomas [Louisiana State University] tdouthat@lsv.edu

367: RECOGNIZING RURAL - AN EVALUATION OF MUNICIPAL CAPACITY TO SUPPORT AGRI-FOOD COMMUNITIES IN ONTARIO
CALDWELL, Wayne [University of Guelph] wcaldwell@uoguelph.ca

EPP, Sara [University of Guelph] sepp@uoguelph.ca

GESCHIERE, Elise [University of Guelph] egeschie@uoguelph.ca

SOUSA, Emily [University of Guelph] essousa@uoguelph.ca

387: HOW DOES TRAFFIC, AND FEAR OF IT, IMPACT HOUSING DEVELOPMENT?
DING, Hao [University of California, Los Angeles] haoding@ucla.edu

TAYLOR, Brian [University of California, Los Angeles] btaylor@ucla.edu

1227: COUNTY POLICIES TO CREATE COAST-SMART COMMUNITIES IN MARYLAND
ALI, Amal [Salisbury University] akali@salisbury.edu

1298: ZONING FOR THE ACQUISITION CULTURE: HOW TO ACCOMMODATE SELF-STORE FACILITIES IN TRANSITION-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENTS
KARST, David [Wayne State University] davidkarst@wayne.edu

MOHAMED, Rayman [Wayne State University] rayman.mohamed@wayne.edu

YANG, Allan [U-Haul International] allan_yang@uhaul.com

12.3 SUSTAINABILITY: POLICY AND IMPLEMENTATION

Facilitator: JOHNSON, Bonnie [University of Kansas] bojohnson@ku.edu

263: DISTURBING THE URBAN MACRO SKYLINE BY THE NEW CONSTRUCTIONS IN SHIRAZ (IRAN): ORGANIZATIONAL AND LEGAL GAPS
MOHSENI, Farnaz [BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg, Germany] farnaz.mohseni@btu.de

1051: LEARNING, PLANNING, AND POLICY
TATE, Laura [Laura Tate Associates] laura@laurata.tea.ca

1214: WHAT FACTORS DRIVE HAZARD MITIGATION POLICY IN THE U.S. – EVIDENCE FROM FEMA’S HAZARD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE GRANT PROGRAMS
XIE, Ruixiang [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] xrx1993@vt.edu

1394: THE QUEST FOR URBAN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN A LATIN AMERICAN CITY: THE CASE OF THE 2014 SÃO PAULO MASTER PLAN, BRAZIL
NOBRE, Eduardo [University of São Paulo] eacnobre@usp.br

13.8 THE CULTURES AND STYLES OF PLANNING

Discussant: BARRY, Janice [University of Waterloo] janice.barry@uwaterloo.ca

193: THE AMBIENT CHARACTER OF SPATIAL PLANNING SYSTEMS: A DIFFERENTIATED STATE ACCOUNT
GALLAND, Daniel [Aalborg University / Norwegian University of Life Sciences] dgalland@plan.aau.dk

ELINBAUM, Pablo [CUR-CONICET] pabloelinbaum@conicet.gov.ar

411: PLANNING IN RELATIONAL SPACES: THEORIZING APPROACHES TO RIGHT RELATIONSHIP IN PLANNING WITH INDIGENOUS PEOPLE
McNEIL, Joelle [University of Waterloo] jcmcneil@uwaterloo.ca

724: ON THE COGNITIVE MECHANICS OF PLANNING JUDGMENT
MCNULTY, John [University of Kentucky] jmcnulty@uky.edu

AWARD WINNER WINNER OF THE ED MCCLUERE BEST STUDENT PAPER - UNPACKING THE SETTLER CITY: THE SPATIALITY OF COLONIALISM IN THUNDER BAY
EVANS, Allison [York University] allison.evans@gmail.com
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**15.21 TRAFFIC SAFETY: BUILT ENVIRONMENTS AND CRASHES**

Facilitator: GUERRA, Erick [University of Pennsylvania] erickg@upenn.edu

BUEHLER, Ralph [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] ralphbvu@vt.edu
PUCHER, John [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] johnpucher@gmail.com

576: ACCEPTABLE LOSSES? QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF FATAL CAR-ON-VULNERABLE-ROAD-USER CRASHES IN THE RURAL US
PIATKOWSKI, Daniel [University of Nebraska Lincoln] dpiatkowski2@unl.edu
McCULLY, Justin [University of Nebraska Lincoln] justin.mccully@huskers.unl.edu
PIATKOWSKI, Melissa [Center for Health Design] mpiatkowski@healthdesign.org

669: EFFECT OF STREET NETWORK CONNECTIVITY ON TRAFFIC CONGESTION AND TRAFFIC SAFETY
EWING, Reid [University of Utah] ewing@arch.utah.edu
CHI, Dong-ah [University of Utah] dongchih@gmail.com
SABOURI, Sadegh [University of Utah] sadeghsabouri.utah.edu
KIANI, Fatemeh [University of Utah] nedakiani1369@gmail.com
KIM, Junsik [University of Utah] profjunsik@gmail.com

**15.48 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES**

Organizer: KASSENS-NOOR, Eva [Michigan State University] ekn@msu.edu

Discussant: WILSON, Mark [Michigan State University] wilsonmm@msu.edu

357: PERCEPTIONS OF AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES AS PUBLIC TRANSIT: A MICHIGAN PERSPECTIVE
KASSENS-NOOR, Eva [Michigan State University] ekn@msu.edu
CAI, Meng [Michigan State University] cai@msu.edu
KOTVAL-K, Zeenat [Michigan State University] kotvalze@msu.edu

359: ASSESSING THE IMPACTS OF PANDEMICS ON AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE DEPLOYMENT: A CASE STUDY ON THE 2020 NORTH AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL AUTO SHOW
PARCELL, John [Michigan State University] parcel5@msu.edu

360: AUTOMATED DRIVING: HOW INDUSTRY INSIGHT INFLUENCES CONSUMER ADOPTION OF AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES AND THE PRACTICE OF PLANNING
DARCY, Cornelius [Michigan State University] kip.darcy@gmail.com

361: DISAPPEARING CARS: LAND USE IMPLICATIONS OF AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES
WILSON, Mark [Michigan State University] wilsonmm@msu.edu

**PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES**

**FRIDAY, TIME SLOT 5**
2.1 AGING, MOBILILY, AND HEALTH OUTCOMES
Discussant: KIM, Jongwoong [West Chester University]
jkim@wcupa.edu

458: WHERE WOULD YOU RELOCATE IN LATER TIME AND WHY? EVIDENCE FROM 2017: AMERICAN HOUSING SURVEY
HUI, Wanyang [City University of Hong Kong]
wanyhang@cityu.edu.hk
LI, Shengxiao (Alex) [University of Pennsylvania]
lsx@design.upenn.edu
GUO, Fuyu [Peking University]
guofy@pku.edu.cn
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4.14 METHODS FOR GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING
Discussant: PARK, Yujin [Clemson University]
yujinp@clemson.edu

205: DO DOLLARS AND CENTS EQUAL IMPORTANCE: AN ADAPTED METHOD TO ALIGN ECOSYSTEM SERVICE VALUATION TO SPATIAL PLANNING
PECK, Megan [University of Waterloo]
mpeck@uwwaterloo.ca
KHIFAN, Luna [University of Waterloo]
luna.khifan@uwwaterloo.ca

738: COMMUNITY PERCEPTIONS AND CHALLENGES OF GREEN STORMWATER INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING IN URBAN NEIGHBORHOODS
MEENAR, Mahbubur [Rowan University]
meenan@rowan.edu
HOWELL, Jordan [Rowan University]
howell@rowan.edu
MOULTON, Devon [Rowan University]
moulton2@students.rowan.edu
WALSH, Shane [NU DEP]
shane@arch.tamu.edu

6.13 HOUSING SUPPLY & AFFORDABILITY, PART 1
Facilitator: REVINGTON, Nick [University of Waterloo]
nrevinton@gmail.com

1107: FAILING MALLS: OPTIMIZING OPPORTUNITIES FOR HOUSING
BLANCO, Hilda [University of Southern California]
hblanco@usc.edu

957: HOUSING SUBMARKETS AND THE EFFECTS OF NEW CONSTRUCTION ON EXISTING RENTS
DAMIANO, Anthony [University of Minnesota]
damia025@umn.edu
FRENIER, Christopher [University of Minnesota]
freni003@umn.edu

7.5 INSTRUMENTS OF LAND USE PLANNING
Discussant: MONKKONEN, Paavo [University of California Los Angeles]
paavo.monkkonen@ucla.edu

812: DISCIPLINING SPATIAL PRACTICE: FLEXIBLE ZONING AND MIXED USE IN SEOUL, KOREA
POTTER, James [Korea University]
czjpotters@gmail.com
KIM, Jeeyeop [Sungkyunkwan University]
gb2850@skku.edu
CHO, A-ra [Ajou University]
jb2850@skku.edu

6.16 POST-DISASTER HOUSING: DAMAGES, DISPLACEMENT, & AFFORDABILITY
Facilitator: OMUNGA, Philip [Savannah State University]
omungap@savannahstate.edu

305: RENTAL AFFORDABILITY IN THE WAKE OF NATURAL DISASTERS
RODYNYANSKY, Sera [Occidental College]
srody@oxy.edu
AN, Brian [University of Tennessee]
yan5@utk.edu
JAKABOVICS, Andrew [Enterprise Community Partners]
akabovics@enterprisecommunity.org
ORLANDO, Anthony [California State Polytechnic University,
Pomona]
awordan@cpp.edu

7.5 INSTRUMENTS OF LAND USE PLANNING
Discussant: MONKKONEN, Paavo [University of California Los Angeles]
paavo.monkkonen@ucla.edu

812: DISCIPLINING SPATIAL PRACTICE: FLEXIBLE ZONING AND MIXED USE IN SEOUL, KOREA
POTTER, James [Korea University]
czjpotters@gmail.com
KIM, Jeeyeop [Sungkyunkwan University]
gb2850@skku.edu
CHO, A-ra [Ajou University]
jb2850@skku.edu

1080: REINTERPRETATION FROM BELOW: LAND GOVERNANCE IN URBAN AND PERI-URBAN GHANA
BRICKNELL, Devanne [Princeton University]
deanne@princeton.edu

1369: USING LAND READJUSTMENT AND DENSITY BONUS TO SELF-FINANCE URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND INTRODUCING POPS AND BIDS FOR QUALITY PUBLIC REALM: A CASE FROM SURAT CITY, INDIA
MITTAL, Jay [Auburn University]
jmjit0029@auburn.edu
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8.8 TECHNOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS OF LAND USE

Discussant: LEE, Bumsoo [University of Illinois] bumsoo@illinois.edu

92: MANAGING THE CHALLENGES OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY: EXPLORING THE PATTERNS OF LOCAL DRONE POLICY ADOPTION IN CALIFORNIA
LI, Xiangyu [University of California, Irvine] xiangyu29@uci.edu
KIM, Jae Hong [University of California, Irvine] jaehe6@uci.edu

146: THE NEXT THING: ARE CITIES PLANNING LAND USE AND DESIGN POLICIES FOR POTENTIAL OF AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES?
WIETERS, Meghan [University of Oklahoma] kmeganwieters@ou.edu

806: WHAT DETERMINES MIXED LAND USE? ANALYSIS OF BIG DATA ON COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS IN SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA
Oh, Da Won [Seoul National University] ohdawon@gmail.com
PARK, In Kwon [Seoul National University] parkik@snu.ac.kr

1342: SPATIAL ACCOUNTING: DECOMPOSING URBAN SPATIAL CHANGES IN THE UNITED STATES
ZHONG, Haotian [Texas A&M University] hzhong@tamu.edu

8.10 WALKABILITY, TRAVEL BEHAVIOR, AND PLACEMAKING

Discussant: MONDSCHEIN, Andrew [University of Virginia] mmondschein@virginia.edu

536: EVALUATION OF PLANNING COORDINATION AND WALKABILITY AROUND CITY RAILWAY STATION: A CASE STUDY IN CHINA
YU, Siyu [Texas A&M University] janie.yusiy@gmail.com
PENG, Ke [Hunan University] kpeng6@hnu.edu.cn
LAN, Yuqian [Hunan University] yuqianlan@hnu.edu.cn
BERKE, Philip [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] pberke@email.unc.edu

678: TRIP CHAINING EFFICIENCY IN POLYCENTRIC REGIONS
SABOURI, Sadegh [University of Utah] sadeghsabourit@utah.edu
EWING, Reid [University of Utah] ewing@arch.utah.edu
PARK, Keunhyun [Utah State University] keunhyun.park@usu.edu

892: DIY AND PLANNING: MAKING SPACE IN THE CREATIVE CITY
MARCH, Loren [University of Toronto] loren.march@mail.utoronto.ca

10.3 PUSHING THE ENVELOPE: EXPANDING TOOLS IN THE TEACHING
Facilitator: HARWOOD, Stacy Anne [University of Utah] harwood@arch.utah.edu

585: PLANNING EDUCATION AND ‘FREE-CHOICE’ LEARNERS: TEACHING THE YOUTUBE CLASSROOM
AMOS, Dave [University of California, Berkeley] daveamos@berkeley.edu

720: WAKING UP: CASE STUDIES WITH REFLECTION ON PRACTICAL JUDGMENTS
WILLSON, Richard [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona] rrwillson@cpp.edu

11.3 POLITICS OF URBAN SPACE
Facilitator: SILVER, Chris [University of Florida] silver2@ufl.edu

ENGLISH, Jonathan [Columbia University] jje2111@columbia.edu

746: THE CONTESTED DESIGN-POLITICS OF TIANANMEN’S BEIJING: FROM FORBIDDEN CITY TO FORBIDDING SQUARE VALE, Lawrence [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] ljvalle@mit.edu

824: THE FORMULA OF APARTMENT NEIGHBORHOOD UNIT: HOW TO TRANSLATE THE NEIGHBORHOOD UNIT INTO APARTMENT COMPLEX
KIM, Joonwoo [Daegu University, Korea] joon.kim@daegu.ac.kr

13.4 EPISTOMOLOGIES OF SUSTAINABILITY: THE ROLE OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING
Facilitator: ALEXANDER, Serena [San Jose State University] serena.alexander@sjsu.edu

58: SUSTAINABILITY SCIENCE AND PLANNING: A CRUCIAL COLLABORATION?
JEPSON, Edward [University of Oregon, University of Idaho, Catholic University of America] ejplanning@gmail.com

196: WICKED PROBLEMS, FOOLISH DECISIONS: PROMOTING SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH CROSS-SCALE URBAN GOVERNANCE IN A COMPLEX WORLD
ZELLNER, Moira [University of Illinois at Chicago] mzellenriuic.edu
CAMPBELL, Scott [University of Michigan] sdcamp@umich.edu

318: GOVERNING SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS: 50 YEARS OF INSTITUTIONAL ADAPTATION AND CONSERVATION PLANNING IN FLORIANÓPOLIS, BRAZIL
BRIDGES, Allison [Columbia University] alb2303@columbia.edu

15.17 RIDEHAILING, EQUITY AND NEW MOBILITY PATTERNS
Facilitator: WIDITA, Alyas [Georgia Institute of Technology] alyas.widita@gatech.edu

782: RIDE HAILING IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: USE AND EFFECTS
SIDDIQ, Farba [University of California, Los Angeles] farbasiddiq@gmail.com
TAYLOR, Brian [University of California, Los Angeles] btaylor@ucla.edu

1112: SCHOOL TRAVEL EQUITY FOR VULNERABLE STUDENT POPULATIONS THROUGH RIDEHAILING: AN ANALYSIS OF HOPSKIPDRIVE AND OTHER TRIPS TO SCHOOL IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY
SPERONI, Samuel [University of California, Los Angeles] ssperoni@ucla.edu

1305: HOW DISRUPTIVE IS A DISRUPTION? THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN TNCS’ ENTRY AND VEHICLE OWNERSHIP IN INDONESIA
WIDITA, Alyas [Georgia Institute of Technology] alyas.widita@gatech.edu

ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA’s customer service associates will assist you.
PAB ROUNDTABLE - PLANNING EDUCATION AND THE DIGITAL EVOLUTION

Moderator: Lieber, Alexander (Planner, AKRF, Inc. / PAB Board Member and Chair of the Innovation and Communication in Planning Education Task Force) alieber@akrf.com

Participants:
Wu, Weiping (Columbia University) weiping.wu@columbia.edu
Andrews, Clinton (Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey) cja1@rutgers.edu
Johnson, Jesmarie (Planning Accreditation Board) jjohnson@planningaccreditationboard.org

16.4 PATTERNS OF LIVING AND WORKING

Discussant: Hess, Paul (University of Toronto) hess@geog.utoronto.ca

502: EXPLORING A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FAMILIARITY, URBAN NEIGHBORHOOD ELEMENTS, SOCIAL CLASS AND FEAR-OF-CRIME
Tagore, Pratiti (University of Utah) pratiti.tagore@gmail.com
Hinners, Sarah (University of Utah) sarah.hinners@utah.edu

573: NEW WORKING SPACES - NEW URBAN PLACES: LOCATION PATTERNS OF NEW WORKING SPACES IN LISBON
Morgado, Sofia (Universidade de Lisboa) smorgado@fa.ulisboa.pt
Tomaz, Elisabete (Dinamia, ISCTE – Instituto Universitário de Lisboa) elisabete.tomaz@iscte-iul.pt
Henriques, Cristina (Universidade de Lisboa) cdh@fa.ulisboa.pt
MeLO, Patricia C. (Universidade de Lisboa) pmelo@iseg.ulisboa.pt
1.5 ON THE STREET WHERE YOU LIVE’ AND PLAY: ANALYSES OF STREETSCAPE AND TRAVEL

Discussant: WILLIAMS, Sarah (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) sew@mit.edu

5: ANALYSIS OF HUMAN MOBILITY PATTERNS USING WIFI SENSING TECHNOLOGY: A CASE STUDY OF A UNIVERSITY CAMPUS

PARK, Jubyeeun [Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology] jkimb14@unist.ac.kr
KIM, Jeongseob [Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology] sew@mit.edu
PARK, Juhyeon [Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology] jkimb14@unist.ac.kr

1012: ALL THE WAY FROM MACRO TO MICRO: DO MICROSCALE FACTORS OF STREETSCAPES MATTER FOR WALKING?

KOO, Bon Woo [Georgia Institute of Technology] bkoo34@gatech.edu
ZHU, Wei [Tongji University] weizhu@tongji.edu
SONG, Shan [Nagoya University] crystalshanshan@sina.com

513: PRIVATIZATION AND INTER-MUNICIPAL COOPERATION IN US LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICES: BALANCING FISCAL STRESS, NEED, AND POLITICAL INTERESTS

KIM, Yunji [Seoul National University] yunjik@snu.ac.kr
WARNER, Mildred [Cornell University] mew15@cornell.edu

1229: EVERGREEN: THE PERSISTENCE OF GREEN INDUSTRY GROWTH AND LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS

ODEN, Michael [University of Texas at Austin] odem@mail.utexas.edu
LIU, Haijing [University of Texas at Austin] hjliu@utexas.edu

5.2 GOVERNING FOR DIFFERENCE AND GENDERING THE COMMONS: FOREGROUNDING GENDER AND DIVERSITY IN PLANNING

Discussant: RONGERUDE, Jane [Iowa State University] jrongeru@iastate.edu

121: GENDERED PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS - A CASE STUDY OF KARACHI, PAKISTAN THROUGH THE LENS OF RELIGION, CULTURE, SEX, AND PLANNING PRACTICES

SAFAF, Afshin [University of Florida] afsheen82@ufl.edu

398: SINGLES IN CITIES: FEAR OF UNCERTAINTY AND COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION AMONG SINGLE WOMEN IN TOKYO

MATSUMOTO, Naka [Meiji University, Japan] nakam227@gmail.com

608: ENGAGING DIVERSE COMMUNITIES ONLINE: TOWARDS A FRAMEWORK OF INCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

FOROUZANDEH, Peyvand [University of British Columbia] peyvand@alumni.ubc.ca
SENBEL, Maged [University of British Columbia] maged.senbel@ubc.ca
EBNESHAHIIDI, Marjana [University of British Columbia] marjan.ebneshahidi@gmail.com

617: GENDER IN THE COMMONS: PLANNING LESSONS FROM FARMER MANAGED IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

PUNJABI, Shrutii [New York University] xp555@nyu.edu
POKHAREL, Atul [New York University] pokharel@nyu.edu

6.11 HOUSING IN CHINA: TRENDS & INEQUALITIES

Facilitator: HU, Wanyang [City University of Hong Kong] wanyanghu@cityu.hk

397: ENDING GATED COMMUNITIES: THE RATIONALES FOR RESISTANCE IN CHINA

CHIU-SHEE, Colleen [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] xiqi@mit.edu
RYAN, Brent [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] bdr@mit.edu
VALE, Lawrence [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] lvale@mit.edu

530: NO PLACE IN THE CITY: THE SEGREGATION OF AFFORDABLE MARKET RATE RENTALS IN BEIJING

WANG, Yi [University of Minnesota] wang8262@umn.edu
GOETZ, Edward [University of Minnesota] egoetz@umn.edu

1234: HOW DO LIVING ENVIRONMENT CHANGES AFFECT RESIDENTIAL SATISFACTION OF RESIDENTS IN PUBLIC RENTAL HOUSING? EVIDENCE FROM A QUASI-LONGITUDINAL SURVEY IN BEIJING

MA, Luyao [Tsinghua University] maly17@mails.tsinghua.edu.cn
WU, Xinyi [University of Minnesota] wxw1088@umn.edu
CAO, Jason [University of Minnesota] cao@umn.edu
LIU, Zhilin [Tsinghua University, China] zlilin@tsinghua.edu.cn

1276: BUILDING CHINA, THE STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATION OF CHINA’S PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT INDUSTRY

DENG, Lan [University of Michigan] landeng@umich.edu
LI, Shilong [Chongqing University] ljvale@mit.edu

ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA’s customer service associates will assist you.
**7.95 Pre-organized Session: Planning the Urban Futures of Rural Pasts II: Speculative Urbanization and the Politics of Land Management**

Co-Organizers:
- SUBRAMANYAM, Nidhi [Cornell University] ns684@cornell.edu
- GOLDSTEIN, Shoshana [Princeton University] srg2@princeton.edu
- RANDOLPH, Gregory [University of Southern California] grandolp@usc.edu

Discussant: SMITH, Nick [Barnard College] nick.smith@gmail.com

**420: The Antinomies of Urban Villages and Gated Communities in Peri-Urban India**
- GOLDSTEIN, Shoshana [Cornell University] srg258@cornell.edu

**421: Rethinking Megaurban Region Development: The Land-Infrastructure-Finance Nexus as Political Project**
- SHATKIN, Gavin [Northeastern University] g.shatkin@northeastern.edu

**422: Urban Expansion in Four African Cities**
- LARSEN, Larsa [University of Michigan] larsal@umich.edu
- COBBINAH, Patrick [University of Melbourne] p.cobbibah@unimelb.edu.au
- YESHITELA, Kumelachew [Addis Ababa University] kumeyesh@googlemail.com

**423: Planning Pluralism and Property Regimes on the Urban Periphery - A Study of Sekondi-Takoradi, Ghana**
- TARU, Taru [University of Michigan] tarutaru@umich.edu

**9.4 Community Environment and Youth Health**

Discussant: REESE, Jason [The Ohio State University] reece.35@osu.edu

**335: Youth Mental Health and the Urban Environment: A Review of Relevant Concepts, Theories, Methods, and Current Approaches, and a Way Forward**
- BUTTAZZONI, Adrian [University of Waterloo] anbutazzoni@uwaterloo.ca
- MINAKER, Leia [University of Waterloo] lminaker@uwaterloo.ca

**450: Youth of Color as Active Activists: How Advocating for Change in the Built Environment Increases Physical Activity**
- KIM, Anna [San Diego State University] anna.kim@sdsu.edu
- BOTCHWEY, Nisha [Georgia Institute of Technology] nisha.botchwey@gatech.edu

**845: Urban outdoor Play in the Socio-Cultural Context of West Bengal India**
- ROY, Arindam [University of Cincinnati] arindam.daap@gmail.com

**989: Planning Approaches that Can Recognize Rural Families Strengths: A Systems and Networks Analysis of Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention**
- SVILICHES, Silva [Auburn University] sviliches@auburn.edu
- MCDANIEL, Shannon [Beth] [Auburn University] coco51@auburn.edu
- SHERMAN, Haley [Auburn University] hms0063@auburn.edu
- BURKS, Brianna [Auburn University] bpp0018@auburn.edu
- JACKSON, Terra L. [Auburn University] tlj0024@auburn.edu
- MERRITT, Allie [Auburn University] arm0083@auburn.edu
- BYAHUT, Sweta [Auburn University] szb0054@auburn.edu

**12.1 Illuminating Planning Practice**

Facilitator: QUICK, Kathy [University of Minnesota] ksquick@umn.edu

**134: The Avant-Garde Staff Report: Innovation in the Every Day**
- JOHNSON, Bonnie [University of Kansas] bojojohn@ku.edu

**952: Hierarchical Governance and Systematic Regulation: An Institutional Analysis of Planning Systems in Shanghai**
- ZHANG, Hao [Tongji University] zhanghao1054@tongji.edu.cn
- CONG, Cong [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] cccong2@illinois.edu
- CHAKRABORTY, Arnab [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] arnab@illinois.edu

**1125: Plan Monitoring and Evaluation: Are We There Yet?**
- SEASONS, Mark [University of Waterloo] mark.seasons@uwaterloo.ca
- BABBAR, Sagar [University of Waterloo] s2babbar@uwaterloo.ca

**1144: Illuminating Santa Ana’s Sunshine Ordinance: A City’s Development Process and Its Impact on Neighborhood Change**
- ZUÑIGA, Michelle [University of California, Irvine] mzuniga@uci.edu
- HOUSTON, Douglas [University of California, Irvine] houston@uci.edu

**1159: School Closures: All the News That’s Fit to Print?**
- BRUCE, Robert [University of Waterloo] robert.patrick.bruc@uwaterloo.ca
- SEASONS, Mark [University of Waterloo] mark.seasons@uwaterloo.ca
15.2 AGING SOCIETY AND TRAVEL

Facilitator: ROSENBLOOM, Sandi [University of Texas at Austin], srosenbloom@utexas.edu

105: ANALYZING TRAVEL BEHAVIOR OF OLDER ADULTS: WHAT ARE THE DETERMINANTS OF SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY?
OZBİLEN, Basar [The Ohio State University] ozbilen.1@osu.edu
AKAR, Gulsah [The Ohio State University] akar.3@osu.edu
WHITE, Katie [The Ohio State University] white.3073@osu.edu
DABELKO-SCHOENY, Holly [The Ohio State University] dabelko-schoeny.1@osu.edu
CAO, Qiuchang [The Ohio State University] cao.847@osu.edu

338: IMPACT OF HEALTH ON DRIVING FOR AMERICA’S OLDER ADULTS: A NATIONWIDE, LONGITUDINAL STUDY
WANG, Xize [National University of Singapore] wang.xize@nus.edu.sg

1088: MOVING AN AGING NATION: WHAT WOULD THE ELDERLY PREFER?
NEOG, Dristi [Westfield State University] neog.dristi@gmail.com

15.7 IMPLICATIONS OF URBAN TRANSPORTATION POLICIES

Discussant: SCIARA, Gian Claudia [University of Texas] sciara@utexas.edu

609: BUILT ENVIRONMENT, AIR POLLUTION EXPOSURE, AND PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE OF ANTI-CONGESTION POLICIES: A MULTILEVEL STRUCTURE EQUATION MODELING ANALYSIS
LIU, Chengcheng [Peking University Shenzhen Graduate School] 1901212952@pku.edu.cn
ZHANG, Wenjia [Peking University Shenzhen Graduate School] zhangwj@pkusz.edu.cn

944: PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE OPERATIONAL PHASE OF PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS: LESSONS FROM CANADA
SIEMIATYCKI, Matti [University of Toronto] siemiatyckii@geog.utoronto.ca
MAYNARD, Karina [University of Toronto] karina.maynard@mail.utoronto.ca

158: PARTNERSHIPS IN VALUE CAPTURE FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS IN SHENZHEN, CHINA
WANG, Xinning [Massey University] x.wang7@massey.ac.nz
IMRAN, Muhammad [Massey University] l.muhammad1@massey.ac.nz
TSUI, Kan Wai Hong [Massey University] W.H.K.Tsui@massey.ac.nz
STURUP, Sophie Xian Jiaotong [Liverpool University] sophie.sturup@ijtlu.edu.cn

ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA’s customer service associates will assist you.
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TRACK 1

418: HISTORIC RESOURCES SURVEY USING DEEP CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
MYUNG, Junyoung [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] jymbright@gmail.com
YI, Yun Kyu [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] ykyi@illinois.edu

777: A STUDY ON SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF MUNICIPAL WASTE COLLECTION POINTS AND SOURCE SEGREGATION STRATEGY FOR DHAKA
ISLAM, Faisal [University of Tennessee] Knoxvile fsIslam2@vols.utk.edu
SIDDIQ, Fariba [UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs] Fanbasiddiq@gmail.com
ISLAM, Ishrat [Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology] ishroatislam@urp.buet.ac.bd

1044: SMART CITIES AND DIGITAL INCLUSION: A CASE STUDY OF MACON-BIBB COUNTY’S SMART NEIGHBORHOODS PROJECT
RAO, Arthi [Georgia Institute of Technology] arthir@gatech.edu
ROSS, Catherine [Georgia Institute of Technology] catherine.ross@design.gatech.edu

TRACK 2

1025: THE INSTITUTIONAL DILEMMA OF URBAN REGENERATION IN CHINA: A CASE STUDY OF THE URBAN REDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS IN SHANGHAI OLD TOWN
ZHANG, Hao [Tongji University] zhanghao1054@tongji.edu.cn
 Cong, Cong [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] ccong2@illinois.edu
CHAKRABARTY, Arnab [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] Arnab@illinois.edu

TRACK 3

76: PROGRAMMATIC INNOVATIONS ON POST-DISASTER SMALL BUSINESS RECOVERY PROGRAMS
KIM, Su [University of Utah] suakim@utah.edu

597: ECONOMIC RESILIENCE OF THE GUANZHONG PLAIN CITY CLUSTER IN CHINA: A NETWORK ANALYSIS FROM THE EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE
YE, Shanshan [University of Waterloo] 402880740@iqq.com
QIAN, Zhu [University of Waterloo] z3qian@uwaterloo.ca

TRACK 4

778: STUDY ON FLOOD PREDICTION MODEL USING MACHINE LEARNING: FOCUS ON BUSAN METROPOLITAN CITY
HA, Ji Hye [Pusan National University] 9wgg5346@naver.com
KANG, Jung Eun [Pusan National University] jekang@pusan.ac.kr
MOON, Seong Gon [Pusan National University] witt3233@naver.com

940: ENERGY EFFICIENCY OR QUALITY OF LIFE: THE PARADOXICAL EFFECTS OF MEXICO’S GREEN MORTGAGE PROGRAM
GIOottoninI, Paloma [University of California, Los Angeles] mmpiott@ucla.edu

961: SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL NETWORK ANALYSIS OF EXISTING WATERSHED PLANS IN THE UPPER PONTCHARTRAIN BASIN LA
MANA, Lindsey [Louisiana State University] lllaman@lsu.edu
DOUTHAT, Thomas [Louisiana State University] tdothath1@lsu.edu
IRVING, Jennifer [Louisiana State University] jirvin6@lsu.edu
REAMS, Margaret [Louisiana State University] mreams@lsu.edu

1009: INTEGRATING ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT (EIA) AND LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT (LCA) PROCESSES TO MOVE THE BIOECONOMY FORWARD FOR PLANNERS
DELOYDE, Carolyn [Queen’s University] carolyn.deloyde@queensu.ca
MABEE, Warren [Queen’s University] warren.mabee@queensu.ca

1269: AN ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC RISK PERCEPTIONS AND COPING BEHAVIORS FOR VARIOUS CLIMATE CHANGE RISKS IN KOREA
HONG, Youjeong [Yonsei University] dbwjd80570@naver.com
CHOO, Mijin [Yonsei University] alwls2599@yonsei.ac.kr
CHOI, Yeon-Woo [Yonsei University] tjrms3@yonsei.ac.kr
KIM, Woosik [Yonsei University] woosik212@yonsei.ac.kr
YOON, Dong Keun [Yonsei University] dkyoon@yonsei.ac.kr

TRACK 6

69: ATTEMPTS AT ELDERLY SHARED HOUSING IN JAPAN
MIYANO, Junko [Mukogawa Women’s University, Japan] miyano@thnk.jp

170: THE RISE OF INFORMAL HOUSING NEAR INDUSTRIAL ZONES: A CASE STUDY OF MIGRANT WORKERS’ SETTLEMENTS IN HANOI, VIETNAM
TRAN, Tho [Texas A&M University] thotr2112@gmail.com
NGUYEN, Mai [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mai@unc.edu

226: APPLYING MACRO-ECONOMETRIC MODEL TO A HOUSING MARKET IN KOREA
YUN, Sungjin [Yonsei University] sungjin_yon@yonsei.ac.kr

1287: THE LIVING AND TRAVEL OF ASSISTED RENTERS IN URBAN AREAS: EVIDENCE FROM AMERICAN HOUSING SURVEY
YANG, Xinyuan (Poppy) [University of Florida] poppyyang@ufl.edu

TRACK 7

247: DESIGNING NATURE IN NEW TOWNS: LANDSCAPE PLANNING IN BINHAI AND XIONG’AN, CHINA
XU, Boqian [University of Pennsylvania] boqian@gmail.com

575: GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCE AND SPATIAL MISMATCH OF CONCENTRATED RESETTLEMENT COMMUNITIES IN CHINA
YANG, Chen [University of Waterloo] chen.yang@uwaterloo.ca

TRACK 8

569: THE CORRELATION OF ZONING AND RACE IN MULTIPLE AMERICAN CITIES: 1940-PRESENT
QUATTRO, Christine [University of Pennsylvania] cmquatt@upenn.edu

396: A SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH TO FOOD SYSTEM PLANNING THROUGH K-12: PUBLIC SCHOOL AGROECOLOGICAL INITIATIVES IN PUERTO RICO
CAROL, Carol [University of Puerto Rico] carol.ramos1@upr.edu
FRIDAY POSTERS
FRIDAY, ALL DAY ACCESS

**TRACK 14**

60: REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE AMAZON EASTERN BORDER: GEOGRAPHICAL DATABASE OF NORTH CENTER BRAZIL, ECONOMY, AND MORTALITY
ALVES DA LUZ, Rodolfo [Universidade Federal do Tocantins]
rodolfodaluza@gmail.com

282: RESEARCH ON COLLABORATIVE EVOLUTION BETWEEN RAIL TRANSIT AND METROPOLITAN AREA’S SPACE STRUCTURE FROM THE APPROACH OF COMPLEX NETWORK - A CASE STUDY OF METROPOLITAN AREAS IN LONDON AND BEIJING
JIANG, Yuxiao [Tianjin University] jyx0710@outlook.com
PANG, Lei [Tianjin University] pipanglei0311@163.com
REN, Lijian [Tianjin University] renlijian@126.com
ZHANG, Hua [Tianjin University] Zhang_Hua@tju.edu.cn

**TRACK 15**

249: WHERE IN GREATER TAIPEI DO COMMUTING MOTORCYCLISTS SHOW THE STRONGEST TENDENCY TOWARD THE PARK-AND-RIDE PRACTICE FOR MASS TRANSPORT?
CHIU, Bing-yu [University of Pennsylvania]
bychiu@design.upenn.edu

729: HOW RIDESOURCING RESHAPES ACCESSIBILITY
WANG SICHENG [RUTGERS, THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY], THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY
WANGSICHENG1988@GMAIL.COM
NOLAND, Robert [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey]
moland@rutgers.edu

1233: AN EMPIRICAL BAYES APPROACH TO QUANTIFYING THE IMPACT OF TRANSPORTATION NETWORK COMPANIES (TNCS) ON VMT
CHOI, Yunkyung [Georgia Institute of Technology]
yunkyung.choi@gatech.edu
GUHATHAKURTA, Subhrajit [Georgia Institute of Technology]
subhro.guha@design.gatech.edu
PANDE, Anurag [California Polytechnic San Luis Obispo]
apande@calpoly.edu

641: THE ROLE OF MOVABLE FURNITURE IN IMPROVING SOCIABILITY IN UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
PEZESHKPOOR, Zhila [Kansas State University] zhila@ksu.edu
GOHARIPOUR, Hamed [The College of Wooster]
hgohari@k-state.edu

1122: PLANNING PLAY IN THE DARK: URBAN PLAY-SPACES AFTER-DARK IN PORTLAND, OREGON
KIDRON, Yael [Portland State University] ykidron@pdx.edu
PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES
SATURDAY, TIME SLOT 1

GPEIG ROUNDTABLE SESSION - BORDERLESS PANDEMIC: RESPONSE TO COVID-19 AND ITS IMPACT ON PLANNING IN THE GLOBAL ARENA

Co-Moderator: MAGHELAL, Praveen [Khalifa University] praveen.maghelal@ku.ac.ae
Co-Moderator: CHEN, Xueming [Virginia Commonwealth University] xchen2@vcu.edu
Participant: ALAKSHENDRA, Abhinav [University of Florida] alakshendra@ufl.edu

ACSP ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING

Executive Committee:
BOARNET, Marlon, ACSP President 2019-2020 [University of Southern California] boarnet@usc.edu
RAMASUBRAMANIAN, Laxmi, ACSP Vice President 2020-2021 [San Jose State University] laxmi.ramasubramanian@sjsu.edu
BOSWELL, Michael, ACSP Treasurer 2019-2021 [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] mboswell@calpoly.edu
WHITE, Stacey, ACSP Secretary 2019-2021 [University of Kansas] sswhite@kau.edu Career Information Session - [University of Toronto Department of Geography & Planning]

1.14 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 939) – COVID-19 IMPACT ON CITY AND REGION: WHAT’S NEXT AFTER LOCKDOWN?

Moderator: KANG, Myounggu [University of Seoul] mk@uos.ac.kr
Organizer: PARK, Jiyoung [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] je292@buffalo.edu

1.8 SCENARIO PLANNING AND DECISION SUPPORT

Facilitator: KAUFMAN, Sanda [Cleveland State University] skaufman@csuohio.edu

10.5 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 635) – COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: TEACHING AND LEARNING WITH COMMUNITY PARTNERS

Organizer: MANDARANO, Lynn [Temple University] lynn.mandarano@temple.edu
Moderator: ZITCER, Andrew [Drexel University] andrew.zitcer@drexel.edu

10.28 DETANGLING COMMUNITY PRIORITIES IN STORMWATER MANAGEMENT: AN URBAN HONOLULU CASE STUDY

ARIK, Aida [University of Hawaii at Manoa] aarik@hawaii.edu

4.16 PLANNING FOR STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Discussant: LIM, Theodore [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] tclim@vt.edu

13.12 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 925) – OF PARTICULARS AND UNIVERSALS: REFLECTIONS ON THE ROLE OF ABSTRACTION AND GENERALISATION IN PLANNING THEORY AND PRACTICE

Moderator: POTTER, James [Korea University] cuspotten@korea.ac.kr

13.13 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 722) – PUBLISHING BOOKS IN URBAN PLANNING: APPROACHES, PROCESSES, AND SIGNIFICANCE

Organizer: B0U AKAR, Hiba [Columbia University] hbabar41@olumbia.edu

15.52 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: TRANSPORT EQUITY IN SLOW GROWTH AREAS

Organizer/Discussant: FISCHER, Lauren [University of North Texas] laurensfischer@unt.edu

18.56 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 926) – THE IMPACT ON PROJECT FINANCE OF THE PANDEMIC

Organizer: MANKIN, Daniel [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] dmankin@buffalo.edu

22.18 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 927) – OF INFORMAL SMART GROWTH? USING PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEMS TO COMPARE FORMAL AND INFORMAL PERIPHERAL DEVELOPMENTS IN BOGOTA

YUNDA, Juan [Pontificia Universidad Javeriana] juanyunda@gmail.com

27.13 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 923) – IMPACT ON PLANNING IN THE GLOBAL ARENA

Organization: KUDVA, Neema [Cornell University] mk78@cornell.edu
SORENSEN, Andre [University of Toronto] andre.sorenson@utoronto.ca

28.29 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 924) – OF PARTICULARS AND UNIVERSALS: REFLECTIONS ON THE ROLE OF ABSTRACTION AND GENERALISATION IN PLANNING THEORY AND PRACTICE

Moderator: POTTER, James [Korea University] cuspotten@korea.ac.kr

29.89 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 928) – OF INFORMAL SMART GROWTH? USING PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEMS TO COMPARE FORMAL AND INFORMAL PERIPHERAL DEVELOPMENTS IN BOGOTA

YUNDA, Juan [Pontificia Universidad Javeriana] juanyunda@gmail.com

30.25 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 929) – OF INFORMAL SMART GROWTH? USING PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEMS TO COMPARE FORMAL AND INFORMAL PERIPHERAL DEVELOPMENTS IN BOGOTA

YUNDA, Juan [Pontificia Universidad Javeriana] juanyunda@gmail.com

31.71 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 930) – OF INFORMAL SMART GROWTH? USING PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEMS TO COMPARE FORMAL AND INFORMAL PERIPHERAL DEVELOPMENTS IN BOGOTA

YUNDA, Juan [Pontificia Universidad Javeriana] juanyunda@gmail.com

32.12 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 931) – OF INFORMAL SMART GROWTH? USING PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEMS TO COMPARE FORMAL AND INFORMAL PERIPHERAL DEVELOPMENTS IN BOGOTA

YUNDA, Juan [Pontificia Universidad Javeriana] juanyunda@gmail.com

33.68 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 932) – OF INFORMAL SMART GROWTH? USING PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEMS TO COMPARE FORMAL AND INFORMAL PERIPHERAL DEVELOPMENTS IN BOGOTA

YUNDA, Juan [Pontificia Universidad Javeriana] juanyunda@gmail.com

34.15 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 933) – OF INFORMAL SMART GROWTH? USING PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEMS TO COMPARE FORMAL AND INFORMAL PERIPHERAL DEVELOPMENTS IN BOGOTA

YUNDA, Juan [Pontificia Universidad Javeriana] juanyunda@gmail.com

35.02 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 934) – OF INFORMAL SMART GROWTH? USING PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEMS TO COMPARE FORMAL AND INFORMAL PERIPHERAL DEVELOPMENTS IN BOGOTA

YUNDA, Juan [Pontificia Universidad Javeriana] juanyunda@gmail.com
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16.9 URBAN DESIGN REGULATION AND PROCESSES
Discussant: GREGG, Kelly [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] kgregg@buffalo.edu

982: CHICAGO RIVER’S RISE TO THE SECOND COAST OF CHICAGO: DO COMPREHENSIVE DESIGN GUIDELINES (2019) FOR A RIVER WITH NO COMPREHENSIVE PLANS MATTER?
YILDIZ, Sevin [University of Illinois at Chicago] seviny@uic.edu

1391: ANALYZING THE RESPONSE OF URBAN DESIGN PLANS TO THE EMERGING DRIVERS IN THE CONTEMPORARY URBAN ENVIRONMENT OF US CITY CENTERS
AL DOURI, Firas [Jackson State University] fdouri7784@yahoo.com

1183: URBAN DESIGN STUDIOS: VEHICLES FOR CHANGE?
MILGROM, Richard [University of Manitoba] richard.milgrom@umanitoba.ca

ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA’s customer service associates will assist you.
DOCTORAL WORKSHOP FINAL SESSION

Faculty Lecturers:
KRIZEK, Kevin, ACSP PhD Committee Chair [University of Colorado Boulder] kkrizer@colorado.edu
YAINER, Anaid, ACSP PhD Committee Member [University of Washington] yainer@uw.edu
DYCKMAN, Caitlin, Doctoral Committee Member [Clemson University] cdyckma@clemson.edu
SPURLOCK, Danielle, ACSP PhD Committee Member [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] dspurlo1@live.unc.edu
MANSURY, Yuri, ACSP PhD Committee Member Illinois Institute of Technology ymansury@iit.edu
TURLEY VOLULGRIS, Carol, ACSP PhD Committee Member [Harvard University] cvoulgaris@gsd.harvard.edu

INCLUSION + ALLIES ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING AND SOCIAL

Leaders:
FRISCH, Michael, Inclusion + Allies President 2019-2020 [University of Missouri-Kansas City] frischm@umkc.edu
WHITTEMORE, Andrew, Inclusion + Allies Vice-President 2019-2020 [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] awhittem@email.unc.edu
LABICE, Michael, Inclusion + Allies Secretary/Treasurer 2019-2020 [University of Utah] larice@arch.utah.edu

1.2 CIVIC MEDIA, GOVERNANCE, AND DATA FEMINISM

Discussant: ROBINSON, Pamela [Ryerson University] pamela.robinson@ryerson.ca

4.7 DISASTER RECOVERY

Discussant: OLSHANSKY, Robert [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] robob@illinois.edu

47: DISASTER HITS INEQUALITIES IN HOUSING RECOVERY: THE CASE OF GEYOUNG-I EARTHQUAKE IN SOUTH KOREA (Yeom, Jaewoon [Pusan National University] jaewoon@pusan.ac.kr
KANG, Seungwon [Pusan National University] seungwon@pusan.ac.kr
JUNG, Juchul [Pusan National University] jchung@pusan.ac.kr

826: PROTOTYPICAL RESILIENCE PROJECTS FOR POST-DISASTER RECOVERY PLANNING
ZHAI, Wei [University of Florida] weizhai@ufl.edu

879: UNDERSTANDING PLANNERS ROLES IN THE DISASTER RECOVERY PROCESS
YU, Siyu [Texas A&M University] yusiyu_1989@tamu.edu
MEYER, Michelle [Texas A&M University] mmeyer@arch.tamu.edu
SEMIEN, Joy [Texas A&M University] joysemen@tamu.edu
WILLIAMS, Abrina [Texas A&M University] abrina@tamu.edu
LENNOK, Judanne [Texas A&M University] j_lennox.morrison@tamu.edu

1322: THE POST-HURRICANE HARVEY URBAN PARK:
ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIAL AWARENESS
YILDIRM, Yalcin [VLK Architects] yalcin.yildirim@mavs.uta.edu
KEHAYARI, Golnaz [VLK Architects] ghla1322@tamu.edu

6.6 HOMEOWNERSHIP EXPERIENCES, AFFORDABILITY, & WEALTH BUILDING OVER THE LIFECYCLE

Facilitator: LEE, C. Aujean [University of Oklahoma] aujean@ou.edu

758: DOES OWNING A HOUSE HELP LOW- AND MODERATE-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS SAVE MORE THAN RENTING?
LOH, Wei San [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] weisan.lb الرحات@gmail.com
JAGANNATHAN, Radha [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] radha@rutgers.edu

930: THE EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARD ON HOME PRICE APPRECIATION
SWAYNE, Madison [San Diego State University] madi.swayne@gmail.com

1106: MUCH ADO ABOUT AFFORDABILITY: NO ROOM AT THE INN FOR OPPORTUNITY?
LOSEY, Clare [Texas A&M University] clare.losey@tamu.edu

7.6 PARTICIPATION AND URBAN UPGRADEING

Discussant: FURTADO, Lara [Lab for Innovation and Data, Brazil] larasuky@gmail.com

676: THE ROLE OF THREE CHRISTIAN DENOMINATIONS IN MINORITY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT IN ROMANIA: ADDING TO THE DISCOURSE OF YIFTACHEL’S ETHNOCRACY
FURTADO, Lara [Lab for Innovation and Data, Brazil] larasuky@gmail.com

858: COMMUNITY SELF-GOVERNANCE IN SÃO PAULO’S INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS THROUGH THE PAA FRAMEWORK
FURTADO, Lara [Lab for Innovation and Data, Brazil] larasuky@gmail.com

946: WHO’S LEARNING AND GAINING IN COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION? ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING IN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
CONTRERAS, Santina [The Ohio State University] Santina.L.Contreras@gmail.com
ROUBBARI, Shawhin [University of Colorado Boulder] shawhin@colorado.edu

COUTINHO-SILVA, Rachel [Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro] rachelsilva@puc-rio.br
13.117 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: EXPLORATIONS IN THEORIZING SOUTHERN PLANNING

Organizer: MIRAFTAB, Faranak [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] faranak@illinois.edu

Discussant: KUDVA, Neema [Cornell University] nik7@cornell.edu

521: CHALLENGES TO PLANNING THEORY AND PEDAGOGY: A VIEW FROM THE SOUTH
FARWAZ, Mona [American University of Beirut] mf05@aub.edu.lb

524: TEACHING PLANNING THEORY—SEEING FROM THE SOUTH
MIRAFTAB, Faranak [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] faranak@illinois.edu

527: UNPACKING THE ROLE OF THE STATE IN PLANNING SOUTHERN CITIES, THE CASE OF TEHRAN
MASHAYEKHI, Azadeh [University College London (The Bartlett)] a.mashayekhi@ucl.ac.uk

529: THE TEMPORALITIES OF PLANNING INTERVENTIONS
BOU AKAR, Hiba [Columbia University] hb2541@columbia.edu

15.5 DISADVANTAGED POPULATIONS AND TRANSIT ACCESS
Facilitator: BARAJAS, Jesus [University of California, Davis] jmbarajas@ucdavis.edu

577: ASSESSING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ADA PARATRANSIT ALTERNATIVE SERVICE
CHOI, Ji Min [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York SUNY] jchoi12@buffalo.edu

MAISEL, Jordana [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] jmaise1@buffalo.edu

PEREZ, Brittany [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] bperez4@buffalo.edu

1265: TRANSIT AND COMMUNITY ADVOCACY: UNPACKING THE ROLE(S) OF TRANSIT ACTIVISM IN BUILDING POLITICAL SUPPORT AND DISSEMINATING KNOWLEDGE
RAY, Rosalie [Columbia University] rray1050@columbia.edu

1323: WAY TO RIDE: UNDERSTANDING THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT FOR ACCESSIBLE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION TO PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
KIM, Ja Young [University of Utah] jkaim@utah.edu

BARTHOLOMEW, Keith [University of Utah] bartholomewarch.utah.edu

CHANDRASEKHAR, Divya [University of Utah]
D.Chandrasekhar@utah.edu

1275: EXPLORING THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF DIFFERENT BUSINESS MODELS FOR THE PARTNERSHIPS BETWEEN TRANSIT AGENCIES AND TNCS TO SERVE THE NEEDS OF THE TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED POPULATIONS
STEINER, Ruth [University of Florida] rsteiner@ufl.edu

BAI, Xueyin [University of Florida] xueyin.bai@ufl.edu

YAN, Xiang [University of Florida] xiangyan@ufl.edu

HAN, Mengjie [University of Florida] menghj@ufl.edu

BEJLERI, Ilir [University of Florida] ilir@ufl.edu

1366: INCORPORATING RIDE-SOURCING SERVICE INTO ADA MOBILITY SERVICE: OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES FOR PUBLIC TRANSIT AGENCIES
ASHOUR, Lamic [University of Washington] lami21@uw.edu

SHEN, Qing [University of Washington, Seattle] qs@uw.edu

OKAZAKI, Don [King County Metro] don.okazaki@kingcounty.gov

TRENHAILE, Jeremy [King County Metro] jeremy.trenhaile@kingcounty.gov

1371: ASSESSING THE EFFECTS OF INTEGRATING RIDE-SOURCING SERVICES WITH PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
PENG, Zhong-REN [University of Florida] zpeng@ufl.edu

ZHAI, Wei [University of Florida] wei.zhai@ufl.edu

QIN, Haoming [University of Florida] haomingqin@ufl.edu

CAO, Yuxuan [University of Florida] yuxuanceoao@ufl.edu

15.16 RIDEHAILING AND VULNERABLE POPULATIONS
Facilitator: CHEN, Na [University of Cincinnati] na.chen@uc.edu

915: HAILING UBER WHILE IN WHEELCHAIR: UNDERSTANDING TRAVEL BEHAVIORS OF WHEELCHAIR USERS
GEBRESSELAESSIE, Mahtot [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] gmahtot@vt.edu

SANCHEZ, Thomas [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] sanchezt@vt.edu

942: HOW AND WHY DO PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES USE APP-BASED RIDEHAILING?
COCHRAN, Abigail [University of California, Berkeley] acochran@berkeley.edu

1406: CAN TNCS ENHANCE MOBILITY PROGRAMS FOR OLDER ADULTS AND PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES?
DEAKIN, Elizabeth [University of California, Berkeley] edeakin@berkeley.edu

1191: FEAR AND RATING IN AUSTIN: A MULTI-FACTOR ANALYSIS OF BIASES IN RIDEHAILING
EDWARDS, Mickey [University of Cincinnati] edward@jmu.edu

ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA’s customer service associates will assist you.
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15.27 TRANSPORTATION, HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
Discussant: HANDY, Susan [University of California, Davis]
silhandy@ucdavis.edu

838: THE EFFECTS OF ACTIVE TRAVEL AND PERCEIVED BUILT ENVIRONMENT ON SELF-ASSESSED HEALTH STATUS
PAE, Gilsu [The Ohio State University] pae.23@osu.edu
AKAR, Gulsah [The Ohio State University] akar.3@osu.edu

1021: TRANSPORTATION AND WELLBEING: EXPLORING POST-SECONDARY STUDENTS’ COMMUTE SATISFACTION AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO CAMPUS PARTICIPATION AND SUCCESS
TAYLOR, Ryan [Ryerson University] r1taylor@ryerson.ca
MITRA, Ratkim [Ryerson University] raktim.mitra@ryerson.ca

1254: HOW WALKING IS DRIVEN BY A SHARED SENSE OF COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL CAPITAL: EVIDENCE FROM A CASE STUDY ON ARBA’EEN
SHEKARI, Elham [Florida State University] es18m@my.fsu.edu

16.5 PUBLIC SPACE DESIGN
Facilitator: YILDIZ, Sevin [University of Illinois] seviny@uic.edu

85: CO-PRODUCTION OF PUBLIC SPACE - PLANNING INSTRUMENTS USED FOR PRIVATELY OWNED PUBLIC SPACE IN TRANSITIONAL CONTEXT: THE CASE OF SEOUL AND BERLIN
LEE, Dahae [Technical University of Dortmund]
dahae.lee@tu-dortmund.de

147: PUBLICNESS, TOWARD A UNIFIED METHODOLOGY OF STUDYING PUBLIC SPACE
ALHASSAN, Abdulaziz [University of Colorado Denver]
Abdulaziz.alhassan@ucdenver.edu

461: THE EFFECTS OF DESIGN REGULATION AMENDMENTS ON PROTECTING THE PUBLICNESS OF PRIVATELY OWNED PUBLIC SPACE IN TAIWAN
CHANG, Hsiutzu Betty [National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan]
hsiutzuchang@mail.ncu.edu.tw

625: THE TAO OF PUBLIC SPACE: OPEN URBANISMS AND THE POWER OF THE QUALITY WITHOUT A NAME (LESSONS FROM MONTREAL)
DE LA LLATA, Silvano [Concordia University]
sivano.delallata@concordia.ca

877: USING URBAN MICRO-REGENERATION TO ACCESS SOCIAL EQUITY OF URBAN PUBLIC SPACE: A CASE STUDY IN SHANGHAI
MEI, Mengyue [Tongji University] mengyue_mei@163.com
LI, Wenzhu [Tongji University] 598643233@qq.com
SUN, Tongyu [Tongji University] 1610771142@qq.com
CAPACITY BUILDING FOR THE NEW URBAN AGENDA - THE ROLE OF UNIVERSITIES AND RESEARCHERS
Hosted by the ACSP Global Planning Educators Interest Group (GPEIG), and partnering with the Global Planning Education Association Network (GPEAN), and the ACSP Global Planning Education Committee (GPEC)

Moderator: OWUSU, Francis [Iowa State University / ACP Representative to the GPEAN Council]
fowusu@iastate.edu

Participants:
NOBRE, Eduardo [National Association of Postgraduate and Research in Urban and Regional Planning, Brazil]
DEMUTIS, Juan [Association of Latin American Urban Planning Schools]
SILVA, Paulo [Association of European Schools of Planning]
FRANK, Andrea [Cardiff University / Co-Editor of Dialogues 7th Edition] franka@cardiff.ac.uk

WORKSHOP SPONSORED BY THE LINCOLN INSTITUTE OF LAND POLICY - BRINGING CURRICULUM INNOVATION AND CASE TEACHING ONLINE
Moderator: VUE, Ge [Director of Learning Design, Lincoln Institute of Land Policy] gvue@lincolninst.edu
Panelist: ELLET, William [University of Miami Business School] wce9@miami.edu

1.10 THE WORD AS GOLD AND IMAGES AS REFLECTIONS OF THE CITY: TEXT, TWITTER AND IMAGE MINING
Discussant: AL DOURI, Firas [Jackson State University] firasahd77@ymail.com

804: DELINEATING FINE-SCALE URBAN FUNCTIONAL USE FROM POINTS OF INTEREST DATA WITH WORD EMBEDDING MODEL
NIU, Haifeng [University of Cambridge]
haifeng.niu@outlook.com
SILVA, Elisabete [University of Cambridge] es424@cam.ac.uk

1317: WHEN NEIGHBORHOODS OVERLAP: SEEING LIKE A FLICKRER
SOLEIMANI, Babak [University of Michigan]
babaks@umich.edu
HWANG, Christine [University of Michigan]
ckhwang@umich.edu

3.4 TECHNOLOGY, CREATIVITY, AND THE NEW ECONOMY
Discussant: SCHROCK, Greg [Portland State University]
gschrock@pdx.edu

126: INCORPORATING POLICY LEARNING IN TORONTO TO KEEP CREATIVITY DOWNTOWN
GOLDBERG-MILLER, Shoshanah [The Ohio State University] goldberg-miller.1@osu.edu

816: HOUSING THE NEW ECONOMY: AN ANALYSIS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND HOUSING PLANS IN US AND CANADIAN CITIES
VINODRAI, Tara [University of Toronto]
tara.vinodrai@utoronto.ca

4.17 REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL GOVERNANCE
Discussant: DOUTHAT, Thomas [Louisiana State University]
tdouthat1@lsu.edu

607: CONVENING REGIONAL CLIMATE COLLABORATIVES: A CROSS-COMPARISON OF US CASES
MARGERUM, Richard [University of Oregon] rdm@uoregon.edu

941: NETWORK ANALYSIS IN PLANNING EVALUATION (NAPE) TO EVALUATE GOVERNANCE CAPABILITIES IN THE FACE OF MULTI-JURISDICTIONAL & MULTI-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS: A NOVEL APPROACH WITH WATERSHED PLANNING FOR FLOODING HAZARDS IN LOUISIANA
DOUTHAT, Thomas [Louisiana State University]
tdouthat1@lsu.edu

7.3 DEVELOPMENT AND THE CLIMATE CRISIS
Discussant: ALAKSHENDRA, Abhinav [University of Florida] alakshendra@ufl.edu

482: BRIDGING INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE AND SOCIAL LEARNING FOR TRANSFORMATIVE CLIMATE ADAPTATION: THE CASE OF DAR ES SALAAM
THOMAS, Ryan [Cornell University] rmt235@cornell.edu

652: USING LAND TO PROMOTE REFUGEE SELF-RELIANCE IN UGANDA
BERKE, Timothy [University of Michigan] tberke@umich.edu

685: CLIMATE ACTION, INFORMAL URBAN PRACTICE, AND THE POLITICS OF INCLUSION: CASE OF BHUBANESWAR CITY, INDIA
LARSEN, Larissa [University of Michigan] larissa@umich.edu
7.44 Pre-Organized Session: Urban Climate Change Planning in Asian Cities: Lessons from the Field

Organizer: Daniere, Amrita [University of Toronto]

Discussion: Silver, Christopher [University of Florida]

235: Annual Flooding and Climate Change Resilience in Jakarta

Rukmana, Deden [Alabama A&M University]

236: Drowned Out: Climate Injustices in Dhaka, Bangladesh

Sultana, Farhana [Syracuse University]

237: Urbanization and Environmental Changes in Yangon Under Extreme Climate Event, Capital Relocation, and Globalization During the Economic Transition of Myanmar

Fan, Peilei [Michigan State University]

238: Towards Transformative Resilience: Lessons from the Urban Climate Resilience in Southeast Asia Partnership

Discussion: Widener, Michael [University of Toronto]

10.1 Creating a More Inclusive Mirror in the Classroom

Facilitator: Wieters, K. Meghan [University of Oklahoma]

204: On the Outside Looking In: Latinx and African American Student Perspectives on Community-Engaged Courses at Predominantly White Institutions in Planning Education

Garcia Zambrana, Ivis [University of Utah]

386: Four Decades of Research on Racial Equity and Justice in Urban Planning

Kwon, Youngwon [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]

471: Not to Make This All About Race...Pedagogical Strategies to Decenter Whiteness in the Planning Classroom and Profession

Koh, Annette [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona]

1176: Planning Strategies for Controlling Epidemic Spread: Challenges, and New Directions in Iran: Lessons Learned from COVID-19: Outbreak

Pendar, Hadi [Art University, Tehran]

1324: Planning Pedagogy for Resilient Communities: Lessons from the Buffalo Niagara Region’s Champions for Change Program

Walsh, Elizabeth [University of Colorado Denver]

9.8 Land Use, Urban Agriculture and Stakeholder Engagement in Food System Planning

Discussion: Thomas, Talya [Jackson State University]


Soma, Tammara [Simon Fraser University]

341: Going Grocery Shopping in Oklahoma City: How Land Use Regulation Influenced the Spatial Organization of Stores, 1930-2020

Lowery, Bryce [University of Oklahoma]

1068: Regional Food Systems Planning for All: Exploring Potentials of Institutional Public Food Procurement as a Just Food System

Son, Seulgi [University of Michigan]

1055: Who’s Riding Transit? An Examination of Transportation Choices and Rider Characteristics Using Latent Profile Analysis

Klein, Nicholas [Cornell University]

783: Transportation Mismatch: Public Perception, Desires, and Reality

Brown, Anne [University of Oregon]

399: Change in Vehicle Ownership Rates: The Roles of Life Cycle and Cohort Effects

Paul, Julene [University of California, Los Angeles]

15.29 Travel Choices and Urban Transportation

Discussion: Wang, Kai (The Ohio State University)

847: Who Drives, Where, and When? An Evaluation of Mexican City’s License-Plated Based Driving Restrictions

Reyes, Ariadna [University of Pennsylvania]

1024: Planning Pedagogy for Resilient Communities: Lessons from the Buffalo Niagara Region’s Champions for Change Program

Walsh, Elizabeth [University of Colorado Denver]

1312: The Epidemic of Obesity in the Built Environment of Dallas Metropolitan Area

Hafiz, Mohamad [University of Texas at Arlington]

262: Examining Non-Linear Associations Between Population Density and Obesity: An Application of Gradient Boosting Decision Trees

Yin, Chun [East China Normal University]

368: Four Decades of Research on Racial Equity and Justice in Urban Planning

Kwon, Youngwon [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]

471: Not to Make This All About Race...Pedagogical Strategies to Decenter Whiteness in the Planning Classroom and Profession

Koh, Annette [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona]

1176: Planning Strategies for Controlling Epidemic Spread: Challenges, and New Directions in Iran: Lessons Learned from COVID-19: Outbreak

Pendar, Hadi [Art University, Tehran]

1324: Planning Pedagogy for Resilient Communities: Lessons from the Buffalo Niagara Region’s Champions for Change Program

Walsh, Elizabeth [University of Colorado Denver]
15.6 EVALUATING TRANSPORTATION EQUITY

Facilitator: STERNER, Ruth [University of Florida]
resteiner@ufl.edu

7: THE INFLUENCE OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT ON CRASH RISK IN LOWER-INCOME AND HIGHER-INCOME COMMUNITIES
DUMBAUGH, Eric [Florida Atlantic University]
eric.dumbaugh@fau.edu
LI, Yannel [Florida Atlantic University] ylla22@fau.edu
SAHA, Dibakar [Florida Atlantic University] sahad@fau.edu
MERLIN, Louis [Florida Atlantic University] lmerlin@fau.edu

88: TRIP CHAINING, GENDER AND HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURES
KWON, Kihyun [The Ohio State University] kwon.485@osu.edu
AKAR, Gulsah [The Ohio State University] akar.3@osu.edu

157: TRAVEL PATTERNS, TIME USE, AND POVERTY AMONG PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
KWON, Jamie [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey]
jamie.kwon@rutgers.edu

1142: THEORIZING ‘TRAVEL DEPENDENCY’ AS A FACTOR IN MODE CHOICE: A FRAMEWORK INCORPORATING GENDER, TRANSPORT DISADVANTAGE AND SOCIAL EXCLUSION
SINGH, Seema [Cornell University] ss3625@cornell.edu

15.15 RIDEHAULING AND SHARING PATTERNS

Discussant: CHATMAN, Dan [University of California, Berkeley]
dgc@berkeley.edu

596: UNDERSTANDING THE EFFECT OF SHARED MOBILITY ON THE VEHICLE OWNERSHIP DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
BASU, Rouaq [Massachusetts Institute of Technology]
rouaq@mit.edu
FERREIRA, Joseph [Massachusetts Institute of Technology]
ji@mit.edu

619: WHY DON’T SOME PEOPLE CARE TO SHARE? EXPLORING BARRIERS TO THE USE OF SHARED RIDEHAUL SERVICES
MORRIS, Eric [Clemson University] emorri7@clemson.edu
BROWN, Anne [University of Oregon] abrown33@uoregon.edu
CAMPBELL, Harry [The Rideshare Guy]
harry@therideshareguy.com
KHAN, Sakib [University of California, Berkeley]
sakibk@ic.clemson.edu
PRATT, Angela [Clemson University] pratt3@clemson.edu
DEROCHERS, Luke [WSP USA] juked8@gmail.com
CHOWDHURY, Mashrur [Clemson University]
mac@clemson.edu

731: ELASTICITIES FOR SHARING A RIDE IN TNC TRIPS IN CHICAGO
WANG, Sicheng [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey]
wang.sicheng1988@gmail.com
NOLAND, Robert [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey]
moland@rutgers.edu

15.19 ROLE OF TRANSIT IN THE CITY: MOBILITY AND ACCESS

Facilitator: ANJOMANI, Ardeshir [University of Texas at Austin]
anjomani@uta.edu

400: TRANSIT TO LARGE PARKS: EXPLORING SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TRANSIT ACCESSIBILITY TO LARGE PARKS
PARK, Keunhyun [Utah State University]
keunhyun.park@usu.edu
CHOI, Dong-ah [University of Utah] dongchoi@gmail.com
RIGOLON, Alessandro [University of Utah]
alessandro.rigolon@usu.edu
LYONS, Torrey [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]
torrey.lyons@gmail.com

1031: THE EFFICIENCY OF COMBINING DIFFERENT TRANSIT SERVICE OPERATIONS: THE CASE OF COLLABORATIVE TRANSIT SERVICES WITHIN A TRAVEL REGION IN THE UNITED STATES
ANJOMANI, Ardeshir [University of Texas at Arlington]
anjomani@uta.edu
IBEWUIKE, Victor [Dallas Area Rapid Transit]
ibewuike@yahoo.com

1064: MAKE ROOM FOR BUSES: A CASE STUDY OF TRANSIT REVIVAL IN SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
PARKER, Madeleine [University of California, Berkeley]
madeleine.parker@berkeley.edu

SATEW, TIME SLOT 4

ACSP AWARD CEREMONY

Master of Ceremonies: BOARNET, Marlon [University of Southern California] boarnet@usc.edu
PRESIDENTIAL SESSION 2: SETTING A CLIMATE ACTION AGENDA FOR ACSP - A COLLABORATIVE WORKSHOP WITH THE ACSP CLIMATE ACTION TASK FORCE

Co-Moderator: / Chair of the Task Force:

HAMIN INFIELD, Elisabeth [University of Massachusetts Amherst] ehamin@umass.edu

Co-Moderator: / Chair of the Task Force:

BOSWELL, Michael [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] mboswell@calpoly.edu

Members of the Task Force / Discussion Facilitators:

GARCIA, Isis [University of Utah] ivis.garcia@utah.edu
GOH, Kian [University of California, Los Angeles] kian@ucla.edu
HSU, David [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] yshu@mit.edu
STONE, Brian [Georgia Institute of Technology] stone@gatech.edu
MINNER, Jennifer [Cornell University] jmn2359@cornell.edu
WODORUF, Sierra [Texas A&M University] swodoruf@tamu.edu

THE CHANGING INTERNATIONAL HIGHER EDUCATION MARKET IN URBAN PLANNING

Hosted by the ACSP Global Planning Education Committee (GPEC), and partnering with the Global Planning Education Association Network (GPEAN), ACSP Global Planning Educators Interest Group (GPEG) and the Association of Canadian University Planning Programs

Moderator: SHATKIN, Gavin [Northeastern University] g.shatkin@northeastern.edu

Participants:

INKOOM, Daniel [Association of African Planning Schools] dinkoom@gmail.com
YEH, Anthony [Asian Planning Schools Association] hdusupo@hkuc.hku.hk
STITTEL, Bruce [Georgia Institute of Technology / UN Habitat Liaison] bruce.stittel@design.gatech.edu
NEDOVICE-BUDIC, Zorica [University of Illinois Chicago, ACSP & AESOP] wcpsc21 Steering Committee Member

RUBIM, Michel [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] faranakiu@illinois.edu
OWUSU, Francis [Iowa State University ACSP Representative to the GPEAN Council] fowusu@iastate.edu

2.5 COMMUNITY BUILDING IN RURAL AND NEW DESTINATIONS

Facilitator: ERICKSON, Emily [Alabama A&M University] emily.ericsson@suny.edu

532: RE-EXAMINING THE ACCULTURATION ISSUE AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT OF RELOCATED FARMERS: AN EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE OF SUZHOU, CHINA

PENG, Rui [Tongji University] rui12@163.com
ZHANG, Shangwu [Tongji University] zhshangwu@tongji.edu.cn

1048: CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IN CHINA’S LAND EXPROPRIATION-INDUCED RESETTLEMENT NEIGHBORHOODS: A SHANGHAI CASE STUDY

ZHANG, Shuping [University of Waterloo] shuping.zhang@uwatwaterloo.ca
QIAN, Zhu [University of Waterloo] z2qian@uwatwaterloo.ca

1205: COMMUNITY AND WORKER EXPERIENCES IN THE AMERICAN SOUTH’S GROWING MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

ERICSON, Emily [Alabama A&M University] Emilyericsson@gmail.com

1232: NEIGHBORHOOD SOCIAL TIES, SOCIAL CAPITAL AND SELF-RATED MENTAL HEALTH: COMPARING MIGRANTS AND LOCAL RESIDENTS IN BEIJING

WANG, Xiaoming [Tsinghua University] xwzhang18@mails.tsinghua.edu.cn
LIU, Zhilin [Tsinghua University] zhilinliu@tsinghua.edu.cn
ZHOU, Peiling [Harbin Institute of Technology (Shenzhen)] zhilinliu@tsinghua.edu.cn

3.6 TIES THAT BIND: GLOBAL NETWORKS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Discussant: GOLDBERG-MILLER, Shoshanah B.D. [The Ohio State University] goldberger-miller.1@osu.edu

793: RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES AS GATEWAYS: FOREIGN-BORN POPULATION GROWTH IN UNIVERSITY CITIES AND COLLEGE TOWNS

OSUTEI, Nene [University of California, Irvine] nosutei@uci.edu

1060: FIRM NETWORKS, GLOBALIZATION, AND REGIONAL DIVERGENCE: A RELATIONAL PERSPECTIVE ON UNEVEN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

BUCHHOLZ, Maxmillian [University of Toronto] max.buchholz@mail.utoronto.ca

1255: BROKEN DEVELOPMENTAL PROMISES? HOW THE GOVERNMENT IMPEDED LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ANCHORED ON FDIS IN THE CASE OF SONGDO, SOUTH KOREA

JUNG, Namji [Seoul National University] namji.jung@gmail.com

4.19 RURAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING

Discussant: SCHENK, Todd [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] tschenk@vt.edu

166: DISASTER INEQUITY AND THE CHALLENGES IN RURAL AND EX-UrBAN COMMUNITIES

Mющихся, Shaleen [The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] sam15s@unc.edu
LAURIA, Mickey [Clemson University] lauria@clercm.edu
MEYER, Michelle [Texas A&M University] mmeyer@arch.tamu.edu

479: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND THE CULTURE OF RURAL PLANNING

HIBBARD, Michael [University of Oregon] mhubbard@uoregon.edu
FRANK, Kathryn [University of Florida] kfrank@ufl.edu

612: A CARBON-HUB PLANNING FRAMEWORK TO CAPTURE THE BENEFITS OF SECOND GENERATION BIOENERGY CROPS FOR RURAL COMMUNITIES IN THE CONTEXT OF GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE

LIU, Theodore [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] tclim@vt.edu

992: LANDOWNERS’ INCENTIVES TO PLACE CONSERVATION EASEMENTS IN EXURBAN AREAS

KENGSKOW, Kenneth [University of Wisconsin-Madison] kgsconkow@wisc.edu

993: MARKET-LIKE NUTRIENT CONTROL POLICY AND RURAL-URBAN DYNAMICS: A WISCONSIN CASE STUDY

WU, Zhihun [University of Wisconsin-Madison] zwu223@wisc.edu
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### 5.6. What’s Difference Got to Do With It? (In) Equality and Safety in Urban Mobility

**Discussant:** SCHWEITZER, Lisa [University of Southern California] lschweit@usc.edu

369: Trans in Transit: Public Transportation Experiences of Transgender People

**GUP, Tam** [University of California, Los Angeles] tamgup@gmail.com

1184: What’s Gender, Diversity and Difference Got to Do With It? The Need for Diversity Mainstreaming in Public Transport Policy: The Twin Case of Windhoek, Namibia and Delhi, India

**MARATHE, Rewa** [The University of Melbourne] marather@student.unimelb.edu.au

YON, Alicia [The University of Melbourne] alicia.yon@gmail.com

### 7.1 Comparative Urban Governance

**Discussant:** ECHEVARRIA, Aurora [University of California, Los Angeles] acehava@ucla.edu

377: Vertical and Fragmented Urban Governance: A Study of Some of Mexico’s Largest Metropolitan Regions

**REYES, Alejandra** [University of California, Irvine] lreyesru@uci.edu

981: Muddling Through the Middle-Income Trap: Building Growth Coalitions to Overcome Structural Cleavages in Mexico, 1994-2015

**FUENTES, Alberto** [Georgia Institute of Technology] alberto.fuentes@i.gatech.edu

**PIPKIN, Seth** [University of California, Irvine] spipkin@uci.edu

### 8.7 Multi-Level Land Use Policy and Governance

**Discussant:** BASSET, Ellen [University of Virginia] emb7d@virginia.edu

896: Regions, Institutions, and Development: Evidence from Cross-National Analysis

**CARRUTHERS, John** [Cornell University] john.carruthers@cornell.edu

**SCHMIDT, Stephan** [Cornell University] sjs96@cornell.edu

**MATHUR, Shishir** [San Jose State University] shishir.mathur@sj州.edu

1114: Growth Management in Delaware: An Evaluation of State and Local Plan Implementation

**DAVID, Nina** [University of Delaware] npdavid@udel.edu

1283: Negotiated Trajectory of Farmland Tenancy: Emergence of Farmland Banking in Japan

**NISHI, Maiko** [United Nations University Institute for the Advanced Study of Sustainability (Tokyo, Japan)] maiko@hotmail.com

9.9 Planning for Resiliency in the Urban Food System

**Discussant:** KUMAR, Mukesh [Jackson State University] mukesh.kumar@jsu.ms.edu

159: What Does Resiliency Look Like in a Food Desert?

**SMITH, Sheri** [Texas Southern University] Sheri.Smith@tsu.edu

**NANCE, Earthea** [Texas Southern University] Earthea.Nance@tsu.edu

OALEYE, Olaniyi [Texas Southern University] olaniyi.olaleye@tsu.edu

PUN THAPA, Jiwan [Texas Southern University] j.t.thapa4313@student.tsu.edu

POWERS, Lisa [Texas Southern University] lpowers4800@students.tsu.edu

### 638: Redlining of 21st Century? Restaurant Reviews and Neighborhood Effects

**MOTOYAMA, Yasuyuki** [The Ohio State University] motoyama.1@osu.edu

**USHER, Kareem** [The Ohio State University] usher.21@osu.edu

1302: Food & Nutrition Security and Human Rights in the Deep South: Educational, Economic and Socio-Behavioral Investments Critical for Advancing Community Health

**HERBERT, Berneece** [Jackson State University] berneece.herbert@jsu.ms.edu

**THOMAS, Talya** [Jackson State University] talya.d.thomas@jsu.ms.edu

**OPPONG, Judith** [Jackson State University] j00905681@students.jsu.ms.edu

**ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA’s customer service associates will assist you.**
9.13 COMMUNITY GARDENS, STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND HEALTHY CITIES

Discussant: WESLEY, Joan [Jackson State University]
joan.m.wesley@jsums.edu

937: AN ANALYSIS OF POSSIBLE BARRIERS TO THE GROWTH OF COMMUNITY GARDENS LOCATED IN SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY AND LOS ANGELES COUNTY
WONG, Cynthia [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona] cynthia.wong@cpp.edu
BAEK, So-Ra [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona] sbaek@cpp.edu

1341: SEEDS OF RESISTANCE: COMBATING SPATIAL INEQUALITY WITH COMMUNITY URBAN GARDENS
PRECIADO, Emanuel [University of California, Irvine] preciade@uci.edu

829: MAPPING THE WAY TO HEALTHIER CITIES: A CASE STUDY OF FOOD ENVIRONMENT MAPS TO IMPROVE HEALTH AND INEQUALITY WITH COMMUNITY URBAN GARDENS
PARKER, Amanda [University of Waterloo] amparker@uwaterloo.ca

15.11 MICROMOBILITY AND NEW MOBILITY TRENDS
Facilitator: SHEKARI, Ehham [Florida State University] es18m@my.fsu.edu

117: AN ANALYSIS OF SHARED E-SCOOTER ORIGINS AND DESTINATIONS AT THE STREET-SEGMENT LEVEL
MERLIN, Louis [Florida Atlantic University] lmerlin@fau.edu
YAN, Xiang [University of Florida] xiangyan@ufl.edu
XU, Yiming [University of Florida] yiming.xu@ufl.edu

478: UNDERSTANDING AND INFLUENCING THE UPTAKE OF MICROMOBILITY MODES
WANG, Kaial [University of California, Davis] wang.7684@osu.edu
CIRCELLA, Giovanni [University of California, Davis and Georgia Institute of Technology] gcircella@ucdavis.edu

983: RESEARCH ON THE SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS AND COORDINATED DEVELOPMENT OF THE BEIJING-TIANJIN-HEBEI RURAL AREAS
ZHOU, Juhua [Tianjin University] 707698560@qq.com
ZENG, Peng [Tianjin University] ruralplanning@126.com

578: DO MICRO-MOBILITY MODES WORK IN BAD WEATHER?
NOLAND, Robert [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] rnoland@rutgers.edu

14.4 REGIONAL SPATIAL STRUCTURE IN ASIAN CITIES

Discussant: ALAKSHENDRA, Abhinav [University of Florida] alakashendra@ufl.edu

535: RESEARCH ON THE CITY NETWORK EVOLUTION OF CHENGDU-QINGHONG URBAN AGGLOMERATION FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF INFORMATION FLOW
XIAO, Hongwei [Tongji University] 2298157002@qq.com
WANG, Qixuan [Tongji University] wxq3@qq.com

954: URBAN NETWORK SPATIAL STRUCTURE BASED ON UNICORN ENTERPRISE RELATIONSHIP: A CASE STUDY OF THE YANGTZE RIVER DELTA URBAN AGGLOMERATION, CHINA
PEIYAO, Song [Chongqing University] spicyao@163.com


STEPHENS, Lindsay [University of Toronto] lindsay.stephens@utoronto.ca

15.22 TRAFFIC SAFETY: POLICIES, RISK ASSESSMENT AND CRASHES
Facilitator: WHITE, Ellen [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] eo.white@rutgers.edu

55: FEDERAL ROADSIDE DESIGN GUIDELINES: DRAMATICALLY DIFFERENT STATE INTERPRETATIONS
WHITE, Ellen [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] eo.white@rutgers.edu

1010: SPATIAL DETERMINANTS OF DOCKLESS MOBILITY USE
WHITE, Ellen [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] eo.white@rutgers.edu

187: IMPACT OF LICENSE SWAPPING POLICIES AND VARYING DRIVING EXPERIENCE ON TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS IN A MULTI-CULTURAL SETTING OF ABU DHABI, UAE
MAHGEHLAL, Praveen [Khalifa University] praveen.mahgehlal@kzu.ac.ae

1905: DRIVER EDUCATION AND VEHICLE CRASHES INVOLVING DISTRACTION: IS THERE A LINKAGE
CHENG, Junmei [The Ohio State University] cheng.1359@osu.edu

FINAL PAPER AVAILABLE: 51
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GPEIG Co-Chair 2018-2020: MAGHELAL, Praveen [Khalifa University] praveen.maghelal@ku.ac.ae

GPEIG Co-Chair 2019-2021: CHEN, Xueming [Virginia Commonwealth University] xchen2@vcu.edu

4.8 DISASTER RISK MITIGATION

Facilitator: LARSEN, Larissa [University of Michigan] larissal@umich.edu

248: PLANNING WITH UNCERTAINTY IN THE WILDLAND-URBAN INTERFACE: LONG-TERM FIRE AND FLOOD RISK REDUCTION STRATEGIES FOR PLAIN, WASHINGTON

NGUYEN, Lan [University of Washington, Seattle] land@uw.edu

FREITAG, Robert [University of Washington, Seattle] bfreitag@uw.edu

ALVARADO, Ernesto [University of Washington, Seattle] alvarado@uw.edu

PODSCHWIT, Harry [University of Washington, Seattle] harryp@uw.edu

PULIDO-CHAVEZ, Fabiola [University of California, Riverside] fabiola.pulidocheves@email.ucla.edu

667: VACANT LAND, FLOOD RISK, AND URBANIZATION: EXAMINING LAND COVER CHANGE IN THE DALLAS-FORT WORTH METRO AREA

LEE, Ryun Jung [Texas A&M University] ryunjunglee@gmail.com

6.10 HOUSING ASSISTANCE: U.S. PERSPECTIVES

Facilitator: MUELLER, Elizabeth [University of Texas at Austin] ejmuelle@austin.utexas.edu

1164: THE RIGHT TO SHELTER AND PUBLIC HOUSING IN HAWAII

MORAES POLSTER, Kiern Katia [University of Hawaii at Manoa] kpolster@hawaii.edu

GARBODEN, Philip [University of Hawaii] pgarbo@hawaii.edu

1310: THE ROLE OF QUALIFIED ALLOCATION PLANS IN SITING LOW-INCOME HOUSING TAX CREDIT PROJECTS

KIM, Woolack [University of Cincinnati] sgtkimwi@gmail.com

6.14 HOUSING SUPPLY & AFFORDABILITY, PART 2

Facilitator: FREEMARK, Yonah [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] freemark@mit.edu

286: SECONDARY COSTS: A METROPOLITAN-LEVEL EXPLORATION OF HOW RISING HOUSING PRICES AND RENTS ARE EXACERBATING ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL INEQUALITIES

LANDIS, John [University of Pennsylvania] jlan@design.upenn.edu

973: ACHIEVING THE GOAL OF PERMANENT AFFORDABLE HOUSING: THE POTENTIAL OF COMMUNITY LAND TRUST AND LAND BANK COLLABORATION

PROCHASKA, Natalie [The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] prochaska@illinois.edu

LOWE, Jeffrey [Texas Southern University] Jeffrey.Lowe@tsu.edu

KEATING, Dennis [Cleveland State University] w.keating@csuohio.edu

1118: IMPACT OF STATE-PREEMPTIONS ON INCLUSIONARY HOUSING POLICIES: EXPERIENCES FROM PORTLAND, AUSTIN, AND NASHVILLE

SANGA, Naganika [University of Michigan] nsanga@umich.edu

1308: PRESERVATION FOR WHOM? THE IMPACT OF LOCAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION ZONING TOOLS ON AFFORDABILITY IN THE UNITED STATES

AZHAR, Awais [The University of Texas at Austin] awais.azhar@utexas.edu

451: PRE-PLANNING FOR POST-DISASTER REHOUSING OF PUBLIC HOUSING RESIDENTS (CASE-STUDY: SALT LAKE COUNTY)

KHAJEHEI, Sayma [University of Utah] sayma.khajehei@utah.edu

CHANDRASEKHAR, Divya [University of Utah] D.Chandrasekhar@utah.edu

6.17 RESILIENT HOUSING: PREPARING FOR DISASTERS

Facilitator: HAMIDÉH, Sara [Stony Book University] sara.hamideh@stonybrook.edu

340: RESIDENT-OWNED RESILIENCE: CAN COOPERATIVE LAND OWNERSHIP ENABLE TRANSFORMATIVE CLIMATE ADAPTATION FOR MANUFACTURED HOUSING COMMUNITIES?

LAMB, Zachary [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] zlamb@mit.edu

SHI, Linda [Cornell University] lindashi@cornell.edu

KUMASAKA, Osamu [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] kumasakaa@mit.edu

VALE, Lawrence [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] lvale@mit.edu

368: STUCK IN THE MIDDLE: BARRIERS TO LOCAL ADMINISTRATION OF POST-HURRICANE BUYOUTS

CAMPBELL, Leah [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] lc401@live.unc.edu

NGUYEN, Mai [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mai@unc.edu

SCHWALLER, Nora [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] nschwall@live.unc.edu

415: PRE-PLANNING FOR POST-DISASTER REHOUSING OF PUBLIC HOUSING RESIDENTS (CASE-STUDY: SALT LAKE COUNTY)

KHAJEHEI, Sayma [University of Utah] sayma.khajehei@utah.edu

CHANDRASEKHAR, Divya [University of Utah] D.Chandrasekhar@utah.edu
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7.8 REDEVELOPMENT, REFUGEES AND INSTITUTIONAL ADAPTABILITY

Discussant: YUNDA, Juan [Pontificia Universidad Javeriana] juanyunda@gmail.com

507: REDEVELOPMENT AS A TECHNOLOGY OF SOCIAL CONTROL - REDEVELOPING URBAN VILLAGES IN CHENGDU, CHINA
XIE, Liubing [University of California, Berkeley] liubing.xie@gmail.com

588: FROM CAMPS TO THE CITY: URBAN REFUGEES AND THE SHIFTING POLICIES OF INTEGRATION THE CASE STUDY OF BEIRUT, LEBANON
ABI GHANEM, Maureen [Columbia University] ma3905@columbia.edu

1362: TWENTY YEARS OF THE US AFRICAN GROWTH AND OPPORTUNITY ACT (AGOA): POLICY LESSONS FROM KENYAN EXPERIENCE
OWUSU, Francis [Iowa State University] fowusu@iastate.edu

8.157 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: PLANNING IN THE FACE OF COMMUNITY DISPLACEMENT, CLIMATE DISRUPTION, AND INEQUALITY

Discussant: WALKS, Alan [University of Toronto] alan.walks@utoronto.ca

882: TAMING THE POST-GROWTH CONDITION? NEIGHBOURHOOD DECLINE, OBsolescence AND DISPLACEMENT IN TOKYO
KAMIZAKI, Kuni [University of Toronto] kuni.kamizaki@utoronto.ca

883: FOLDING A FLOOD AND PUTTING IT IN A DRAWER? ANALYSING URBAN PLANNING, DISPLACEMENT AND INEQUALITY IN DHAKA, BANGLADESH
SHARMA, Sarah [Queen's University] sarah.sharma@queensu.ca

982: THE LEGACY OF INSTITUTIONAL RACISM IN TOWN-GOWN PARTNERSHIPS
LARSEN, Kristin [University of Florida] klarsen@ufl.edu

933: UNDERSTAND THE GENEALOGY OF PLANNING AND SPATIAL EXPRESSION IN POSTCOLONIAL SRI LANKA
SANGAPALA, Pradeep [University of Alberta] sangapala@ualberta.ca

11.2 PLANNING NARRATIVES IN A HIDDEN WORLD: EXCLUSION, INEQUITY, AND SEGREGATION
Facilitator: CAMPBELL, Scott [University of Michigan] sdcamp@umich.edu

353: PLANNING INEQUITY: DESIGN DECISIONS AND ACCESS TO THE PUBLIC SPACE
MOOMAW, Suzanne [University of Virginia] smw3x@virginia.edu

1225: THE FLORIDA RESILIENT CITIES PROGRAM: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH
LARKIN, Cleary [University of Florida] laurajd@ufl.edu

10.2 PROGRAM APPROACHES TO PLANNING EDUCATION
Facilitator: WIETERS, K. Meghan [University of Oklahoma] kmeghanwieters@ou.edu

830: ASSESSING THE DEMAND FOR MUNICIPAL PLANNING PRACTITIONERS: AN ANALYSIS 150 PLANNING ADVERTISEMENTS
GUAY, Yves [University of Guelph] dave.guay@uoguelph.ca

1292: THE FLORIDA RESILIENT CITIES PROGRAM: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH
LARKIN, Cleary [University of Florida] clarkin@ufl.edu

15.2 TRANSIT RIDERSHIP, URBAN GROWTH AND OTHER MODES
Facilitator: CAO, Jason [University of Minnesota] cao@umn.edu

351: AN INTERNATIONAL COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE TRANSIT PERFORMANCE OF SMALL LIGHT-RAIL SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES AND SPAIN
RAMOS, Luis [Clemson University] eramos@clemson.edu

433: THE ROAD LESS TRAVERED: DOES RAIL TRANSIT MATTER?
TAO, Tao [University of Minnesota] taotao@umn.edu

432: THE EFFECT OF PROVO-OREM BRT (BUS RAPID TRANSIT) ON RIDERSHIP, TRAFFIC VOLUME, TRIP GENERATION, AND LAND-USE CHANGE: BEFORE AND AFTER STUDY
KIM, Junsik [University of Utah] profjunsik@gmail.com

742: 928: PROVIDING MOBILITY AS A MERIT GOOD IN A SMALL TOWN: EVIDENCE FROM THE TOWN OF INNISFIL, ONTARIO'S PARTNERSHIP WITH UBER
SWEET, Matthias [Ryerson University] matthias.sweet@ryerson.ca

928: PROVIDING MOBILITY AS A MERIT GOOD IN A SMALL TOWN: EVIDENCE FROM THE TOWN OF INNISFIL, ONTARIO'S PARTNERSHIP WITH UBER
SWEET, Matthias [Ryerson University] matthias.sweet@ryerson.ca

933: PRIVATE CAR, PUBLIC OVERSIGHT: MUNICIPAL REGULATION OF RIDE-HAILING PLATFORMS IN TORONTO AND THE GREATER GOLDEN HORSESHOE
WOODSIDE, Jonathan [University of Waterloo] jjwoodsi@uwaterloo.ca

15.18 RIDEHAILING: REGULATION AND OVERSIGHT
Facilitator: SWEET, Matthias [Ryerson University] matthias.sweet@ryerson.ca

56: A TIMELY DETOUR: AN EXAMINATION OF THE DEVIATION TIME ASSOCIATED WITH SHARED RIDEHAILING SERVICES IN TORONTO
YOUNG, Mischa [University of Toronto] mischa.young@mail.utoronto.ca

1158: ASSESSING THE DEMAND FOR MUNICIPAL PLANNING PRACTITIONERS: AN ANALYSIS 150 PLANNING ADVERTISEMENTS
GUAY, Yves [University of Guelph] dave.guay@uoguelph.ca

1292: THE FLORIDA RESILIENT CITIES PROGRAM: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH
LARKIN, Cleary [University of Florida] clarkin@ufl.edu

825: PROVIDING MOBILITY AS A MERIT GOOD IN A SMALL TOWN: EVIDENCE FROM THE TOWN OF INNISFIL, ONTARIO’S PARTNERSHIP WITH UBER
SWEET, Matthias [Ryerson University] matthias.sweet@ryerson.ca

8.157 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: PLANNING IN THE FACE OF COMMUNITY DISPLACEMENT, CLIMATE DISRUPTION, AND INEQUALITY

Discussant: WALKS, Alan [University of Toronto] alan.walks@utoronto.ca

882: TAMING THE POST-GROWTH CONDITION? NEIGHBOURHOOD DECLINE, OBsolescence AND DISPLACEMENT IN TOKYO
KAMIZAKI, Kuni [University of Toronto] kuni.kamizaki@utoronto.ca

883: FOLDING A FLOOD AND PUTTING IT IN A DRAWER? ANALYSING URBAN PLANNING, DISPLACEMENT AND INEQUALITY IN DHAKA, BANGLADESH
SHARMA, Sarah [Queen's University] sarah.sharma@queensu.ca

893: PLANNING CONDOISM: THE NEW PLANNING REGIME IN TORONTO AND ITS IMPLICATIONS
WALKS, Alan [University of Toronto] alan.walks@utoronto.ca
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1.4 NETWORKS AND ASSEMBLAGE IN EXPLORING REGENERATION AND RESILIENCE

Discussant: THOMPSON, Michelle [University of New Orleans] mthomp1@uno.edu

563: MANUFACTURING SOCIAL CAPITAL: VISUALIZING SOCIAL NETWORKS THROUGH CIVIC INNOVATION INITIATIVES IN URBAN MANUFACTURING CLUSTERS UNDER DEVELOPMENT PRESSURE

AHN, Chaewon [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] chaewon@mit.edu

571: THE IMPORTANCE OF STAKEHOLDER NETWORKS IN BUILDING RESILIENCE TO FLOODING

HANNIBAL, Bryce [US Census Bureau] bryce.hannibal@tamu.edu
WOODRUFF, Sierra [Texas A&M University] swoodruff@tamu.edu
MEEROW, Sara [Arizona State University] Sara.Meerow@asu.edu
GILBERTSON, Philip [Arizona State University] pggilber@asu.edu
MATS, Melina [Texas A&M University] melina_matos@tamu.edu
ROY, Mali [Texas A&M University] m956@tamu.edu

768: A QUANTITATIVE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF URBAN REGENERATION PROJECTS USING BIG DATA IN KOREA: CASE STUDY OF 13: URBAN REGENERATION FLAGSHIP PROJECTS

BYUN, Hyunsuk [Kangwon National University] arch.angels@naver.com
LEE, Jae-Su [Kangwon National University] nowwater@gmail.com
LEE, Sam-Su [Land and Housing Institute] l3water@lh.or.kr

799: ASSEMBLING URBAN CONSERVATION IN THE COLD SEASON OF TEHRAN

YADOLLAHI, Solmaz [B.TU Cottbus-Senftenberg] solmaz.yadollahi@b-tu.de

3.62 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: NEW DIRECTIONS IN WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT AND THE FUTURE OF WORK

Organizer: RENSKI, Henri [University of Massachusetts Amherst] hrenski@farp.umass.edu
Discussant: GANNING, Joanna [Cleveland State University] j.ganning@cscuohio.edu

346: HOW MANY TRUCK DRIVING JOBS WILL AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE ELIMINATE? AND ARE WE PREPARED?

FANG, Kenny [Florida State University] kfangle@fsu.edu

347: UNDERSTANDING STATE VARIATIONS IN NON-DEGREE PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS

RENSKI, Henry [University of Massachusetts Amherst] hrenski@umass.edu
FORBES, Allison [Center for Regional Economic Competitiveness] aforbes@crec.net

374: THE EFFECTS OF DRIVERLESS CAR ADOPTION ON EMPLOYMENT IN THE US ECONOMY

SIMONS, Robert [Cleveland State University] r.simons@csuohio.edu

4.3 COASTAL MANAGEMENT

Discussant: FRANK, Kathryn [University of Florida] kfrank@ufl.edu

372: INTEGRATING SEDIMENT TRANSPORT SCIENCE INTO LAND USE LAW AND POLICY: INSIGHTS FROM THE NORTHEASTERN UNITED STATES

DUFF, John [University of Massachusetts, Boston] john.duff@umb.edu

1035: EMPOWERING LOCAL CLIMATE ADAPTATION AND HAZARD MITIGATION OF COASTAL JURISDICTIONS THROUGH STATE COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT CONSULTATIVE REVIEW.

WADE, Walter [Texas A&M University] peacock@tamu.edu

1036: TRAINING ‘COASTAL NAVIGATORS’ TO PROMOTE BETTER COASTAL SHORELAND MANAGEMENT

NORTON, Richard [University of Michigan] rknorton@umich.edu

1251: WHAT GOOD IS A MANDATE TO PLAN? RESPONDING TO THE PERIL OF FLOOD ACT FOR SEA LEVEL RISE ADEPTAION IN FLORIDA.

BUTLER, William [Florida State University] wbutler@fsu.edu
HOLMES, Tisha [Florida State University] thholmes@fsu.edu
LANGE, Zechariah [Florida State University] zjl13@my.fsu.edu

7.7 PLANNING CHALLENGES IN CHINA

Discussant: LI, Shengxiao (Alex) [University of Pennsylvania] lxxi@design.upenn.edu

512: POST-NEOLIBERAL PLANNING IN CHINA? SOLUTIONS TO OVERBUILDING IN ORDO CITY

SUL, Xing [University of Waterloo] x34su@uwaterloo.ca
QIAN, Zhu [University of Waterloo] z3qian@uwaterloo.ca

AWARD WINNER OF THE KAREN POLENSKE AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING STUDENT PAPER ON A CHINA-RELATED TOPIC: 739: HOUSING SINGLE WOMEN: GENDER IN CHINA’S SHARED RENTAL HOUSING MARKET

HARTEN, Julia [University of Southern California] jharten@usc.edu

1127: ALIGNING LOCAL INDICATORS, NATIONAL PRIORITIES, AND GLOBAL GOALS: DEVELOPING AN INDICATOR SYSTEM FOR CHENGDU’S PARK CITY “PLANNING...

YANG, Yizhao [University of Oregon] yizhao@uoregon.edu
TAUFEN, Anne [University of Washington, Tacoma] atw5@uw.edu

1157: DOES RURAL-TO-URBAN MIGRATION ERODE MIGRANTS’ TRUST IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT?

ZHANG, Chen [Yale-NUS College] ynczc@nus.edu.sg

8.3 DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS AND HOUSING SUPPLY

Discussant: GARDE, Ajay [University of California, Irvine] ajay.garde@uci.edu

220: DOES JURISDICTIONAL SIZE AFFECT RECEPTIVITY TO MULTIFAMILY HOUSING? A MULTI-LEVEL MODELING APPROACH

MARRATZ, Nicholas [University of California, Irvine] nmarratz@uci.edu
LEWIS, Paul [Arizona State University] Paul.Lewis@asu.edu

704: PLANNING REFORM FOR HOUSING SUPPLY: RECENT STRATEGIES AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS IN AUSTRALIA, CANADA AND ENGLAND

GILBERT, Catherine [University of Sydney] catherine.gilbert@sydney.edu.au
GURRAN, Nicole [University of Sydney] nicole.gurran@sydney.edu.au

740: DOES IT GO AS PLANNED? AN EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF PLANNING-DEVELOPMENT NEXUS

ZHENG, Huixin [University of California, Irvine] huixinz@uci.edu

887: REGRESSIVE ZONING? INSIGHTS FROM LAND USE CHARACTERISTICS OF CITIES IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

SONG, Qi [University of California, Irvine] songq3@uci.edu

GARDE, Ajay [University of California, Irvine] agarde@uci.edu
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### 8.5 Impacts of Land Use Controls

**Facilitator:** NEDOVIC-BUDIC, Zorica [University of Illinois Chicago] nbzorica@uic.edu

**261: Price and Land Use in Latin American City**
ALEGRA, Tito [El Colegio de la Frontera Norte]
talegrina@colet.mx

**1073: Documenting Parking Policy: Fines, Fees, and Exemptions**
PINISKI, Mirmam [University of California, Los Angeles]
mpinskii@ucla.edu

MANVILLE, Michael [University of California, Los Angeles]
mmanvill@ucla.edu

### 9.6 Environmental Factors and Adaptive Measures: Walkability & Air Pollution

**Discusssant:** NAM, Yunwoo [University of Nebraska-Lincoln] ynam2@unl.edu

**452: Walking Values, Reported Walking Behavior, and Tracked Walking Behavior: A Pilot Study Comparing In-Depth Interviews, Surveys, GPS and Fitbit Tracking in Beijing**
LU, Yingying [Harvard University] yingyinglu2011@gmail.com

**789: Benchmarking School Walkability**
SHI, Xiao [University of Washington] xiaoshirui@uw.edu

**1168: Physical Activity Impacts of Moving to a Walkable Community: A Natural Experimental Study**
LEE, Chanam [Texas A&M University] chanam@tamu.edu

**1379: Impact of Air Pollution Adaptation Measures on the Public Health**
HAHM, Yeankyoung [Seoul National University] yeankyoung@snu.ac.kr

**Award Winner Winner of the Marsha Ritzdorf Best Student Work on Diversity, Social Justice and the Role of Women in Planning - The Role of Built Environment, Personal, Religious, Cultural and Socioeconomic Factors in Increasing Overweight and Obesity Rate in Women vs. Men: A Case Study of Karachi, Pakistan**
SAADAF, Afheen [University of Florida] afheen82@ufl.edu

### 13.1 Challenges in Public Participation and Citizen-Led Communicative Practices

**Facilitator:** HARWOOD, Stacy Anne [University of Utah]
harwood@arch.utah.edu

**141: Between Virtue and Profession: Urban Planning and the Public Participation Industry**
BARRY, Janice [University of Waterloo] jbarry@waterloo.ca

**475: Planning for/by Platforms**
DUNN, Peter [University of Washington] ptdunn@uw.edu

### 14.2 Methods of Regional Delineation and Analysis

**Discusssant:** CARRUTHERS, Jonathan [Cornell University]
john.carruthers@cornell.edu

**33: The Spatial Structure and Characteristic Analysis of Regional City Network from the Perspective of Multiple Passenger Flows - Take Guangdong Province in China as an Example**
WANG, Xiuyan [Tsinghua University] mxq5@qq.com
ZHANG, Yishuai [Tongji University] zhangyishuaids@163.com

**53: Using a Unique Dataset to Explore How Regional Economic Patterns Reflect Broader Political Economic Changes in Germany**
SCHMIDT, Stephan [Cornell University] sj956@cornell.edu
THOMAS, Ryan [Cornell University] rmt235@cornell.edu

### 602: Megaregional Disparities: Measurement and Policy Challenges in the Presence of Modifiable Areal Unit Problem

**LIU, Ziqi [University of Texas at Austin] zqliu212132@utexas.edu**

**ZHANG, Yishuai [University of Texas at Austin] zhangyishuaids@163.com**

**851: The Social Dimension of the Iron Quadrangle Region: A Geodesign Experience**
HADDAD, Monica [Iowa State University]
haddad@iastate.edu

**MOURA, Ana Clara [Federal University of Minas Gerais] anaclaramoura@yahoo.com**

**COOK, Vivian [Iowa State University] vmcook@iastate.edu**

**LIMA, Thiago [Federal University of Minas Gerais] thiagolimaelima19@gmail.com**

### 15.12 Pedestrian Access: Street Networks and Sidewalks

**Discusssant:** MERLIN, Louis [Florida Atlantic University]
lmerlin@fau.edu

**78: Two Sides of the Same Street: A Mixed-Methods Field Experiment to Examine Streetscape Walkability**
HARVEY, Chester [University of California, Berkeley]
chesterharvey@berkeley.edu

**180: The Allocation of Transportation Investments Using a Multi-Objective Optimization Approach: Balancing Efficiency and Equity in Accessibility to Multi-Use Paths**
CHEN, Na [University of Cincinnati] na.chen@uc.edu
WANG, Chi-Hao [California State University, Fresno] cwang@csufresno.edu

**601: Sidewalks Matter: The Case for Incorporating Detailed Sidewalk Data into Accessibility Analysis**
LEVINE, Kaylyn [The University of Texas at Austin] kaylyn.levine@utexas.edu
KARNER, Alex [University of Texas at Austin] alex.karner@utexas.edu

**767: How to Capture More Daily Trips Inside Minute Neighborhoods? A Machine-learning Assessment on the Threshold Effects of Built Environment on Travel in Beijing**
LUO, Xueyao [Peking University] 1901212957@pku.edu.cn
ZHANG, Wenxia [Peking University] zhangwxi@pku.edu.cn

**1245: A Star and Genetic Algorithm-Based Optimization for Complete Street Networks in Atlanta**
HWANG, Uijeong [Georgia Institute of Technology] uhwang3@gatech.edu
KIM, Ilsa [Georgia Institute of Technology] ikim302@gatech.edu
GUHATHAKURTA, Subhranjit [Georgia Institute of Technology] subhra.guha@design.gatech.edu
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16.6 STREET DESIGN AND URBAN FORM
Facilitator: RAO, Fujie [Shanghai Jiao Tong University]
raofujie@gmail.com

6: RESEARCH ON RENEWAL STRATEGIES OF SPECIALIZED COMMERCIAL STREET IN GUANGZHOU BASED ON CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS PROTECTION
WEI, Yifang [Tongji University] 1302105034@qq.com
XU, Lin [Tongji University] 361393241@qq.com

132: SHOPPING AND WALKABILITY OF TRANSIT STATION AREAS: A MORPHOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION IN THE CENTRAL CITY OF MELBOURNE, SAN FRANCISCO, AND TORONTO
RAO, Fujie [Shanghai Jiao Tong University] raofujie@gmail.com
PAFKA, Elek [University of Melbourne] pafkae@unimeb.edu.au

410: USING OPTIMIZED WALK SCORE TO ASSESS WALKABILITY AMONG DIFFERENT SPATIAL LAYOUT OF CAMPUSES
ZHANG, Zhehao [Tianjin University] 1184366387@qq.com
FENG, Gang [Tianjin University] fenggangarch@tju.edu.cn
FISHER, Thomas [University of Minnesota]
tfisher@umn.edu

506: ASSESSING NEIGHBORHOOD STREETSCAPE FEATURES FOR PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY: A CASE STUDY IN SHANGHAI
ZHANG, Hao [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York SUNY] hzhang34@buffalo.edu
YIN, Li [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York SUNY] liyin@buffalo.edu

SATURDAY, TIME SLOT 7

STUDENT SOCIAL

ACSP Student Governing Board Representative, 2019 & 2020: AZHAR, Awais [University of Texas at Austin]
awais.azhar@utexas.edu

ACSP Student Governing Board Representative 2020 & 2021: JARAMILLO, Atticus [University of North Carolina] at Chapel Hill] atticusa@live.unc.edu
1.15 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 1166) – INNOVATION AND INTERVENTION IN THE QUANTIFIED CITY

Co-Moderator: CLAUDEL, Matthew [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] matthew.claudel@gmail.com

Co-Moderator: DAEPP, Madeleine [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] mdaepp@mit.edu

VANKY, Anthony [Columbia University] a.vankyi@columbia.edu
ENGLE, Jayne [McGill University] jengle@mcmasterfoundation.ca
WYLIE, Bianca [Centre for International Governance Innovation] bianca.wylie@gmail.com
TREMBLAY, Jenny [Infrastructure Canada] jenny.tremblay@canada.ca

1.16 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 15) – NATIONALWIDE STUDIES OF URBAN FORM: EVOLUTION, INNOVATION, AND NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Moderator / Organizer: RICHERT, Steven [The University of Texas at Austin] steven.richter@utexas.edu

BOEING, Geoff [University of Southern California] boeing@usc.edu
BRINKLEY, Catherine [University of California, Davis] cbrinkleyc@ucdavis.edu
EWING, Reid [University of Utah] ewing@arch.utah.edu
HAMDI, Shima [Johns Hopkins University] shima.hamidi@gmail.com

4.21 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 215) – COMMUNITY ENERGY PLANNING: FROM CONCEPT TO IMPLEMENTATION

Moderator: CALVERT, Kirby [University of Guelph] calvertk@uoguelph.ca
Organizer: WINFIELD, Mark [York University] marksw@yorku.ca

FAIRBRIDGE, Karen [Karen Fairbridge and Associate] karen@karenfairbridge.ca
ERGUN, Deniz [Town of Oakville] deniz.ergun@oakville.ca
McVEY, Ian [Region of Durham] ian.mcvey@durham.ca

8.11 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 807) – CRITICAL DIALOGUES OF PLANNING, LAND USE POLICY AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Moderator: MOORE, Susan [University College London (The Bartlett)] susan.moore@ucl.ac.uk
Organizer: LIVINGSTONE, Nicola [University College London] n.livingstone@ucl.ac.uk

WALKS, Alan [University of Toronto] alan.walks@utoronto.ca
SHORT, Michael [University College London] michael.short@ucl.ac.uk
Bunce, Susannah [University of Toronto, Scarborough] susannah.bunce@utoronto.ca
MARCH, Loren [University of Toronto] loren.march@mail.utoronto.ca

9.14 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 477) – SETTING AN AGENDA FOR FOOD SYSTEMS PLANNING RESEARCH: KEY ISSUES, METHODOLOGIES, AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE NEXT 20 YEARS

Organizer: MUI, Yeeli [Johns Hopkins University] ymu1@jhu.edu
Moderator: RAMOS, Carol [University of Puerto Rico] carol.ramos1@upr.edu

KELMENSON, Sophie [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] sophi@live.unc.edu
MINAKER, Leia [University of Waterloo] minaker@uwaterloo.ca
RAJ, Subhashni [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] subhashni@buffalo.edu
KOTZVAL, K. Zeenat [Michigan State University] kotzvalz@mst.edu
RAJA, Suman [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] szraja@buffalo.edu

10.6 ROUNDTABLE (ABSTRACT ID 510) – BECOMING MORE PURPOSEFUL: HOW CAN COMMUNITY-ENGAGED STUDIOS AND TEACHING INCREASE THEIR IMPACTS?

Organizer: CONTRERAS, Santina [The Ohio State University] Santina.L.Contreras@gmail.com
Moderator: RIVERA, Danielle [University of Colorado Boulder] danielle.rivera@colorado.edu

CHALANA, Manish [University of Washington] chalana@uw.edu
IRAZABAL, Clara [University of Missouri-Kansas City] irazabalzuritac@umkc.edu
MUKHIJA, Vinit [University of California, Los Angeles] vmukhija@ucla.edu
SLETTL, Bjorn [University of Texas at Austin] bjorn@utexas.edu

16.2 NEW METHODS IN URBAN DESIGN RESEARCH

Facilitator: YERENA, Anaid [University of Washington] yerena@uw.edu

276: SYMBOLIC EVALUATION OF HOUSING STYLES ACROSS MAJORS, LOCATIONS, AND GENERATIONS

TERZANO, Kathryn [Arizona State University] kterzano@asu.edu

580: PRIVACY TERRITORIES IN STUDENT UNIVERSITY HOUSING DESIGN: INTRODUCTION OF THE HIERARCHY OF ISOLATION AND PRIVACY IN ARCHITECTURE TOOL (HIPAT)

McCARTHY, Shelley [Ryerson University] shelley.mccartney@ryerson.ca
ROSENWASSER, Ximena [Ryerson University] xrosenvasser@gmail.com
ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA’s customer service associates will assist you.
8.22 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: SHRINKING CITIES - POLICY RESPONSES AND NEW PLANNING APPROACHES

Organizer: PALLAGST, Karina [Technische Universität Kaiserslautern, Germany] karina.pallagst@ru.uni-kl.de

Discussant: HOLLANDER, Justin [Tufts University] justin.hollander@tufts.edu

202: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES OF WELCOMING REFUGEES IN SHRINKING CITIES
SCHMID, Norma [Ecole Normale Superieure] norma.schemschat@ens.fr
CUNNINGHAM SABOT, Emmanuel [Cambridge Architectural Research Limited] sabot@ens.fr

283: MITIGATION STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE RESILIENCE IN SHRINKING CITIES: ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE LOCATION IN NW AND NE ENGLAND
MULLIGAN, Helen [Cambridge Architectural Research Limited] hm@carltd.com
MACKAY, Faeeza [Cambridge Architectural Research Limited] Faeeza.mackay@carltd.com

405: EQUITABLE INCLUSIVE SUSTAINABLE CULTURAL PLANNING IN SHRINKING CITIES AND THE CRITICAL ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY AND DATA IN URBAN INNOVATION
ABER, Jasmin [Creative Exchange Lab] ja@creativeexchangelab.com

8.55 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON VALUE CAPTURE

Organizer: KIM, Minjee [Florida State University] m.kim@fsu.edu

Discussant: FAINSTEIN, Susan sfsainstein@aol.com

207: RECOGNIZING, CAPTURING, AND DISTRIBUTING VALUE: WHEN DOES VALUE CAPTURE TAKE PLACE, WHY, AND FOR WHOM?
KIM, Minjee [Florida State University] m.kim@fsu.edu

208: CHANGING THE POLITICS OF VALUE CAPTURE: THE CASE OF GOWANUS, BROOKLYN
WOLF-POWERS, Laura [Hunter College, City University of New York] aw2416@hunter.cuny.edu

209: WHO DECIDES? THE PROVISION OF SOCIAL HOUSING THROUGH LAND VALUE CAPTURE IN VANCOUVER AND NEW TAIPEI CITY
SHIH, Mi [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] mi.shih@rutgers.edu
SHIEH, Leslie [Tomo Spaces] shieh.leslie@gmail.com

210: FINANCING, EQUITY AND NEIGHBORHOOD REDEVELOPMENT: THE EVOLUTION OF VALUE CAPTURE IN KANSAS CITY
FISCHER, Lauren [University of North Texas] lauren.fischer@unt.edu

9.10 PLANNING INFRASTRUCTURE FOR SAFETY AND HEALTH

87: MEETING EVERYDAY NEEDS IN A DISASTER SCENARIO: RESOURCE MATCHING THROUGH LOCAL NETWORKS
IDZOREK, Katherine [University of Washington] kidzi@uw.edu
ABRAMSON, Daniel [University of Washington, Seattle] abramson@uw.edu
CHEN, Cynthia [University of Washington] cjchen@uw.edu

774: A DATA-DRIVEN QUEST FOR SAFE TRANSIT STATIONS: AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF THE LINK BETWEEN TRANSIT MODE, STATION AREA, AND CRIME IN THE CITY OF CHICAGO, IL
ZANDIATASHBAR, Ahoua [University of Illinois at Chicago] zahoura@uic.edu
LAURITZ, Maria Agustina [University of Illinois at Chicago] malaurit@uic.edu

1300: PLACE-BASED SOCIAL CAPITAL AND NEIGHBORHOOD SAFETY
NAM, Yunwoo [University of Nebraska-Lincoln Community and Regional Planning] ynam2@unl.edu

9.2 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: PLANNING FOR CHILD HEALTH: POTENTIAL AND POSSIBILITIES

Organizer: REECE, Jason [The Ohio State University] reece.35@osu.edu

Discussant: WARNER, Mildred [Cornell University] mew15@cornell.edu

21: CHILD-FRIENDLY COMMUNITIES - LINKING PLANNING, SERVICES AND HEALTH
ZANG, Xue [Cornell University] x2435@cornell.edu
WARNER, Mildred [Cornell University] mew15@cornell.edu

22: MODELS OF PARTICIPATORY ENGAGEMENT FOR MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH IN RURAL AREAS: PHOTOVEIOTE AND STORY MAPPING
WHITTAKER, Jennifer [University of Pennsylvania] whittaker@pennmedicine.upenn.edu

24: WHY DON'T WE PLAN FOR URBAN CHILDREN? A TALE OF TAX ABATEMENTS, SCHOOL CLOSURES AND CHILD FLIGHT IN URBAN AMERICA
REECE, Jason [The Ohio State University] reece.35@osu.edu

857: BEST PRACTICES FROM ADULT LEADERS FOR YOUTH ADVOCACY PROGRAMS
BOTCHWY, Nisha [Georgia Institute of Technology] nisha.botchwey@gatech.edu
RICKS, Tonya [Drew Charter School] tonya.ricks@drewcharterschool.org
BRYAN, Kim [Gadles Middle School] kim.bryan@browardschools.com

1361: PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT VS. INDEPENDENT MOBILITY: EXPLORING CORRELATES FOR CHILDREN'S INDEPENDENT TRAVEL AND UNSUPERVISED OUTDOOR PLAY PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT VS. INDEPENDENT MOBILITY
QIU, Lingyi [Texas A&M University] lingyi1106@tamu.edu
ZHU, Xueni [Texas A&M University] xueni.zhu@tamu.edu

13.58 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: GLOBAL POLICY MOBILITIES AND EQUITABLE LOCAL POLICY MAKING: PLANNING PRACTICE AND THEORY

Organizer: BIDORDINOVA, Asya [University of Toronto] asya.bidordinova@mail.utoronto.ca

Discussant: MONTERO, Sergio [Universidad de Los Andes] s.montero@uniandes.edu.co

694: THE BUSINESS OF NATIONAL URBAN POLICIES: POLICIES FOR WHOM? THE ROLE OF GLOBAL PHILANTHROPY ON SPREADING THE 'URBAN SOLUTIONISM' IN LATIN AMERICA
BLANC, Francesca [Politecnico di Torino] francesca.blanc@polito.it

695: TRACING DISPLACEMENTS OF EXPERTISE IN URBAN PLANNING: THE PUBLIC SPACE AUTHORITY OF MEXICO CITY
LOPEZ GARCIA, David [The New School] loped438@newschool.edu

737: POLICY MOBILITIES THEORY AND PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS FOR EQUITABLE PLANNING: RETHINKING URBAN MOBILITY IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA
BIDORDINOVA, Asya [University of Toronto] asya.bidordinova@mail.utoronto.ca

904: THE POLITICS OF TRENDSNESS: POLICY AND PROGRAM REFERENCING AND THE MYTH OF 'GOOD' CITY BUILDING FOR EVERYONE
WHITNEY, Ryan [University of Toronto] whitney.raj@gmail.com
**15.8 INNOVATIVE DATA AND TRANSPORTATION PLANNING**

Facilitator: FANG, Kevin [Sonoma State University]
fangk@sonoma.edu

- **133: THE ANALYSIS OF NEAR-MISS COLLISION BETWEEN PEDESTRIANS AND PERSONAL TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES: AN APPLICATION OF UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES (UAV)**
  - KIM, Dohyung [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona] dohyungkim@cpp.edu
  - PARK, Keunhyun [Utah State University] keunhyun.park@usu.edu

- **642: HOW DO PEOPLE ACTUALLY MAKE TRANSPORTATION DECISIONS? EVIDENCE FROM 7,000 REDDIT POSTS**
  - LACOBUCCI, Evan [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] evaniacobucci@gmail.com

- **977: EQUITABLE CROWDSOURCING: HOW DO PLANNERS USE AND ADDRESS POTENTIAL BIAS IN EMERGING DATA SOURCES?**
  - BARAJAS, Jesuc [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] barajasj@illinois.edu
  - BRAUN, Lindsay [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] lmbraun@illinois.edu

- **1220: INJURIES RELATED TO THE USE OF MICROMOBILITY VEHICLES AS INDICATED BY US NATIONAL EMERGENCY ROOM DATA**
  - FANG, Kevin [Sonoma State University] fangk@sonoma.edu

**15.28 TRANSPORTATION, SUSTAINABILITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS**

Facilitator: SHEN, Suwan [University of Hawaii]
suwans@hawaii.edu

- **910: STREET NETWORK MODELS, INDICATORS, AND RELATIONSHIPS WITH VEHICULAR EMISSIONS FOR EVERY METROPOLITAN AREA IN THE WORLD**
  - BOEING, Geoff [University of Southern California] boeing@usc.edu

- **1027: MODELING VEHICULAR MOVEMENTS AND EMISSION FOR POLICY REVIEW IN HALIFAX, CANADA**
  - HABIB, Ahsan [Dalhousie University] ahsan.habib@dal.ca
  - BELA, Pauline Laila [Dillon Consulting Limited] pauline.laila@dal.ca
  - HOSSAIN, Fariba [Dalhousie University] fr696041@dal.ca

- **1034: ASSESS TRANSPORTATION VULNERABILITY TO SEA LEVEL RISE USING COMMUNITY SURVEY AND CROWDSOURCING DATA A CASE STUDY OF CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU, HAWAII**
  - SHEN, Suwan [University of Hawaii] suwans@hawaii.edu

**15.20 ROLE OF TRANSPORTATION ON DEVELOPMENT, ACCESS AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITY**

Facilitator: ZHOU, Jiangping [The University of Hong Kong]
zhoupj@gmail.com

- **229: TRANSIT-BASED ACCESSIBILITY AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF SHENZHEN BASED ON BIG AND OPEN DATA**
  - ZHOU, Jiangping [The University of Hong Kong]
  - ZHOUJ@gmail.com

**15.30 URBAN FORM, EMPLOYMENT CENTERS AND COMMUTING**

Facilitator: VOULGARIS, Carole [Harvard University]
cvoulgaris@gsd.harvard.edu

- **197: HOME AWAY FROM HOME, OR WORK AWAY FROM WORK: WHAT ARE THE TRAVEL EFFECTS OF WORKING FROM HOME?**
  - VOULGARIS, Carole [Harvard University]
  - cvoulgaris@gsd.harvard.edu

- **413: HUB AIRPORTS AS EMPLOYMENT CENTERS: SPATIAL INFERENCES FROM COMMUTING AND HOUSING DATASETS**
  - MURAKAMI, Jin [Singapore University of Technology and Design] admin@jinmurakami.net
  - KATO, Hironori [University of Tokyo] kato@civil.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp

- **629: TRENDS IN COMMUTING EFFICIENCY: THEORIES, EXPLANATIONS, AND PLANNING IMPLICATIONS**
  - KUMAR, Mukesh [Jackson State University]
mukesh.kumar@jsums.edu
  - LEWIS, Tanaucha [Jackson Public Schools]
tanaucha1@hotmail.com

---

ACSP conference sessions are pre-approved for AICP CM credits. A 60 minute session earns 1 CM; a 75 minutes session earns 1.25 CM; a 90 minute session earns 1.5 CM. If you have trouble reporting your CM credits or have general questions about the CM program, please contact AICPCM@planning.org. APA’s customer service associates will assist you.
PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES
SUNDAY, TIME SLOT 3

STUDENT WORKSHOP: PREPARING FOR THE ACADEMIC JOB MARKET
Moderator: AZHAR, Awaís [University of Texas at Austin]
awaís.azhar@utexas.edu

Participants:
GARCIA ZAMBRANA, Ivis [University of Utah]
ivis.garcia@utah.edu
RUMBAUGH, Andrew [University of Colorado Denver]
andrew.rumbaugh@ucdenver.edu
OWUSU, Francis [Iowa State University]
FOWUSU@iastate.edu
SERVON, Lisa [University of Pennsylvania]
servon@upenn.edu
SANCHEZ, Thomas [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University]
sanchezt@vt.edu

A checkmark means a final paper is available.

MENTORING THROUGH THE LIFE CYCLE: FROM PHD STUDIES TO FULL PROFESSOR TO BEYOND
Hosted by the ACSP Faculty Mentoring Committee

Co-Moderator: STEINER, Ruth [University of Florida]
rsteiner@ufl.edu

Co-Moderator: JARAMILLO, Atticus [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill]
atticus@live.unc.edu

Participants:
ROSS, Catherine [Georgia Institute of Technology]
catherine.ross@design.gatech.edu
JOURDAN, Dawn [Texas A&M University]
djanjordan@arch.tamu.edu
LESTER, Bill [University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill]
twlester@unc.edu

4.15 MITIGATING URBAN HEAT
Discussant: LARSEN, Larissa [University of Michigan]
larissa@umich.edu

83: WHY AND HOW DO CITIES PLAN FOR EXTREME HEAT? ☒
GABBE, Charles [Santa Clara University]
cgabbe@scu.edu
PIERCE, Gregory [University of California, Los Angeles]
gpierce@lukin.ucla.edu

747: ARE SMART GROWTH STRATEGIES EFFECTIVE TO ADDRESS URBAN HEAT ISLAND EFFECTS?
WON, Jongho [University of California, Irvine]
jonghw1@uci.edu
JUNG, Meen Chel [University of Washington]
jmc129@uw.edu

993: PEDESTRIAN BEHAVIOR BASED ON OUTDOOR THERMAL COMFORT AND MICRO-SCALE HEAT ISLAND, AUSTIN, TX
KIM, SeWoong [Texas A&M University]
sewoongkim@tamu.edu
BROWN, Robert [Texas A&M University]
rbrown@arch.tamu.edu

1194: ASSESSING THE BENEFITS OF UHI MITIGATION FOR INDOOR HEAT EXPOSURE DURING CONCURRENT HEAT WAVE AND BLACKOUT EVENTS ☒
MALLEN, Evan [Georgia Institute of Technology]
esmallen@gatech.edu
STONE, Brian [Georgia Institute of Technology]
stone@gatech.edu
RAJPUT, Mayur [Georgia Institute of Technology]
mrajput6@gatech.edu

4.29 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: COORDINATING PLANS TO REDUCE RISKS TO HAZARDS AND CLIMATE CHANGE: NEW PERSPECTIVES ON NETWORKS OF PLANS AND PEOPLE
Organizer: WOODRUFF, Sierra [Texas A&M University]
swoodruff@tamu.edu

Discussant: MEEROW, Sara [Arizona State University]
sara.meerow@asu.edu

110: APPROACHES TO UNDERSTAND NETWORK OF PLANS ☒
WOODRUFF, Sierra [Texas A&M University]
swoodruff@tamu.edu
GILBERTSON, Philip [Arizona State University]
pgilber@asu.edu
HANNIBAL, Bryce [US Census Bureau]
bryce.hannibal@gmail.com
MATOS, Melina [Texas A&M University]
melina_matos@tamu.edu
MEEROW, Sara [Arizona State University]
sara.meerow@asu.edu
ROY, Malini [Texas A&M University- College Station]
mr956@tamu.edu

111: LESSONS FOR MOVING TO THE HIGH GROUND: REDUCING FLOOD RISKS WITH NETWORKS OF PEOPLE, POLICIES, AND PLANS
LYLES, Ward [University of Kansas]
wardlyles@ku.edu
PENNEL, Penn [University of Kansas]
penn@ku.edu
RILEY, Rachel [University of Oklahoma]
riley@mesonet.org

112: A NETWORK OF PLANS’ ANALYSIS OF SUPERSTORM SANDY RECOVERY PLANS IN NEW YORK CITY
FINN, Donovan [Stony Brook University]
donovan.finn@stonybrook.edu
COLETTA, Matthew [Stony Brook University]
matthew.coletta@stonybrook.edu

113: INTEGRATING RESILIENCE INTO NETWORKS OF PLANS: THE EXPERIENCE OF THREE COASTAL CITIES ☒
BERKE, Philip [University of North Carolina]
pberke@email.unc.edu
YU, Siyu [Texas A&M University]
siyu_1989@tamu.edu
MALECHA, Matthew [Texas A&M]
malecha915@tamu.edu
MASTEROSON, Jaimie [Texas A&M]
jmasterson@arch.tamu.edu
6.5 GLOBAL HOUSING TRENDS & RESPONSES

Discussant: VAZQUEZ, Teresa [Universidad Autonoma de Ciudad Juarez] teresa.vazquez@uacj.mx

191: HOUSING PLAN AND LOCATIONAL OUTCOMES: THE RESILIENT APPROACH FOR COASTAL COMMUNITIES IN THE UNITED STATES
TRAN, Tho [Texas A&M University] tttran2211@gmail.com
VAN ZANDT, Shannon [Texas A&M University] svanzandt@tamu.edu

1008: SEINE-SAINT-DENIS STYLE: HOW ONE BANLIEUE’S INSTITUTIONAL MODEL MIGHT BE THE SOLUTION TO THE GRAND PARIS HOUSING CRISIS
MAAOUI, Magda [Columbia University] mm4964@columbia.edu

6.156 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: PLANNING SOLUTIONS TO THE HOUSING CRISIS

Organizer: WALKS, Alan [University of Toronto] alan.walks@utoronto.ca

873: PLANNING FOR SUSTAINABLE CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING IN CANADA
AUGUST, Martine [University of Waterloo] martine.august@uwaterloo.ca

1137: COUNTERING DISPLACEMENT THROUGH COLLECTIVE OWNERSHIP: COMMUNITY LAND TRUST PLANNING AND ACTIVISM IN LONDON, UK AND TORONTO, CANADA
BUNCE, Susannah [University of Toronto, Scarborough] susannah.bunce@utoronto.ca

891: PLANNING TORONTO THE SMART CITY: SIDEWALK LABS, FINANCIALIZATION, AND SMART CITY URBANISM
GRISDALE, Sean [University of Toronto] sean.grisdale@mail.utoronto.ca

6.70 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: PLANNING FOR AND RESPONDING TO STUDENT-DRIVEN HOUSING DEVELOPMENT IN UNIVERSITY NEIGHBORHOODS

Organizer: MAWHORTER, Sarah [University of Southern California] smawhort@usc.edu

Discussant: NEWMAN, Katha [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] k Newman@rci.rutgers.edu

671: THE RISE OF LARGE-SCALE STUDENT HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS IN UNIVERSITY NEIGHBORHOODS
EHLENZ, Meagan [Arizona State University] meagan.ehlenz@asu.edu
MAWHORTER, Sarah [University of Southern California] smawhort@usc.edu

672: BUILDING THE GENTRIFICATION MODEL: [COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY AND HARLEM, 1945 TO 1968
TAYLOR, JR., Henry [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] htaylor@buffalo.edu

673: A NEW SKYLINE FOR CHAMPAIGN: DID REZONING DRIVE STUDENTIFICATION?
PENDALL, Rolf [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] rpendall@illinois.edu
PROCHASKA, Natalie [The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] prochaski@illinois.edu
ALLRED, Dustin [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] dallred2@illinois.edu
HILL YARD, Caitlin [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] calh9@illinois.edu

674: STUDENT HOUSING AS INTERGENERATIONAL PLANNING PROBLEM: IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE AND PRAXIS
REVINGTON, Nicholas [University of Waterloo] nwrevington@gmail.com

6.77 PRE-ORGANIZED SESSION: STUDYING TEMPORALITY, USE, PERCEPTION, AND MEANING OF PUBLIC SPACE IN TORONTO

Organizer: MANDHAN, Sneha [University of Toronto] sneha.mandhan@mail.utoronto.ca

Discussant: PIPER, Michael [University of Toronto] michael.piper@daniels.utoronto.ca

500: PARK PLANNING IN TORONTO’S PATH: NEGOTIATING MULTI-LEVEL PUBLIC AND PRIVATE REALMS
ALLEN-KIM, Erica [University of Toronto] ericas.allen-kim@daniels.utoronto.ca

501: BOTTOM-UP URBANISM: AN EXPERIMENT WITH A PARKING DAY INSTALLATION IN TORONTO
MANDHAN, Sneha [University of Toronto] sneha.mandhan@mail.utoronto.ca
GREGG, Kelly [University at Buffalo, The State University of New York] kgregg@buffalo.edu

583: NEW GENERATION PUBLIC SPACE PROJECTS AND SPACES OF HOMELESSNESS: A CASE STUDY OF THE BENTWAY, TORONTO
HESS, Paul [University of Toronto] hess@geog.utoronto.ca
STEVENSON-BLYTHE, Claire [University of Toronto] claire.stevensonblythe@mail.utoronto.ca

PHD FAIR

Wrapping up Pre-Doctoral Workshop for Underrepresented Students of Color, the PhD Fair enabled prospective doctoral students to visit with representatives from our member school programs in private chat rooms. Thank you to our participating member schools!

Columbia University
Harvard University
Texas A&M University
University of British Columbia
University of Florida
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

University of Illinois Chicago
University of Louisville
University of Southern California
University of Texas Austin
University of Utah
Utah State University
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